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Introduction 
 
 The Association for Library and Information Science Education (ALISE) serves 
as a forum for library and information science (LIS) educators to share information, to 
define the profession and its direction, and to promote excellence in education.  Each 
year, ALISE publishes the Association of Library and Information Science Education 
Statistical Report, currently in its 21st year of publication.  The report contains statistics 
on and objective analyses of various aspects of LIS programs offered by schools that 
have been accredited by the Committee on Accreditation (COA) of the American Library 
Association (ALA).  In order to provide this resource, ALISE collects data on the schools 
and their students, faculty, curriculum, income and expenditure, and continuing education 
activities, and compiles it into informative statistics.   The report is available both in 
paper and on the ALISE Statistical Report and Database web site  
( http://ils.unc.edu/ALISE/  ).  Although both media report the same information, they 
differ slightly in format.  In the paper report, tables containing data and statistics are 
embedded within the text; in the web version, the tables are separate but can be linked to 
from within the textual report. 
ALISE editors and others involved in the creation and publication of the report 
have recognized the need for the integration of information located in separate non-
relational databases as well as for increased automation of the processes required to 
compile and report data and statistical information.  The ALISE board recently began 
providing some financial support to the editors to address this need. The purpose of this 
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project is to complete the initial design phase for the integration and automation of the 
ALISE data collection and reporting process.  This paper traces the project through the 
design and initial development phase of a system to replace that currently used by 
ALISE. 
 
Background 
Information and Requirements Gathering 
 
I was approached in November of 2000 by one of the ALISE editors, Dr. Evelyn 
Daniel, and was asked if I would be interested in designing a web database for statistical 
information collected by ALISE.  I met with Dr. Daniel twice to find out what was 
needed, and agreed to become involved in the project.  The two general requirements for 
the project were 1) to design a Microsoft Access database to store data obtained from 
ALA-accredited schools and 2) to provide functionality in the database design for future 
online submission of data by schools, illustrating this through development of a 
prototype. 
I began meeting with the ALISE team regularly in January 2001 to learn about the 
current process for collecting, compiling and presenting data, and to gather requirements 
and discuss design issues.  The other members of the ALISE team were the editors, Dr. 
Evelyn Daniel and Dr. Jerry Saye, and the webmaster/assistant, Katherine Wisser, a 
doctoral student.  We met every other week until I had obtained enough information to 
begin design, and then we continued to meet on an as-needed basis. 
My initial task was to learn as much as possible about the type of data that were 
being collected, how it was currently collected, how it was compiled, and how the ALISE 
Statistical Report itself was created both in its paper and web versions. 
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User Groups 
 
 Current users of the ALISE statistical information data collection and reporting 
process include those who play a role in the creation of the ALISE Statistical Report as 
well as those who utilize the report.  These users can be broken down into three broad 
categories: 1) those who submit school data via questionnaires to ALISE editors, 2) those 
who process that information and prepare it for publication, and 3) those who access 
information contained in the paper report and/or on the web site. 
The first user group consists of LIS administrators from ALISE member schools 
who fill out and submit questionnaires each year.  One of the required components of the 
new system, online submission of questionnaires, will be geared toward these users.  
Design considerations regarding this group include the transition to a new method of data 
submission, time constraints due to busy schedules, confirmation of questionnaire 
submission/completion, and ease of use. 
The second group, responsible for processing the questionnaires and reporting 
data, consists of the editors, authors, and their assistants.  The new system will automate 
many tasks previously carried out by this group (which will be described in detail below).  
Access to information, accuracy of that information, conversion of data into hard and soft 
copy formats for publication, and documentation of the new database and online 
prototype are issues to be considered for this group. 
The final user group, those who access the information compiled by ALISE, 
consists of LIS administrators and faculty, current and prospective students of library and 
information science, journalists, others interested in statistics on ALA-accredited 
programs in library and information science, and the general public.  The current paper 
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report is only distributed to LIS administrators of ALISE member schools, but the web 
site containing the same information is available to the public on the Internet.  While 
access to information via the web site is of greater importance in the design of the new 
system, the access to formatted data is essential to publication in both media.  Design 
considerations related to this user group include quick and easy access to information, 
customizable querying, and intuitive navigation of the ALISE web site. 
This project addresses the needs of the first two user groups (those who submit 
data and those who process it) and provides the foundation for addressing the needs of 
the third group (access to compiled information on the Internet). 
Current Process 
 
The current process used by ALISE for collecting, compiling and reporting 
statistical data on LIS programs consists of many manual tasks.  The only element in the 
process that is fully automated is the distribution of questionnaires via the Internet.  This 
was first implemented during the most recent data collection period, when data for 1999 
was collected in 2000.  Prior to 2000, questionnaires were mailed to schools, and in 
recent years, were also available online.  The move to fully automated electronic 
distribution eliminated the need for ALISE editors to print and mail questionnaires to 
schools.  Questionnaire submission, however, is still done manually; LIS administrators 
must print out the questionnaires, complete them and send them to the ALISE editors via 
standard mail. 
Although online questionnaire distribution was a step in the right direction, it still 
left the bulk of the work to be done manually by the ALISE authors, editors and 
webmaster.  The ALISE Statistical Report, published yearly both in print and online 
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(online since 1997), contains five chapters: Students, Faculty, Curriculum, Income & 
Expenditure, and Continuing Education.  In each chapter, data compiled from one of six 
questionnaires submitted by schools are reported and discussed.  The names of the 
questionnaires correspond to the chapter names listed above, except for the “Confidential 
Individual Faculty Data Form”, the data from which is reported in aggregate in the 
Faculty chapter.  A different member of the ALISE community authors each of the five 
report chapters.   Each ALISE member school mails all six completed questionnaires to 
the ALISE editors (and duplicates of certain sections to COA); as the questionnaires 
arrive, they are sorted by chapter.  Once all questionnaires are received, the ALISE 
assistant makes copies of the Faculty and Income & Expenditure questionnaires for 
archiving purposes.  Copies of the Students questionnaires are not needed, since the 
originals remain with the editors; editor Dr. Jerry Saye is also the author of the Students 
chapter of the report.  The remaining questionnaires (Curriculum and Continuing 
Education), which collect primarily textual data, are not copied.  The editors had decided 
previously to archive only numeric data used in statistical calculations (The ALISE 
database, however, will store all types of data as requested by the editors).  Each set of 
Faculty, Curriculum, Income & Expenditure, and Continuing Education questionnaires 
are then mailed to their respective authors.  The Students questionnaires remain with 
editor Dr. Jerry Saye, who, as mentioned earlier,  also serves as the author of the Students 
chapter.  
Each author, often with the help of assistants, is responsible for compiling and 
aggregating data from all questionnaires they receive from the ALISE editors.  Individual 
authors are free to use the method of their choosing to compile the data; some use a 
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calculator while others use Microsoft Access or some other type of database or 
spreadsheet.  Authors must create a textual chapter that contains the compiled data in 
multiple tables, as well as discussion and analysis of that data.  In the print version of the 
report, the tables are located throughout the text to illustrate analysis of the data.  The 
web version, however, contains hyperlinks to the tables from within the text. 
Each author sends the completed chapter in Microsoft Word format back to the 
ALISE editors. The editors and their assistant apply the same style and formatting to all 
chapters, check for and correct errors in statistical calculations, edit and consolidate the 
five chapters into the ALISE Statistical Report.  In addition to entering data from the 
Students questionnaires into Access (for compiling statistics for Dr. Saye’s Students 
chapter), the ALISE assistant also enters data from the copies of the Faculty and Income 
& Expenditure questionnaires into two separate Access databases for storage and 
archiving purposes.  All data from the above three questionnaires are entered into their 
respective databases manually, questionnaire by questionnaire.  There are three separate 
databases (Students, Faculty, Income & Expenditure) used for archiving this data; this is 
probably because the various assistants employed by the editors over the past few years 
were not trained in database design.  From their point of view, it was logical to separate 
this information by category. 
The ALISE web site contains the completed report in a slightly different format.  
A separate web page is created for each table displaying data by converting the chapters 
submitted in Word to HTML, and placing each table they contain into a separate HTML 
document.  The assistant creating the web pages must format all tables in the same 
manner. 
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As a service to LIS researchers and administrators, the ALISE editors provide raw 
data and/or customized statistical information to schools on request for a minimal fee.  
Requested data is provided in one or more Access files, depending on the request.  
Customized information requests usually involve statistical comparison of peer schools 
on certain key variables; this data is provided in table format.  
 
Analysis of Current Process and Its Problems 
In analyzing the process described above, there are several areas in which the 
need for standardization and automation becomes evident.  First, schools must print out 
and complete all six paper questionnaires by hand, mail them to ALISE, and mail certain 
sections to COA.  While standard mail may have been the accepted method of providing 
and/or sharing information several years ago, the current trend is toward the online 
transfer and submission of data.  If LIS administrators could access and submit 
questionnaires online, they would not have to fit the printing and mailing of them into 
their busy schedules; they would only need to fill in the information in a series of online 
forms.   
Since data is compiled using different methods by different authors, the process is 
not standardized for the entire report.  Several authors use different databases and/or 
spreadsheets to compile statistics from data which they enter; these databases are 
different in design and type (e.g., databases other than Microsoft Access).  And, as 
mentioned above, a calculator is used in at least one case for data compilation, leaving 
room for possible errors.  While most of the calculations required are rather 
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straightforward (e.g., counts, totals, means, medians), data integrity would be enhanced 
by standardization of the compilation process. 
One of the most important issues identified in the initial information gathering 
stage is related to the preceding discussion of databases used by authors for compilation 
purposes; there is no central storage location for all information collected by ALISE other 
than the reports themselves.  Some data is stored in databases; other data may be stored 
on paper in an author’s file cabinet.  While the entry of data from several questionnaires 
by the ALISE student assistant does develop a sort of archive, it does so primarily for 
numeric data.  Data from the Curriculum and Continuing Education questionnaires, 
which consist mostly of textual responses, are not archived by the assistant.  In addition, 
the data entry for the Faculty and Income & Expenditure questionnaires into Access 
databases by the assistant may very well be a duplication of effort; if the authors of those 
chapters enter the data into a database in order to compile it, the data entry has already 
been completed once.  The strong need for information sharing and data integration is 
obvious.  Not only would this create a better, more complete archive, but it would also 
facilitate development of the new system and the implementation of any changes needed 
in the future. 
Many of these issues could be resolved with the development of a coherent 
information system to streamline the data collection and compilation process.  Editors 
would not have to wait for questionnaires to arrive in the mail, since the data would be 
inserted into the database automatically.  Data obtained from the online questionnaires 
could be stored in one location in one database, and data from previous years could be 
imported into it.  This would replace the process of manual data entry into several disjoint 
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databases for archiving purposes only.  All statistics could then be compiled 
automatically from this database, thereby standardizing the method of data compilation 
and eliminating the need for this task to be carried out by the individual authors.  Errors 
in statistical calculation would not have to be checked manually by the editors; errors 
could be caught by the system and prevented.   If time-series data and/or trend analyses 
are desired in the future, they could be generated with such a system.  Automatic 
generation of web pages containing tables of aggregate figures and statistics would also 
be possible; web pages would not have to be created manually from tables in Word. 
As mentioned earlier, ALISE will provide schools with Access databases and 
customized information to researchers and LIS administrators on request.  The requests 
for customized information usually consist of comparison data for peer schools, and are 
prepared by the editors (and/or their assistant) separately per each request.  If 
comparisons among specific schools on certain criteria were possible via the ALISE web 
site, the need for requests to the editors for customized data would be diminished.  The 
integration of all ALISE statistical information into one database would facilitate the 
creation and inclusion of customizable queries online. 
Client Needs/Requirements 
 
After I had gained a thorough understanding of the current system and areas for 
process improvement, the ALISE team agreed upon a set of general requirements for the 
design of the ALISE database and the online prototype.  These requirements are listed 
below: 
The new system should be able to replicate all types of statistical data 
currently presented both in the paper report and on the web site.  In other 
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words, the same query capability currently available to the editors should 
also be possible in the ALISE database.  
Rather than being entered by the user, values for specified totals fields will 
be calculated on the fly using ASP, and then entered into the database (see 
Appendix I). 
Online questionnaires will employ data validation (i.e., preventing 
submission of non-numeric data when required, preventing submission of 
data that is inconsistent with totals calculated from data entered 
previously) 
The online questionnaires will collect the same data that is currently 
collected via the paper questionnaires.  Exceptions include additions, 
deletions or modifications resulting from questionnaire revision (ALISE 
editors collaborate on questionnaire revisions periodically with the COA).  
Only authorized LIS administrators should have access to the online 
questionnaires; user authentication through login must be required.   
 
About This Project 
Project Scope 
 
 The system designed for this project consists of a Microsoft Access database that 
will be used as the backend to support full online questionnaire submission and data 
display via the ALISE Statistical Report web site.  It also includes a prototype of an 
online questionnaire for use by LIS administrators to submit data.  The prototype collects 
a subset of the student enrollment information currently collected on the Students paper 
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questionnaire.  This project does not include a prototype for display of formatted statistics 
compiled from submitted data; this will be implemented in a future stage of development. 
 Technology Choice and Justification 
 
 The relational database management system (RDBMS) chosen for creation of the 
ALISE database was Microsoft Access 2000.  The editors and their assistant requested 
the use of Access for several reasons: familiarity with the system, location of data for 
previous years in Access databases, and the use of Access by LIS administrators with 
whom data is shared (i.e., requests for raw data).  While I felt the amount of information 
to be stored in and accessed from the ALISE database warranted the use of a more 
powerful system such as Oracle, I designed the database in Access while taking 
precautions to facilitate the possible need for conversion.  These precautions are 
discussed in more detail later in this paper.  
 Active Server Pages (ASP) were used to create the prototype of the online 
questionnaire.  This technology provides full programming capability, unlike a tool such 
as ColdFusion, which “hides” much of the functionality from the developer.  To develop 
in ASP, one must write all code necessary or access specific code contained in pre-
written objects.  Although ColdFusion is an extremely powerful tool, it is geared more 
towards developers with little or no programming experience.  The prototype for online 
questionnaire submission involves server-side calculations and validation based on those 
calculations.  Developing this functionality using ASP was more straightforward for a 
developer with programming experience such as myself.   
 In addition to these above points, the resources that were available also played a 
part in my decision to use ASP.  The ALISE database and online prototype reside on a 
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server located at the School of Information and Library Science (SILS) at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  The university has an agreement with the Microsoft 
corporation to purchase its products, such as the Internet Information Server used to 
process ASP pages, at a substantial educational discount; Allaire (producer of 
ColdFusion) is not offering a comparable discount at this time.  Because of this, the 
school does not run the most current version of ColdFusion.  While an older version may 
suffice for now, it may eventually become outdated and possibly be removed from the 
department server.    
Database Design 
 
The ALISE database consists of 29 tables and is designed to store all information 
currently collected via the ALISE paper questionnaires and used in the creation of the 
ALISE Statistical Report, as well as additional information needed per requirements (e.g.,  
restricted access to online questionnaires) and implementation of the online system.  The 
information was modeled in the manner described below with respect to requirements for 
the reporting of data (using the paper report as a guideline), and to maintenance of the 
functionality for generating information currently presented in the paper report.   
The discussion of the database design process begins with some general design 
decisions, and moves on to more specific issues encountered in the modeling of data 
contained in each paper questionnaire.  The entity-relationship diagram for the ALISE 
database can be found in Appendix J.      
Starting from Scratch 
 
Some of the data collected currently and in previous years, namely, data obtained 
from the Students, Faculty and Income & Expenditure questionnaires, are stored in 
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several Microsoft Access databases; these were not used as a base design for the creation 
of the ALISE database.  The Access databases (to be referred to as storage databases) 
were created primarily for storage and archiving purposes, without direct online data 
submission ever being considered.  The storage databases are non-relational, and do not 
adhere to many other database design principles.  Foreign key relationships are not 
established, much data is duplicated across tables, and, although all tables contain 
primary keys, their existence does not prevent duplicate data from being entered within 
tables.  This is because the primary key in the majority of the tables has been declared as 
an Access “Autonumber”’ data type, which creates a unique identification number for 
each record entered in a table.  Therefore, if the same data is entered into a table twice, a 
new number will be generated for each record; the error of duplicate entry is not caught 
by the system.   
It was important to use data types in the ALISE database that accurately modeled 
the data and took into consideration the possible future conversion to a more powerful 
relational database management system (RDBMS) such as Oracle.  For example, while 
the storage databases use the Access data types “Currency” and “Yes/No” for certain 
fields, the ALISE database uses the more portable “Number” data type for monetary data 
and the “Text” data type for fields that store yes/no values.  The ALISE database does not 
contain table or field names consisting of mixed upper and lower case letters, and field 
names do not contain spaces (underscores are used as appropriate).  Using such naming 
conventions can cause problems when converting to an RDBMS such as Oracle.  I used 
Oracle as the benchmark for data migration precautions in this project because it is also 
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available for use within SILS.  If an RDBMS conversion were to be made, it would most 
likely be to Oracle. 
Modeling Data Currently Collected in Paper Questionnaires 
 
Both the paper questionnaires and the paper report were consulted heavily in the 
modeling of data and design of the database.  The questionnaires provided a reference as 
to every piece of data that was collected from schools; all of this information would need 
to be stored somewhere in the database.  The report facilitated my understanding of how 
certain data should be collected by illustrating how it would need to be displayed or how 
it would be aggregated.   
The first step in the design process was to decide how best to separate the data 
into database tables.  At first glance, it seemed that creating a table corresponding to each 
of the six paper questionnaires might be a good starting point.  It was brought to my 
attention during ALISE meetings, however, that the current collection of some of the data 
within certain questionnaires did not make logical sense; the editors had been considering 
moving certain sections of questionnaires to other questionnaires.  For example, most of 
the data collected in the Students questionnaire (Appendix A) directly pertains to the 
number of students enrolled for each program, and how this enrollment breaks down by 
certain factors such as gender, full- or part-time status, residency status, age, and 
ethnicity.  However, there are also data collected in the same questionnaire that do not 
pertain directly to student enrollment, such as information on student aid (Appendix A, 
table II-11 and II-12), tuition (Appendix A, table II-13), degrees awarded (Appendix A, 
table II-3), and class size (Appendix A, table II-2).   
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It was therefore important not to assume that data should grouped as it was 
currently in the paper questionnaires and within the report.  Each piece of data collected 
by ALISE had to be analyzed for its current and future function in the data collection and 
display processes; only then could the data be modeled and a database designed in an 
optimal fashion. 
The way data was collected in the questionnaires presented several design issues 
for consideration, including multi-valued attributes, inconsistent use of program 
categories, duplicate collection of data and collection of unnecessary data, and 
clarification of data reporting requirements.  The decisions on how to model ALISE data, 
as well as others made throughout the design process are discussed below.  For each 
questionnaire, there is a section that contains the analyses and methods used for 
structuring the data collected within that questionnaire.  All questionnaires can be found 
in Appendices A – F; the data dictionary can be found in Appendix G.  The following 
operational definitions will be useful when reading this section: 
school – A school which offers an ALA-accredited library or information 
science program, also referred to as an ALISE member school. 
program – One of several programs in the field of library and information 
science that is offered by schools.  Examples include, but are not limited 
to, “Post_Master’s”, “ALA-Accredited Master’s in Information Science”, 
and “Doctoral”. 
Students Questionnaire 
 
A table called SCHOOL_PROGRAM was created to collect information 
pertaining to enrollment found in the Students questionnaire.  The table name reflects the 
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information that is contained within each record, namely, enrollment information for each 
program offered by a school during a particular year.  Although cost of tuition does not 
relate directly to student enrollment, I chose to store that data in SCHOOL_PROGRAM 
as well because of this table’s structure.  Tuition information is collected for each 
program offered by a school; the design of the SCHOOL_PROGRAM table, which also 
collects data by program, would facilitate the storage of this information. 
Two additional tables, STUDENT_AID and DEGREES_AWD, were created to 
store other information obtained from the same questionnaire, namely, information on 
scholarships and assistantships, and degrees and certificates awarded.  All tables 
mentioned up to this point store data program-by-program; a separate record exists for 
each program offered by a school during the same year.  The primary keys for these 
tables are the same, consisting of the fields school_name, school_year and prog_id.   
A table called ENROLL_PROG_LIST was created to store basic information on 
the possible programs offered by each school, such as program ID and name.  The 
program ID numbers and names were taken from a lookup table that had been used in one 
of the storage databases.  I imported this data during the design stage as a precaution; it 
was important that the program IDs in the new table matched those in used the storage 
database.  Since data referencing these program IDs would most likely be migrated into 
the new database, this data needed to be consistent from one system to the next.  In the 
ALISE database, the prog_id field in each of the SCHOOL_PROGRAM and 
STUDENT_AID tables is a foreign key that references prog_id in the 
ENROLL_PROG_LIST table.   
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The prog_id field in the DEGREES_AWD table, however, is a foreign key that 
references programs contained in another imported table DEGREE_LIST.  This table 
contains a subset of the program names in the ENROLL_PROG_LIST table that are used 
as degree names. The IDs of the matching programs/degrees are not the same in 
DEGREE_LIST and ENROLL_PROG_LIST.  It may be possible to consolidate these 
lookup tables in the future, but was not feasible at this time.  This issue is discussed 
further in the “Curriculum Questionnaire” section, with regard to the collection of 
program-specific curriculum information and the use of the lookup table 
CURRIC_BY_PROGRAM. 
One of the program categories used in the Students questionnaire and contained in 
the ENROLL_PROG_LIST table is called “Other Master’s”.  There is a place in the 
Students questionnaire for school administrators to specify the names of the programs 
which they are including in this category (Appendix  A, table II-1).  Since a school may 
include any number of programs in this category, a table called OTHER_MASTERS was 
created to record the name of each “Other Master’s” program listed by a school.  The 
primary key for the table is compound, and consists of the fields school_name, 
school_year, and other_masters_name.  The combination of the former two fields 
(school_name and school_year) is a foreign key that references the fields of the same 
names in the SCHOOL_PROGRAM table. 
Another category of information collected on the Students questionnaire not 
directly related to student enrollment is class size.  The pertinent question (Appendix  A, 
table II-2) asks for the number of classes in which a certain number of students were 
enrolled; the user fills in the number of classes taught that had from one to five students, 
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six to ten, etc.  Since this information relates to courses, rather than to students, and 
closely resembles the type of information that is collected on the Curriculum 
questionnaire, it was placed along with that data in a table called CURRICULUM. 
The Students questionnaire also collects data on enrollment of international 
students in each program, broken down by gender (Appendix A, table II-6).  This exact 
same data is collected at another point in the same questionnaire (Appendix A, table II-4), 
where the LIS administrator is asked to report enrollment by ethnic origin and gender.  
One of the ethnic categories to fill in for this question is “I” for international students.  
There is a table/grid for filling in the number of male students enrolled by ethnic origin, 
and another for filling in the same information for females.  This duplication of data 
collection was eliminated in the database design by only including fields in 
SCHOOL_PROGRAM corresponding to data collected in the section on gender and 
ethnic origin.   
Additional information on international enrollment is collected in another section 
of the Students questionnaire (Appendix A, table II-7).  The LIS administrator must list 
each country represented by international students and the number of students from that 
country enrolled in each program.  Because the user only lists the countries from which 
his or her school’s international students originate, the combination of country names 
used is often different for each school.  With the number of possible countries of origin, it 
did not make sense to create a field in the SCHOOL_PROGRAM table to collect a value 
for each, especially since each school would only list a few countries.  To handle this data 
appropriately, a table called INTL_ENROLL was created, again using the compound 
primary key of school_name, school_year and prog_id (foreign key to 
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ENROLL_BY_PROGRAM table).  The table also contains the fields country and 
num_country, which record the country name and number of students enrolled from that 
country, respectively.  A table called COUNTRY was imported into the ALISE database 
from one of the storage databases.  This table serves as a lookup table for the 
INTL_ENROLL table, in which the country field is a foreign key referencing the field of 
the same name in the COUNTRY table. 
One piece of data collected in the Students questionnaire, the formula used for 
calculation of full-time equivalency (FTE) applies to each school as a whole; it is not 
specific to each program offered by a school.  This information only needs to be collected 
and stored in one location, rather than in a record for each school program.  A field called 
fte_formula was added to a table called SCHOOL_INFO, which was created to store 
general information on each school during a given reporting year. 
Curriculum Questionnaire 
 
The Curriculum questionnaire (Appendix  B) presented different issues for 
consideration in the design of the database.  Some of the information collected in this 
questionnaire pertains to a school’s curriculum as a whole, but most of it is collected 
program-by-program.   The CURRICULUM table was created to store the non-program-
specific information, along with the class size data mentioned earlier.   
The solution for dealing with the program-specific curriculum data, however, was 
not as straightforward as it was for that encountered in the Students questionnaire.  The 
program-specific curriculum questions do not collect data for exactly the same programs; 
for example, some questions collect data for undergraduate programs, and some do not.  
Program-specific data is collected in the Curriculum questionnaire differently than in the 
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Students questionnaire, which may have bred these inconsistencies.  The Students 
questionnaire collects data in table format; there is a list of programs in a column on the 
left, and data is entered in the row for the program to which it pertains.  All data is 
collected in this manner in the Students questionnaire, and all tables (except for table II-3, 
mentioned earlier, which collects information on degrees awarded) list the same program 
categories.  In contrast, the Curriculum questionnaire does not use tables to collect 
information.  This could be due to the fact that the questionnaire collects mostly textual 
data rather than numeric data (which is easier to fit into boxes within tables).  However, 
because program-specific curriculum data is not collected in table format, the 
inconsistencies and problems with its design may not have been evident to the authors.  
The questionnaire seems to have been created question by question, with each question 
having its own set of program categories for reporting data.  Of course, when the 
Curriculum questionnaire was designed, the conversion to a logical database design was 
most likely not considered.   
In addition, the program names used in the Curriculum questionnaire do not 
match those for which data is collected in the Students questionnaire. There are only two 
program categories, “Post-Master’s” and “Doctoral”, which appear in both the 
Curriculum and Students questionnaires.  The Students questionnaire collects data on the 
programs  “ALA-Accredited Master’s in Library Science” and “ALA-Accredited 
Master’s in Information Science”, but the Curriculum questionnaire collects it under 
program categories called “master’s (1), (2), etc.”, allowing the user to write in data for 
any additional Master’s programs offered.  In contrast, the Student’s questionnaire 
collects data for additional Master’s programs under the name “Other Master’s”.   
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I toyed with the idea of consolidating the different program categories used in 
both questionnaires so that Curriculum could also reference programs contained in the 
ENROLL_PROG_LIST table.  However, after discussing the issue with the ALISE team, 
I came to the conclusion that this would only cause confusion.  I decided to create a 
separate table called CURRIC_PROG_LIST for programs used in the Curriculum 
questionnaire.  For storing program-specific curriculum data, the 
CURRIC_BY_PROGRAM table was created, which, like the SCHOOL_PROGRAM 
table, contained the compound primary key of school_name, school_year, and prog_id.  
However, the prog_id field in CURRIC_BY_PROGRAM is a foreign key that references 
prog_id in the CURRIC_PROG_LIST table, containing the program names specific to 
the Curriculum questionnaire.   
Since ALISE does not maintain a storage database for curriculum information, 
there was no need to use specific numbers to identify certain programs in the 
CURRIC_PROG_LIST table for data migration purposes.  However, looking toward the 
possibility of future agreement on the consolidation of the program categories used in the 
Students and Curriculum questionnaires, the two programs relating to curriculum 
information that had matching counterparts in the Students questionnaire (“Post-
Master’s” and “Doctoral”) were given the same prog_id in the CURRIC_BY_PROG 
table as the matching programs in the ENROLL_BY_PROGRAM table.   
The Curriculum questionnaire, when presenting program-specific questions, 
collects information for Master’s programs under the categories “Master’s (1)”, 
“Master’s (2)”, etc., allowing the LIS administrator to enter the name of each Master’s 
program.  A method for handling this ambiguity had to be developed, for it did not make 
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sense to allow LIS administrators to enter the name of each Master’s program offered 
when most of these programs could be categorized, as in the Students questionnaire, for 
statistical purposes.  Four program categories relating to Master’s degrees were entered in 
a table called CURRIC_PROG_LIST:  “Master’s”, “ALA-accredited Master’s in Library 
Science”, “ALA-accredited Master’s in Information Science”, and “Other Master’s”.    
Since this table serves only as a reference table for CURRIC_BY_PROGRAM, the 
addition of these extra records will not affect the data.  I added these four program 
categories in anticipation of the need to change the way data is collected on the eventual 
online Curriculum questionnaire from the method currently used on the paper 
questionnaire.  Instead of collecting curriculum information on Master’s programs by 
numbering each one (i.e., (1), (2)) and allowing the entry of the program name, the LIS 
administrator should be limited to entering information by predefined Master’s program 
categories, similar to the way data on Master’s programs are collected in the Students 
questionnaire.  As discussed above, the consolidation of program categories was not 
feasible at this time; resolution of the issue will probably require meetings between the 
ALISE team and the current author of the Curriculum chapter.  The creation of several 
Master’s program categories in CURRIC_PROG_LIST will allow the editors to collect 
Curriculum information by those categories if it is deemed necessary and/or preferable in 
the future.  All other program categories contained in the Curriculum questionnaire (for 
programs other than Master’s) were also added to the CURRIC_BY_PROGRAM table. 
One of the questions in the Curriculum questionnaire (Appendix B, question 17) 
collects information on prerequisites for each Master’s program offered.  LIS 
administrators check each requirement that applies to “Master’s (1)”, “Master’s (2)”, etc.  
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Since this question only collects data related to Master’s programs, unlike other program-
specific questions which also collect data on “Post-Doctoral”, “Post-Master’s” and other 
programs, I consulted with one of the ALISE editors to find out what type of data was 
typically reported for this question.  I did not want to include fields to store this 
information in the CURRIC_BY_PROGRAM table if it only applied to one program 
category.  Dr. Daniel informed me that ninety-five percent of the time, the prerequisites 
are the same for all Master’s programs offered by a particular school.  We both decided 
that it would be sufficient to collect data for Master’s prerequisites in general, rather then 
separately for each one.  For this reason, I created a field for each of the possible 
prerequisites in the CURRICULUM table.  There was no need to place the field in 
CURRIC_BY_PROGRAM; the data only applied to Master’s programs and thus could 
be collected and stored along with other general questions about Curriculum. 
The Curriculum questionnaire also collects data on distance education courses 
offered by a school (Appendix B, question 18A).  It asks the LIS administrator to fill in 
information for each distance education course (i.e., title, section number).  At first I had 
proposed the creation of a separate table containing a record for each course of this type 
offered by a particular school during a certain year.  However, after consulting with Dr. 
Daniel, it was decided that the data could be collected in aggregate.  Instead of requiring 
the LIS adminstrator to enter information for each distance course individually, the 
eventual online Curriculum questionnaire would ask for aggregate information such as 
the total number of distance education course offered, whether any of the courses were 
delivered via the Internet, mail, etc. (yes/no field in CURRICULUM for each delivery 
mechanism), the number of these courses required for a degree, and the number of 
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elective courses.  All fields relating to this section of the questionnaire can be found in 
the data dictionary (Appendix G) for the CURRICULUM table.   
The Curriculum questionnaire presented yet another issue that was also evident in 
the Faculty questionnaire: the use of open-ended, write-in responses for certain questions.  
For example, the Curriculum questionnaire asks for information on each certificate 
program offered by a school (Appendix B, question  5), allotting space for the user to 
enter as many certificate programs as necessary.  The same question format is used 
throughout the Curriculum questionnaire to collect information on joint degree programs, 
courses cross-listed with other departments, courses added, courses dropped, programs 
added, and courses taught on an experimental basis.   To verify the particular needs for 
and use of this data, I consulted the paper report.  One of the tables (Appendix H) lists the 
names of each course added, dropped or taught on an experimental basis (there is a 
column for each type of course) by each school.  For this same table to be generated 
automatically through ASP, it would require that the name of each course be stored in a 
separate record or field.   
Instead of creating a separate table for courses added, dropped, or taught on an 
experimental basis, I utilized the manner in which these three types of data were 
consolidated for display in the report in the table database design.  One table called 
COURSE_CHANGE containing a “flag” field named add_drop_exp was created.  The 
“flag” field will be used to identify which of the three course types to which the record 
refers.  In the future development of the online questionnaire to record this information, 
the functionality could be programmed whereby the field is automatically filled with the 
word “added”, “dropped”, or “experimental”, depending on the question being asked.  
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Alternatively, the LIS administrator could be prompted to enter all types of course 
changes within one question, identifying the type of change by marking the appropriate 
check box (i.e., added, dropped, or experimental). 
To provide functionality for the both the desired format of information display 
and the calculation of certain statistics for reporting purposes (e.g., ALISE member 
schools offered a total of X joint degree programs during a specific year), additional 
tables were also created to record information from the other write-in responses contained 
in the Curriculum questionnaire.  These tables and the information they store are shown 
in Table I (COURSE_CHANGE, discussed above, is included in the table). 
 
Table I: Tables created to model data collected from write-in questions on the 
               Curriculum Questionnaire 
Topic of Write-in Question Table created 
Courses cross listed with other departments  CROSS_LIST_COURSE 
Courses added, dropped, or taught on an experimental basis COURSE_CHANGE 
Certificate programs offered CERTIFICATE 
Joint degree programs offered JOINT_PROGRAM 
New programs added NEW_PROGRAM 
 
All tables created to handle the write-in curriculum questions have one-to-many 
relationships in the database with the CURRICULUM table; each record in the 
CURRICULUM table can optionally be associated with many records in each of the 
above five tables.  Each of these tables has a compound primary key of school_name, 
school_year, and a field recording the name of the course or program (depending on the 
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table, see data dictionary in Appendix G for primary keys of each table).  In each of these 
tables, the combination of school_name and school_year is a foreign key to school_name 
and school_year in the CURRICULUM table.  The questions that elicit data to populate 
these tables will eventually be located within the online Curriculum questionnaire (which, 
once started, will create a record in the CURRICULUM table).  Therefore, a record will 
always exist in the CURRICULUM table before a related record is entered in any of 
these five tables. 
Faculty Questionnaire 
 
The Faculty questionnaire (Appendix C) also contains some write-in responses 
that expand upon particular questions asking for numeric values.  For example, one 
question asks for the number of unfilled, full-time faculty positions, and then asks the LIS 
administrator to indicate the rank of each position and the reason it was unfilled during 
the reporting year.  Sample responses for the second part of the question (i.e., rank and 
reason), would be “Professor – not fully funded” or “Associate – filled in 1999-00.”  In 
the paper report, the number of faculty positions of each specific rank (e.g., “Associate”) 
that were unfilled is not reported; only the total number of unfilled positions (all ranks) is 
reported.  There are three more questions that ask for similar information; all four of 
these questions are grouped together on the Faculty questionnaire (Appendix C, questions 
6 – 9).  I confirmed with the ALISE editors that the data for these write-ins could be 
recorded in aggregate.  For example, one field (rank_reason_unfill) was created to store 
all ranks and reasons for all unfilled faculty positions.  Similar fields were created for 
each question of this type.  The number values filled in by the user before each write-in 
section would provide the data needed to report the statistics as currently presented in the 
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report.  I created a FACULTY table to record this and all other information contained in 
the FACULTY questionnaire, except for that dealing with sabbatical leave and support 
staff.   
The Faculty questionnaire asks for the time and percentage of salary paid to each 
faculty member on sabbatical leave (Appendix C, question 13).  This is another example 
of the multi-valued attribute pattern, similar to that found in the five questions in the 
Curriculum questionnaire for which separate tables were created.  One LIS administrator 
may report no school faculty members on sabbatical while another may report several.  
By creating a table called SABBATICAL_SALARY, one can enter as few or as many 
entries as needed, without taking up space in the database with null values, or running the 
risk that there aren’t enough fields to collect data on each faculty member on sabbatical.  
This table is only one of three in the ALISE database that uses an Access “Autonumber” 
data type.  During a specific year, an LIS administrator may have several sabbatical 
leaves to enter.  However, there is no way to identify one sabbatical leave within a school 
from another.   The sab_id  “Autonumber” field solves this problem and serves as the 
primary key, generating a new sab_id for each record entered.   
There are a few questions pertaining to faculty for which data is collected in the 
Curriculum questionnaire (Appendix B, questions 18B, 20).  The questions deal with 
faculty compensation and teaching load for distance education courses.  Fields to store 
this information were created in the FACULTY table rather than in the CURRICULUM 
table. 
The Faculty questionnaire also contains a section that collects data on support 
staff.  A table called STAFF was created to store this different category of information.   
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Confidential Individual Faculty Data Form 
 
ALISE collects additional faculty data that is confidential and therefore, only 
reported in aggregate.  This information is collected via a separate one-page form called 
the Confidential Individual Faculty Data Form (Appendix D).  It asks the user to fill out 
information about each individual faculty member, such as title, salary, age, etc.  The 
table FAC_CONF was created to store this information; its primary key is faculty_id.  
Since the data is confidential, the name of each faculty member is not submitted; there is 
nothing that can be used in combination with school_name and school_year to create a 
compound primary key.  For this reason, the field faculty_id uses an  “Autonumber” data 
type to generate a primary key for each record. 
Income & Expenditure Questionnaire 
 
Although most data collected in the Income & Expenditure questionnaire 
(Appendix E) easily translated directly into corresponding database fields, there were a 
few decisions to be made regarding some of the data.  First, the information collected on 
the questionnaire was separated into two broad categories: data collected on the school’s 
income and data collected on its expenditures.  Two tables were created to model the 
differences between them: INCOME and EXPENDITURE. 
The second issue concerning the Income & Expenditure questionnaire deals with 
the use of write-in sections for categories of income and expenditure not specifically 
listed in the questions, as well as write-in sections for the dollar amounts reported in these 
additional categories.  For example, one of the questions in the “Operating Expenditures” 
section of the Income & Expenditure questionnaire (Appendix E, question 2A) asks the 
LIS administrator to fill in the amount spent on items in specific categories relating to 
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teaching administration, such as supplies, communications, etc.  At the end of the 
question, there is an additional category called “Other”, in which the she may list an 
indefinite number of additional categories and the amount spent for each. (This method is 
used to collect information throughout the questionnaire.)  There were three options for 
dealing with storage of this information in the database: 1) create a limited number of 
fields for “Other” categories and their corresponding amounts for each question, 2) create 
a separate table so that the user could enter as many additional categories and 
corresponding amounts as needed, or 3) store the “Other” category in one field containing 
a description of what this category included, and store the corresponding amount relating 
to this aggregate “Other” category in another field.  Option 1 was rejected because it 
would limit the reporting of information to a specific number of fields; Option 2 was 
rejected because it was deemed unnecessary by the ALISE team.  The ALISE team 
agreed that storing the data in aggregate (Option 3) made most sense, for it fulfilled 
current data reporting requirements (“Other” categories and amounts were not reported 
separately in the report) and prevented the need for creation of several extra tables.  If 
any of the “Other” categories that are reported in aggregate become common for schools 
to report, separate fields for these can be added to the table as needed.  Specific counts or 
totals for this new category could then be calculated in future years.   
Another section in the Income & Expense questionnaire records information on 
income from items not included in the LIS school budget (Appendix E, Sources of Funds 
– Income, question C).  Here, the LIS administrator enters the name of each service, 
material, or benefit furnished by the school’s parent institution without charges to the LIS 
budget.  He may enter as many non-LIS budget items as necessary, which presents the 
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problem of a multi-valued attribute.  To solve this, a table called NON_LIS_BUDGET 
was created; each record contains the name of the item and its dollar value (amount).  
The compound primary key for the table consists of school_name, school_year and 
non_budget_item.   
Continuing Education Questionnaire 
 
 The last of the six questionnaires is the Continuing Education questionnaire 
(Appendix F).  The first section of the questionnaire collects information on non-credit 
continuing education activities; the table CONT_ED was created to store this data.  The 
second section first asks if any continuing education courses were offered which granted 
academic credits to practitioners (not degree candidates).  If this is the case, the LIS 
administrator then fills out information pertaining to these offerings.  Since this 
information is only collected if a school offers such courses, a table called 
CE_CREDIT_ACTIVITY was created to store it.  This prevents the existence of many 
null values in the CONT_ED table if a school does not offer continuing education courses 
for credit. 
 There is also a section of the Continuing Education questionnaire that deals with 
financial support for continuing education activities and courses.  It did not seem to fit 
with the rest of the information collected in the CONT_ED table, which dealt mostly with 
course offerings and administration.  Several fields were created in the INCOME table to 
store this data, since it was more directly related to school income.   
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Derivation of Totals Fields 
 
Both the Students and Income & Expenditure questionnaires allow the LIS 
administrator to fill in totals of previously reported data.  I learned from the ALISE team 
that it is not uncommon for schools to miscalculate these totals; the editors and their 
assistant must check for these types of errors prior to publication of the report. 
To eliminate the need for manual error checking, LIS administrators will not 
submit totals for previously reported data; these totals will instead be derived from input 
data.  After the data has been submitted, the totals will be calculated from submitted 
values and inserted into records within the appropriate table. Appendix I contains a table 
displaying all totals fields for which the eventual, fully implemented system needs to 
calculate values (using ASP) and insert them into the database.   
When the automatic derivation of totals was suggested to the ALISE team, they 
pointed out that, for some questions, certain schools do not always report data broken 
down into specific categories.  In many cases, this is because the data unavailable.  In this 
situation, a school will report a total only, with no data breakdowns.  To handle this with 
the new system, fields were created for student enrollment data (in the 
SCHOOL_PROGRAM table) for “Not available” categories.  If a user only has a total for 
a specific type of information (i.e., the number of females enrolled, but not broken down 
by residency), it can be reported in the “Not available” category, which will be used to 
calculate the total.  For example, the fields for recording student enrollment by residency 
status are num_instate (number of in-state students enrolled), num_outstate (number of 
out-of-state students enrolled), and num_resid_na (number of students enrolled for which 
residency status is not available).  “Not available” categories were not added to the 
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INCOME and EXPENSE tables, since the “Other” amount category, discussed earlier, 
can be used for the same purpose. 
Tables Not Related to Paper Questionnaires 
 
 A table called LOGIN was created to store login information for LIS 
administrators; its primary key consists of the fields username and password, making 
login information unique for each school/LIS administrator.   
A table called SCHOOL_LIST stores information about ALISE-member schools 
that is not likely to change from year to year (e.g., name).  To keep track of the programs 
a school has reported offering during a particular year, a table called PROGS_OFFERED 
was created.  Records are to be created in this table during a school’s first questionnaire 
submission (as in the prototype).  The table is then used to present the correct set of 
questionnaires upon future visits by that school’s LIS administrator.  For example, if, 
upon her first login to the student enrollment questionnaire, an LIS administrator 
identifies two programs on the “Program Choice” page (to be discussed in the section 
titled “Online Prototype Development”) that her school offered during the reporting year, 
two records will be created in the PROGS_OFFERED table.  Each record will contain the 
name of the school (school_name), the year the data will be published (school_year), and 
the corresponding program number (prog_id).   If, during this visit, the LIS administrator 
only completes the questionnaires on student enrollment, when she returns to the site, the 
programs for which data will need to be collected in other program-specific 
questionnaires (i.e., those collecting student aid awarded to students of each program) can 
be retrieved from the PROGS_OFFERED table.   
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Additional Database Documentation 
 
 A visual representation of the database design resulting from the above decisions 
is provided in the Entity-Relationship (ER) diagram (Appendix J).  The ER diagram 
displays the entities and relationships only; the many attributes (fields) have been omitted 
as these can be found in the data dictionary (Appendix G). 
 Because the ALISE database models information primarily collected on various 
paper questionnaires, it is important for the ALISE team to be able to map relevant 
database fields to those questionnaires, especially since they are currently in use.  A 
different developer will most likely carry out the next major stage of this project, the full 
online implementation.  In order to fully implement this system and develop online 
questionnaires, the new developer needs a quick way to match a database fields with 
where they are currently collected on the paper questionnaires.  Where appropriate, a 
reference to the corresponding question (i.e., name of questionnaire and table or question 
number) for each field should be entered in the “Description” column of the Microsoft 
Access “Design View.”  This has been completed for the SCHOOL_PROGRAM table 
(Appendix K) only, to illustrate its need and usefulness here.  It will be completed for all 
tables prior to handing the project off to another developer.  
  
Online Prototype Development 
 
 The purpose of the online prototype is to model the design and functionality 
needed to implement online questionnaire submission, and to illustrate to the ALISE 
team the steps involved and design issues to be considered in the process.  The prototype 
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provides a template, or starting point, from which another developer may design 
additional questionnaires.   
The prototype consists of a series of online forms that collect login information 
and data currently submitted via certain sections of the Students paper questionnaire.  It 
allows for online submission of a subset of student enrollment data relating to each 
program offered by a school during a specific reporting period.  It was deemed 
unnecessary to collect all student enrollment data currently entered on the Students 
questionnaire for the prototype; system functionality could be demonstrated by collecting 
only selected information.   
The Students questionnaire was chosen for the prototype because the type of data 
it contains exemplifies many of the issues found on other questionnaires.  Among these 
are the difference in how data will be collected online versus how it is collected on paper 
questionnaires, the collection of the same data for different programs offered by a school 
(program-specific data), the calculation of derived totals, and the requirement for certain 
values to add up to previously reported and/or calculated totals.   
Data are collected on the Students questionnaire in tables (Appendix A); the user 
enters information on a specific category of data (i.e., enrollment by full- and part-time 
status) for all programs within a table.  The collection of data for all programs at once is 
not practical in the online questionnaire, because validation of previously entered totals 
must occur for each program individually.  If incorrect breakdowns (values not adding up 
to previously reported totals) were entered for several programs, the error message 
displayed would have to explain each error that occurred so that the user would know 
what to correct.  This possible “barrage” of error messages would not only be confusing 
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for the user, but would be confusing for the developer programming this functionality.  
For this reason, the prototype collects student enrollment information one program at a 
time. 
The Students questionnaire allows users to enter totals for all data.  Although the 
prototype does allow the LIS administrator to enter a value for total program enrollment, 
other totals are derived from values entered previously (see “Derivation of Totals” 
below).  The prototype also validates data entered against the reported total program 
enrollment in cases where certain category (e.g., residency status) breakdowns should add 
up to this value. 
Prototype Overview 
 
 The online prototype requires a username and password for access to the 
questionnaire that collects a subset of student enrollment data.  For each program the LIS 
administrator checks after logging into the site, the same questionnaire will be presented. 
(If two programs are checked, the same questionnaires will be presented twice, one after 
the other, each collecting data for a different program).  The questionnaire presented for 
each program consists of two pages.  The first page collects data on total program 
enrollment and program enrollment broken down by student residency status.  The 
second page collects data on enrollment broken down by full- and part-time status; it also 
collects data on full-time equivalency (FTE) of part-time students.  Form values entered 
by LIS administrators will undergo basic error checking (e.g., verification of numeric 
input, values adding up to previously reported totals) before they are accepted. 
When the LIS administrator completes the second page of the questionnaire, if there are 
more programs that he has checked for which data has not yet been submitted, the 
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questionnaire will be presented again to collect data for the next program.  After entering 
data for all programs, a screen containing a message that the questionnaires on student 
enrollment have been completed will be displayed.   
Functional Specifications (Prototype) 
User Perspective 
(A visual representation of the process described below is available in Appendix L,  
“Process Flow Diagrams – User Perspective.”) 
 The first page of the prototype, “login.asp”, asks the LIS administrator to provide 
a username and password for access to the questionnaire.  If valid login information is not 
provided, the same page will be presented again, this time with an error message at the 
top.  The screen will continue to reappear with the error message until the user submits 
valid login information.  The number of attempts to submit login information is unlimited 
in the prototype, but this may change with full implementation of the system (see section 
title “Next Steps – Future Decisions”).  If valid login information is supplied, the LIS 
administrator will be presented with a screen (“choose_prog.asp”) containing a list of 
programs.  Here she is asked to check the box next to each LIS program offered by the 
school during the year for which data is being supplied (year is supplied by system, LIS 
administrator does not enter it).  
If no programs are checked, the same page,  “choose_prog.asp”, will be presented 
with an error message. When the LIS administrator checks at least one program and 
clicks the submit button, a screen will be presented that contains the first page of the 
questionnaire (“prog11_p1.asp”) for one of the programs checked on the previous page.  
The LIS administrator enters total enrollment for the program named at the top of the 
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screen (e.g., “Bachelor’s”, “Doctoral”), as well as a breakdown of this enrollment by 
residency status.  If an attempt is made to submit the data without filling in all of the text 
fields, an error message will appear in a small dialog box that can then be closed.  
Similarly, if any text fields contain non-numeric values, a different error message will be 
displayed in a dialog box.  If the breakdowns for program enrollment by residency status 
do not add up to the value reported for total program enrollment, the same page will be 
returned with an error message at the top. 
When the LIS administrator submits valid data on the first page of the 
questionnaire, she will be presented with the second page (“prog11_p2.asp”), which 
collects data on student enrollment broken down by full- and part-time status.  Once 
again, the user must submit numeric values in all fields or she will receive a message 
related to the specific error in a dialog box.  Also, while the user does not enter total 
program enrollment on this page, the breakdowns must add up to that total reported on 
the previous screen (“prog11_p2.asp”).  If they do not, the same screen will be presented 
again with an error message at the top.   
Once the LIS administrator successfully submits data entered on the second page 
of the questionnaire (“prog11_p2.asp”), one of two events will occur.  If there are 
programs left for which data must be entered, the same questionnaire will be presented, 
but with the name of the new program at the top of the page.  Data for this program will 
be submitted via the two-page questionnaire using the same process described above.  If 
the LIS administrator has entered data for all programs that were originally checked, she 
will be presented a screen confirming the completion of the questionnaires on student 
enrollment.   
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Features such as the changing of data entered previously, review of data entered, 
and/or presentation of submitted data for printout are not included in the prototype.  
These will be discussed in the section titled “Next Steps – Future Decisions.” 
Technical Perspective 
 
 This section discusses session variables and server-side includes and their use 
within the prototype for online questionnaire submission.  It then details the functionality 
of each page of the ASP application used to create the prototype.  Discussion of each 
page or component of the application follows after its corresponding file name.  The 
various functions carried out within the code are presented in a numbered list for each 
file.  The reader will notice the large proportion of functions dedicated to error handling.  
This is characteristic of any well-designed information system. 
 The following operational definitions will be useful in reading this section: 
questionnaire – A series of online forms contained within multiple ASP 
pages used to collect related information.  Each questionnaire can be 
thought of as a “mini-application”; the prototype is one such application 
used to collect information on student enrollment. 
client-side validation – Validation of data prior to its submission to the 
server; prevents invalid data from being sent to the server for processing.  
This type of validation is performed by the client machine using 
JavaScript. 
server-side validation – Calculations carried out on the server used (in the 
case of the prototype) to check that certain values add up to previously 
reported and/or calculated totals before they are entered into the database. 
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server-side include  -  A statement placed within a web page that 
references an external file.  The statement has the effect of “virtually” 
placing the contents of the file within the web page.  This technique is 
often used for including external scripts and code snippets. 
session variable – A variable used to maintain state within an ASP 
application during a user session.  This type of variable need only be 
declared once in order to be available for use in coding subsequent pages 
of the application.    Session variables are available until the user closes 
his web browser, or until the session has “timed out” after the user has 
been inactive for a specified period of time (the default “time out” period 
is 20 minutes).   
user – A person who is using the prototype to submit data on student 
enrollment.  In the full implementation, this “user” will be an LIS 
administrator. 
Use of Session Variables 
 
 The prototype for questionnaire submission uses session variables for storing 
persistent information about the user (LIS administrator) such as the name of the school 
for which she is reporting data, the year of publication for the data being reported, and the 
program for which data is being entered.  Session variables are also used within the 
application for setting values used in error checking and display.  These and other uses of 
session variables are described further in the following sections, which detail the function 
of specific components/pages of the application.  
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Use of Server-Side Includes   
 
Most SQL select, insert, and update operations within the prototype application 
will use the year the data will be published (the field school_year in the 
SCHOOL_PROGRAM table) as a selection criterion.  This value will be the same for all 
schools reporting data during the same year or reporting period, and will only change 
from one yearly data collection period to the next.  This value is needed in the prototype, 
but it will also be needed within many questionnaires that will be coded in future stages 
of development.  If a session variable for year of publication were to be set at the 
beginning of each questionnaire, the value for the variable would have to be changed in 
several locations each year.  To eliminate this need, a file (“set_year.inc”) was created 
which contains the following single line of code: 
 
 <% Session("SchoolYear")="2002"%> 
 
This file may be referenced by all applications with the use of a server-side 
include placed in the code of the first page of each questionnaire. Only this file 
(“set_year.inc”) will need to be updated each year to reflect the new year of publication.  
login.asp (Appendix M) 
 
 This is the first page of the application, where LIS administrators can log in to the 
site to access the questionnaire on student enrollment. 
  
1. Uses a server-side include that points “set_year.inc” : 
   <!--#include file="set_year.inc"--> 
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2. Checks if the user has just submitted this page (“login.asp”) using invalid 
login information.  
a. If the variable Session(“auth”) is null (“”), user has not yet 
attempted to login to site.  The login page, containing text fields 
for entering a username and password, is displayed. 
b. If the variable Session(“auth”) is set to “no”, the user has 
submitted invalid login information from this page (Validation of 
login information and the setting of this variable occurs in the page 
“choose_prog.asp”, which will be described below.). The login 
page is displayed again, this time with an error message.  
The following code checks for the conditions described in sections a 
and b above. 
<%  
if (auth = "no") then 
%> 
       display error message in HTML 
<%  
else 
    do nothing 
end if  
%> 
display the rest of the login page in HTML 
 
3. Uses a JavaScript for client-side validation. It prevents submission of the 
form if one or more text fields (for username and password) are empty.  In 
this case, a dialog box with an error message will be displayed. 
4. Upon validation (values have been entered for username and password), 
the values for username and password are sent to the page 
“choose_prog.asp” as form objects using the “POST” method.  
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choose_prog.asp (Appendix N) 
 
 This page allows the LIS administrator to identify which programs have been 
offered by her school during the year for which data is being submitted.   
 
1. Assigns the values obtained from the form objects (text fields) for 
username and password to the variables: “user” and “pwd”: 
<% 
user = Request.form("user") 
pwd = Request.form("pwd") 
%> 
 
2. Constructs an SQL query to check if the submitted username and 
password exists in the database’s LOGIN table: 
 
<% 
’ query to get the record matching the submitted 
’ username and password 
query = "SELECT school_name, username, password from 
login where username=’" 
query = query & user & "’and password =’" & pwd & "’" 
%> 
 
3. Checks if query result set is empty.  If so, sets session variable that will 
cause error message to be displayed on login page, then redirects user 
back to login page: 
 
<% 
If auth_user.BOF and auth_user.EOF Then 
          ’ Recordset is Empty 
          Session("auth") = "no" 
     Response.Redirect("login.asp") 
 
 
4. If a matching record is found (result set is not empty): 
a. Sets a session variable used for permitting access to other pages 
within the application: 
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Else 
    Session("auth") = "yes" 
%> 
 
b. Assigns the value of the school_name field obtained from the 
query of the LOGIN table to a session variable.  This variable will 
be used throughout the session as criteria for performing database 
insert and update operations.  
c. Displays a page containing a series of checkboxes beside names of 
LIS program categories. The value attribute of each check box is 
set to the program ID of the program name displayed next to it. 
d. Sets a session variable used to indicate to the next page of the 
application (“progRed.asp”) that checked programs must be 
recorded: 
<% Session("recordPrograms") = “yes” %> 
 
(Note: This variable is necessary because the code in 
“progRed.asp” is used for several different tasks; the page visited 
prior to it is not always “choose_prog.asp”.  The functionality of 
“progRed.asp” is described in detail below.)    
progRed.asp (Appendix 0) 
 
 This file does not display any HTML, but it accomplishes two tasks.  Upon 
submission of the program choices via “choose_prog.asp”, it obtains the program ID for 
each selected program from form objects.  It also is responsible, throughout the course of 
the application, for sending the user to the correct questionnaire(s) for programs that have 
been selected. 
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1. If the previous page visited was “choose_prog.asp” (if this is the case, 
Session("recordPrograms") will have a value of “yes”): 
a. Sets the variable indicating this to null (explanation within code 
below): 
<% 
if (Session("recordPrograms") = "yes") then 
’set variable to null so we don’t execute this 
’code again during session 
’since programs will have already been recorded 
’after this first visit to the page 
  Session("recordPrograms") = ""  
   %> 
 
b. Checks if at least one program was selected on the previous page 
(“choose_prog.asp”) by counting programs: 
<%  
For Each item In Request.Form 
 if (Request.form(item) <> "Continue") then 
  numProgs = numProgs + 1 
 end if   
Next 
%> 
(Note: The above code only counts form objects that do not have a 
value of “Continue”.  This is because the value of the submit 
button, “Continue”, is also sent as a form object.) 
c. If no programs were selected, sets the session variable that 
indicates an error message needs to be displayed 
(Session(“displayError”)) to “yes”, then redirects the user back to 
the login page. 
d. If at least one program was checked, constructs an SQL statement 
to insert the school_name, school_year  (both available in session 
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variables), and prog_id for each program chosen by the user into   
the PROGS_OFFERED table. 
e. Creates a session variable for each program using the following 
format: Session("progX"), where X is the program ID, and sets 
each of these variables to “yes” using the following code contained 
in a loop: 
<% 
currentProg = Request.form(item) 
 currentProg = "prog" & currentProg 
Session(currentProg) = "yes" 
%> 
 
Each of these session variables is used to track the programs for 
which the user still needs to enter data. “ProgRed.asp” will redirect 
the user to a questionnaire for a program if its session variable is 
set to “yes”.  Prior to redirecting the user to one of the 
questionnaires for a program that was checked, the session variable 
tracking that program will be set to null.  This will ensure that the 
user will not be presented with the questionnaire for the same 
program twice. 
f. Creates a session variable for the name of each selected program in 
a manner similar to that described above (in section e).  This 
enables the name of the program for which data are currently being 
entered to be displayed at the top of the questionnaire. 
g. Sets a session variable to store the program ID of the current 
program, which will be used as a selection criterion to perform 
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database insert and update operations during questionnaire 
submission. 
h. Redirects the user to the first page of the questionnaire 
(“prog11_p1.asp”) in which data for one of the checked programs 
(the current program name will be displayed at top of page) will be 
submitted. 
i. Once data has been submitted for all programs (all corresponding 
session variables will have been set to null), redirects the user to a 
page confirming completion of student enrollment questionnaires.  
prog11_p1.asp (Appendix P) 
 
 This is the first of two pages containing a form for submitting a subset of student 
enrollment information.  It displays an error message when appropriate, performs client-
side validation of entered values, and passes data entered to the file “prog11_p2.asp”, 
where it is then processed. 
 
1. Displays error message if form has been submitted before with values that 
do not up to reported total program enrollment.  It checks for this 
condition using a session variable (Session(“displayError”)) that is set to 
“yes” by the next page, “prog11_p2.asp” if the values do not add up 
correctly. This is an example of client-side validation. 
2. Displays the form used to enter total program enrollment and enrollment 
broken down by student residency status. 
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3. Checks (using JavaScript) that a value has been entered for each text field, 
using a line such as this for each text field: 
 
if (!document.resForm.totalProgEnroll.value){ 
 (if not a value for the ‘totalProgEnroll’ field, then 
       return false) 
rc = false 
  } 
 
If empty fields are found, displays dialog box with error message. 
4. Checks that the values entered in each text field are numeric (see function 
isANumber( ) in Appendix P).  If not, displays dialog box with error 
message. 
5. Once all form fields have been validated according to the conditions above 
(in sections 2 and 3), sends form data to the next page (“prog11_p2.asp”) 
using the “POST” method. 
prog11_p2.asp (Appendix Q) 
 
 This is the second page of the questionnaire that collects data on student 
enrollment. 
1. Checks if this same page (“prog11_2.asp”) has just been submitted with 
breakdowns for full- and part-time status that do not add up to the reported 
total program enrollment.  It does this by checking the value of Session 
(“displayError”), which will be set to “yes” by the code in the next page 
(“progComp.asp”) if an error is found.  If this is the case, an error message 
is displayed along with the rest of the questionnaire so that the user may 
try again. 
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2. Checks if residency breakdowns add up to reported total program 
enrollment (these data were both submitted on the previous page, 
“prog_11.asp”)  If not, the session variable used as a condition for display 
of error messages is set to “yes”.  The user is then redirected back to the 
first page of the questionnaire to try again: 
 
<% 
if (numInState + numOutState + numResidNa <> progEnroll) 
then 
 Session("displayError") = "yes"    
 Response.redirect("prog11_p1.asp") 
  
 
3. Checks if the value submitted for total program enrollment on the first 
page of the questionnaire (“prog11_p1.asp”) is zero.  If so, sets the 
variable Session(“displayError2”) to “yes”, and redirects the user back to 
the first page of the questionnaire.  
(Note: The variable Session(“displayError2”) is used as criteria to display 
an error message on “prog11_p1.asp” that is specific to the error (value of 
zero entered).) 
4. If residency breakdowns add up to reported total program enrollment, 
creates a new record in the SCHOOL_PROGRAM table containing the 
compound primary key values (school_name, school_year, prog_id), 
which are obtained from session variables: 
else 
set connection =    
Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
    
 connection.open "alise"  
  
query = "INSERT INTO SCHOOL_PROGRAM 
        (school_name,school_year,prog_id," 
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query = query & "total_prog_enroll,num_instate,  
        num_outstate, num_resid_na)" 
 query = query & "values (’" 
query = query & sname & "’,’" & syear & "’," & sprog 
        & "," & progEnroll 
query = query & "," & numInState & "," & numOutState 
        & "," & numResidNa & ")"     
             
 connection.execute query     
 
5. If total program enrollment is validated according to the criteria above 
(sections 2 and 3), places this value in a session variable.  This variable 
will be used to validate enrollment breakdowns entered on this page 
(“prog11_p2.asp”), which also need to add up to this total.  A session 
variable is necessary because this specific validation is carried out on the 
next page “progComp.asp”. 
6. Displays a form for submitting program enrollment breakdowns by full- 
and part-time status. 
7. Performs client-side validation to check for required fields and numeric 
values when appropriate (Same process as described in the previous 
section on “prog11_p1.asp” in points 3 and 4). 
  
progComp.asp (Appendix R) 
 
  This page of the application validates data (on the server-side) that is submitted 
on the previous page, “prog11_p2.asp”; it is not used to display a web page.  
1. Checks that the values entered for full- and part-time status add up to the 
value of total program enrollment (obtained from Session variable 
Session(“totalProgEnroll”)). 
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2.  If the values do not add up to the correct value, sets the error display 
variable to “yes” and the redirects the user to the previous page 
(“prog11_p2.asp”). 
3. If the values do add up to the correct total, constructs an update query to 
add the values for full- and part-time enrollment to the appropriate record 
in SCHOOL_PROGRAM. 
(Note: The process to accomplish this is similar to that described above for 
inserting values in “prodReg.asp”, except an update query is used since a 
record has already been created for the relevant school_name, school_year 
and prog_id combination.) 
4. After the update is executed, redirects to “prodReg.asp”, which in turn, 
will redirect the user to either the questionnaire for the next program, or 
to the completion/confirmation page, “stuComp.asp”. 
stuComp.asp (no source provided, simple web page) 
 
 This page is used solely to display a message to the user, confirming that student 
enrollment data has been entered for all programs.  Although it does not contain any 
code, the file was given an “.asp” extension in anticipation of future development;  the 
page will most likely be coded to redirect the user to a questionnaire to collect another 
type of information (e.g., data on curriculum). 
Next Steps 
Data Migration 
 
Data migration from the storage databases into the ALISE database was not 
within the scope of this project (except for lookup tables COUNTRY, 
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ENROLL_PROG_LIST, and DEGREE_LIST imported from storage databases), but 
some issues encountered that are critical to its success will be discussed here.  Data from 
Students, Faculty and Income & Expenditure questionnaires for the years 1997-2000 is 
available in three separate Microsoft Access databases (the storage databases discussed 
earlier).  Information was entered into these databases manually by the ALISE 
webmaster, who then created static web pages based on queries. The databases do not 
possess any logical structure; they are based on how information was collected on paper 
questionnaires, often through tables or grids.  Therefore, when importing data into one 
table in the new ALISE database, records must be pulled from several tables in each of 
the storage databases.  For example, the new database stores the ethnic program 
enrollment numbers for both males and females in its SCHOOL_PROGRAM table. The 
old Students database has a separate table for the ethnic data, and separate records within 
the table for males and females for each program. Selected sections of the schemas from 
the old Students database and the new ALISE database are shown below. 
Figure I: Comparison of schemas for old and new databases 
      * ai = American Indian or Alaskan Native 
 
Old Students Database 
age-gnd table 
school year prog-id gender ai 
 
 
New ALISE Database 
STUDENT_PROGRAM table 
school_name school_year prog_id num_male_ai num_female_ai 
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The old Students database has two records for the number students enrolled from 
an ethnic group for a particular program in a given year; there is one record for female 
ethnic enrollment and another for males (gender is stored in the gender field shown in the 
first schema above).  The new ALISE database, however, stores values for male and 
female ethnic enrollment within one record.  It was designed in this way so that a single 
record would exist for enrollment data for a school program in a particular year. 
Although most of the tables in the old Students and Faculty databases do not 
contain multiple records for the same type of information as in the above example, they 
do store the information across many tables.  
The general lack of good database design in the old databases will also create 
delays in data migration.  I decided to import some student enrollment data from the 
Students storage database into the ALISE database as a test case.  The information 
imported consisted of enrollment breakdowns by gender and ethnicity.  When appending 
data from a table used to store this subset of information on student enrollment in the old 
Students database to the SCHOOL_PROGRAM table in the new one, I received an error 
that duplicate records were found and could not be appended to the table.  Access 
reported that 17 duplicates were found out of the 1500-plus records in the table.  I was 
not importing the record number field (primary key of the table from which data was 
being imported) as a primary key, since the new database does not use it.  The 
school_year, school_name, and school_program  fields, the combination of which had 
duplicate values in the table being imported, make up the primary key for the 
SCHOOL_PROGRAM table in the new ALISE database.  The error was caused by the 
existence of these duplicate field combinations in the table being imported.  It can be 
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expected that many errors such as this will be encountered during the migration process. 
As data currently presented in tables in the paper report are migrated to the new database, 
tables should be generated from queries to simulate those tables.  They should then be 
compared and checked for any discrepancies. 
Anticipating User Concerns 
 
LIS administrators are accustomed to the format of the paper questionnaires and 
the method of submitting them through the mail. The prototype developed for this project 
collects a subset of the data currently collected via the paper Students questionnaire 
(student enrollment data stored in SCHOOL_PROGRAM table).  The paper Students 
questionnaire contains a series of tables; each collects certain data for all school programs 
within one table.  An example is provided in Appendix A (table II-1), which contains a 
section of the Students questionnaire that collects data on part-time enrollment, full-time 
enrollment and FTE of part-time students.  The information is broken down by gender. 
 Due to the need for validation of values against data entered previously by the 
user (totals validation) or derived totals, collecting data in the same manner (e.g., through 
a table of text fields) would possibly result in a user receiving a barrage of error 
messages.  This issue was discussed previously in the section titled “Online Prototype 
Development.”  Validation checks such as these are better accomplished through a 
sequential process, in which data is collected, validated, and submitted one program at a 
time. 
 Although it may be clear that the method used in the prototype facilitates data 
collection and validation via the web, the user will likely be frustrated with having to step 
through the questionnaire in this manner.  Many school administrators use copies of the 
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paper questionnaires that they submitted the previous year to aid them in filling out those 
for the current year.  In the first year of implementation of the new online submission 
system, LIS administrators will likely want to use this same technique.  Since data will be 
collected one program at a time, if the LIS administrator chooses to use the previous 
year’s paper questionnaire as a guide, she will have to page through the entire paper 
questionnaire the number of times equal to the number of programs for which she is 
reporting data.   
 There are various steps that could be taken to ease the transition for LIS 
administrators when submitting data.  First, the online questionnaire could contain a text 
note next to each question that contains the location of the same question on the last 
paper questionnaire. This technique would not only be useful in the first year of system 
implementation, but could be used in the second year as well to facilitate the transition. 
Another option would be to place an uneditable text field or text segment that displayed 
the value the user (or other LIS administrator from the same school) reported for that 
field the previous year next to each text field in the online form. This would obviously 
require the completion of data migration, but the task of coding this functionality would 
not be very difficult.   
LIS administrators will most likely desire the option to change and/or correct data 
after it is entered.  Methods for designing this functionality depend on the type of data 
being collected.  For non-numeric information (e.g., curriculum data), database updates 
could be made directly without affecting data integrity.  Previously entered textual 
information could be presented in a pre-populated form for the user to edit. However, 
before the user can change numeric fields that have been validated against previously 
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reported or derived totals, certain fields and/or records may need to be deleted.  For 
example, if an LIS administrator wants to change the value of the total enrollment for a 
particular program, this will render all program enrollment breakdowns reported up to 
that point invalid.  The values for these breakdowns will have to be deleted so that the 
step-by-step process for totals validation may be used.  There may be various ways of 
handling this problem; future stages of development must address this issue and an 
effective method to handle it must be devised. 
LIS administrators may make copies of the paper questionnaires they currently 
submit.  A parallel feature must be available to LIS administrators when submitting 
information online; confirmation of submission and/or review of information will be 
desired.  One option would be to display a confirmation page after each questionnaire has 
been completed.  A better option would be to offer a sort of “account manager” type of 
interface for LIS administrators to view information entered for all questionnaires they 
have submitted for the current year.  Although the second option would be preferable, it 
would be more difficult to design and implement; it could be offered as an enhancement 
in a later release. 
Future Decisions and Requirements for Full Implementation 
 
 Certain design decisions and issues were not covered within the scope of this 
project, but will be discussed here as considerations and/or requirements for future 
development and eventual implementation. 
The online prototype does not deal with the possibility of the user hitting the 
browser “Back” button.  Submitting a form twice on certain pages will result in a primary 
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key violation error, since the pages perform insert operations.  The next system developer 
must choose a technique for handling this issue (e.g., JavaScript, VBScript). 
The prototype does not limit the number of times invalid login information can be 
entered.  Although it does prevent the LIS administrator from accessing the questionnaire 
when incorrect login information is submitted, it may be preferable to display a message 
after incorrect login information has been submitted a specified number of times.  For 
example, if login information cannot be validated after three attempts, a message could 
be displayed asking the LIS administrator to contact the ALISE editors. 
Since the online prototype only provides a model for the design of a section of the 
Students questionnaire, the design of the rest of the online questionnaires to collect all 
data needed from schools is probably the most important next step.  The user cannot be 
expected to submit all data for all questionnaires in one online session.  The ALISE team 
must decide what data will be collected within the same online questionnaire; the process 
should involve separate submission of certain manageable sections.  These sections could 
consist of data that was previously collected on one paper questionnaire, on a section of 
one paper questionnaire, or on a combination of sections from different paper 
questionnaires.  The ALISE team could devise a strategy for the grouping of questions in 
collaboration with COA, and possibly elicit feedback from LIS administrators. 
The submission period for paper questionnaires is currently the same for all LIS 
administrators, occurring from early August to mid-October each year.  It may be 
preferable, with the implementation of online questionnaires, to stagger the data 
submission periods for schools.  For example, schools could be divided into three groups; 
each group’s data submission “appointment” would be during a different one-month 
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period.  Although there are currently only 56 ALISE-member schools, it would not hurt 
to limit simultaneous use of the system in this way, especially since Microsoft Access is 
used as the system back-end.  In addition, it would allow unexpected problems with the 
system to be caught and corrected prior the next group’s submission period. 
A comprehensive test plan must be developed prior to implementation of both 
online questionnaire submission and data display features.  Future development will most 
likely take place within SILS; the ALISE editors, Dr. Evelyn Daniel and Dr. Jerry Saye, 
are both faculty members of the school.  Students of this program could be recruited to 
participate in usability and functional testing during various stages of development. 
With the implementation of online questionnaire submission and automated data 
compilation, the role of the individual authors of the ALISE Statistical Report will 
necessarily change.  Authors will no longer compile the data; they will most likely 
welcome this change.  The ALISE editors must decide on and define the new role of the 
authors, or decide if the role may be eliminated.  A related issue for consideration is the 
continued publication of the paper report, and whether this will be necessary and/or 
desired once the new system has been fully and successfully implemented. 
In addition to submitting paper questionnaires to the ALISE editors, LIS 
administrators are currently required to send copies of certain sections of the completed 
paper questionnaires to COA.  The ALISE team, in collaboration with COA, must decide 
how COA will obtain necessary data.  This could be in the form of reports generated 
from the database and sent to COA.  Another option would be to create a web interface in 
which COA could either download data (i.e., spreadsheets, MS Access files) or simply 
run queries and print out the results. 
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A major component of full system implementation, one not within the scope of 
this project, is the display of data available to the public on the ALISE web site.  The 
ALISE team must make many decisions with regard to this feature, including the design 
of user interface, the types of queries that will be offered, and whether queries will be 
generated on the fly or run periodically and stored in static web pages (this could be 
accomplished programmatically).   The current reports do not provide trend analysis or 
time-series data; the integration of all data into one system combined with the future 
completion of data migration would make such a feature possible.  It must be decided if 
additional features such as this should be offered to web site visitors.  
 
Conclusion 
 
 This project set out to provide solutions for the current problems in the data 
collection, compilation, and storage processes used by ALISE in its annual creation and 
publication of the ALISE Statistical Report.  These problems included disparate data 
storage, lack of standardization in statistical compilation methods, and the need for 
manual execution of many tasks. 
The purpose of the ALISE project was twofold: to design a database to integrate 
all information collected via paper questionnaires currently sent to schools and used in 
the creation of the annual ALISE Statistical Report, and to develop a prototype for online 
submission of this data by LIS administrators.  This paper has documented the design and 
completion of these two project components. 
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Lessons Learned 
 
Throughout the course of this project, some difficult design issues were 
encountered, mostly relating to the database and how best to capture what was needed by 
ALISE with special regard to online data submission.  As the number of tables in the 
database began approaching twenty, I began to wonder if a project such as this might be 
too much for one developer to handle.  Because I was modeling such a large amount of 
data, I found myself constantly double-checking that I had included every bit of 
information collected on each of the six questionnaires.  It would have been helpful to 
have had another developer “proofread” my design to make sure all data was captured 
and modeled in the most appropriate way.  Although it was necessary to design this 
system on my own for my Master’s project, the issues above made me realize the 
importance of working with a team of developers in certain situations.  It also made me 
think about how I would delegate responsibility if I were in a project management 
position.  In a work setting, I think a project such as this would best be designed by two, 
possibly even three, developers, especially when fully implementing the online system.  
However, a pooled resource of developers such as this is not readily available within a 
school setting, due to both knowledge and budget constraints.  If possible, I would 
suggest hiring a student (two students, if possible) possessing a substantial amount of 
technical knowledge early in his or her graduate school career (early in first year of 
attendance) to participate in future development stages of this project.  This would allow 
the student(s) to work on the project for a substantial period of time; system knowledge 
would not have to be transferred to a different student every year. 
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 The importance of the requirements gathering stage was illustrated to me as I 
found myself still consulting the ALISE team on certain data collection needs in the latter 
stages of development.  Although I understood what data needed to be collected early on, 
I did not thoroughly understand the issues that would arise as to how that data should be 
modeled or stored.   I may have begun the development stage too early, before I 
thoroughly understood all issues involved in transitioning from a paper-based system to a 
database.  As a result, I had to modify the database design several times.  This was 
definitely a learning experience; I now realize that one can rarely be too thorough in the 
gathering of specific requirements and resolution of design issues prior to beginning 
development phase. 
Closing Comments 
 
 This project has laid a solid foundation for the full implementation of the ALISE 
online system.  Although the database design is intended to be complete and used in the 
full implementation of the ALISE online system, it is expected that simple additions, 
such as lookup tables for some data (i.e., month, year, ethnic definitions) may be desired 
to enhance the system as development progresses.  Although this should not pose a 
problem, it is important to have a back up copy of the original design to revert to if 
necessary. 
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Development Plan – Next Phase 
 
 To assist in the next phase of development, a development plan has been provided 
below.  It lists the major tasks yet to be completed in the order it is recommended they be 
carried out. 
1. Data Migration 
2. Testing – Replication of data as presented in the report, using the newly 
imported data. 
3. Online questionnaire development  
a. Extend prototype to collect all student enrollment data, or a 
portion of it that is decided upon to be a “chunk” that is 
manageable for users to complete within one session. 
b. Develop additional questionnaires to collect all necessary data. 
4. Testing – Periodic testing of questionnaires throughout their development. 
5. Development of data display feature for public use 
a. Possible survey of LIS administrators asking for desired features. 
b. Query composition. 
c. Write script/program (or utilize existing one) to create static pages 
from all or selected queries. 
d. Refine format of query result display and presentation using 
HTML. 
6. Testing – Recruit library and information science students to perform 
usability and stress testing of both online questionnaires and data display 
features. 
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7. Repeat above processes as needed. 
8. Compose concise manual for online questionnaire submission and 
distribute to LIS administrators. 
9. Release the online questionnaires in stages to be decided by ALISE team. 
10. Release data display features. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
ALISE STUDENTS QUESTIONNAIRE 
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PART II:  STUDENTS 
 
 
Notes on Completing the Tables 
 
Specific instructions for completing each table are located with the table.  If 
questions arise please don’t hesitate to contact Jerry D. Saye by email or telephone. 
Schools that have more than one program of study (e.g., two separate master's 
programs) are asked to report on each of the ALA-accredited programs separately but 
aggregate the students in other non-accredited program(s) of study under Other Master’s.  
This reporting of the ALA-accredited programs separately is a change from the way these 
data were collected in previous years. 
If your school offers a particular program of study but no students are enrolled in 
the program (or none graduated for Table II-3), please report “0” rather than leaving the 
cells blank.  If you offer a program but the data requested are not available, please report 
“-----“ in the relevant cells of the table. 
Because of the differences in programs among the various schools of library and 
information science, you are encouraged to include explanatory comments for any of the 
tables.  Comments, where possible subject to editing, will be included in the final report 
with the table to which they refer. 
Please note that for the final report totals will be forced.  That is, the values 
entered in the body of the table will be considered correct and these internal values will 
be used to total the table.  Please check your responses for arithmetic accuracy and cross-
check your values with those entered in related tables, as noted later in the instructions. 
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Table II-1 
Student Enrollment by Program and Gender 
 
Part-Time 
Full-Time 
Male Female Program 
Male emale Total No. FTE No. FTE 
Total 
No. 
Total 
FTE 
Total 
No. 
Total 
FTE 
ALA-Accredited 
Master’s -- Library Science*            
ALA-Accredited Master’s -
- Information Science* 
           
Other Master’s Specify:  
           
Post-Master’s            
Doctoral            
Other Graduate            
Bachelor’s            
Other Undergraduate 
           
TOTAL            
 
Of the TOTAL FTE, indicate the number of FTE students off campus:    
 
Formula used for FTE calculations:   
 
Table II-1 collects data on full-time and part-time enrollment, both head count and FTE, total head count 
and FTE data, as well as the distribution by gender of these students, for each program level. 
 
Please report data for students officially enrolled in Fall 2000. 
 
To report the number of students enrolled in each program, use your parent institution’s method for 
computing student full-time equivalence (FTE).  If such a formula is not available, use the following: 
Consider a student full-time if the course load will enable requirements for the degree to be completed 
within the normal length of time.  For example, if the normal time to complete the degree is 12 courses in 4 
quarters, a student carrying 3 courses during the quarter should be counted as 1.00 FTE; a student carrying 
2 courses during the quarter should be counted as 0.67 FTE (2/3 = .067).  Students carrying an overload 
should be counted as only 1.00 FTE.  In the space below, continue on the back if necessary, please supply 
the formula you used to compute the FTE.  If the FTE formula is differs by program level please give each 
formula used and the program level with which it is associated. 
 
* Definitions for each program category are given on p. 3. 
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Program Definitions1 
 
 
Bachelor’s:  Include here only those students who are working toward a bachelor’s degree in 
library and information science, regardless of whether offered on or off campus.  Do not include 
students taking courses as cognate or service courses.  Report them as “Other Undergraduate.” 
 
ALA-Accredited Master's -- Library Science:  Include here only those students working towards a 
separate master's degree in library science or a combined library and information science degree 
accredited by ALA, regardless of whether offered on or off campus. Do not include students 
taking courses as cognate or service courses.  Report them as “Other Graduate.” 
 
ALA-Accredited Master's -- Information Science:  Include here only those students working 
towards a separate master's degree in information science accredited by ALA, regardless of 
whether offered on or off campus. Students workings towards an information science degree not 
accredited by ALA should be reported as “Other Master’s.”  Do not include students taking 
courses as cognate or service courses.  Report them as “Other Graduate.” 
 
Other Master’s:  Include here those students working towards a master's degree not accredited by 
ALA offered by the school, regardless of whether offered on or off campus. . Do not include 
students taking courses as cognate or service courses.  Report them as “Other Graduate.” 
 
Post-Master's:  Include here only those students who are working toward a post-master's degree 
or certificate in library and information science, regardless of whether offered on or off campus. . 
Do not include students taking courses as cognate or service courses.  Report them as “Other 
Graduate.” 
 
Doctoral:  Include here only those students who are working toward a doctoral degree in library 
and information science, regardless of whether offered on or off campus. Do not include students 
taking courses as cognate or service courses.  Report them as “Other Graduate.” 
 
Other Graduate:  Include here students taking library and information science courses as cognate 
or service courses or for professional development, regardless of whether offered on or off 
campus. 
 
Other Undergraduate:  Include here students taking library and information science courses as 
cognate or service courses for undergraduate credit, regardless of whether offered on or off 
campus.  Do not include students who are in an established undergraduate program in library and 
information science. 
                                                 
1 In these definitions the terms “library science” and “information science” should be interpreted in their 
broadest sense.  Thus, these terms would also apply to degrees in library service, library studies, 
information studies, information systems, etc. 
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Table II-2 
Number of Courses by Number of Students Enrolled 
 
Course enrollment 1-5 6- 
 10 
11-  
15 
16-  
20 
21-  
25 
26-  
30 
31-  
35 
36-  
40 
41-  
45 
46-  
50 >50 
Number of Courses 
or Sections of 
Courses 
           
 
Total number of students enrolled in independent study or reading courses:   
 
If there is an entry in the >50 column, please comment at the bottom of this page. 
 
 
Table II-2 collects data on course enrollments. 
 
Please report data for students officially enrolled in Fall 2000. 
 
Do not include independent studies or individual reading courses in the table.  Enter them only in the space 
provided below the table. 
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 Table II-3 
 Degrees and Certificates Awarded by Gender and Ethnic Origin 
 
 Male 
Program AI AP B H W I NA TOTAL 
ALA-Accredited Master’s -- 
Library Science*         
ALA-Accredited Master’s -- 
Information Science*         
Other Master’s         
Post-Master’s         
Doctoral         
Bachelor’s         
TOTAL         
 
 Female 
Program AI AP B H W I NA TOTAL 
ALA-Accredited Master’s -- 
Library Science*         
ALA-Accredited Master’s -- 
Information Science*         
Other Master’s         
Post-Master’s         
Doctoral         
Bachelor’s         
TOTAL         
 
Table II-3 collects data on the number of graduates, as well as the gender and ethnic origin or international 
student status of these graduates, for each program of study. 
 
Please report data for degrees and certificates awarded in the 1999-2000 academic year (Fall 1999 
through Spring 2000 and the 2000 summer sessions).  US schools should supply breakdowns by ethnic 
group; Canadian schools may supply breakdowns if these data are available.  All schools should supply 
totals. 
 
Please note that international students should be reported only in the “I” column and not in any of the 
ethnic categories.  The ethnic category columns are limited to reporting of students who are US. (or 
Canadian, for Canadian schools) citizens, permanent residents, or landed immigrants. 
 
Use the five categories of ethic origin defined by the US Department of Labor given on p. 6. 
 
* Use the program levels defined on p. 3. 
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Ethnic Origin Definitions 
 
 
AI American Indian or Alaskan Native -- a person having origin in any of the original 
peoples of North America, and who maintains cultural identification through tribal 
affiliation or community recognition. 
 
AP Asian or Pacific Islander -- a person having origin in any of the original peoples of the 
Far East, Southeast Asia, the Indian subcontinent, or the Pacific Islands.  This area 
includes, for example, China, Japan, Korea, the Philippine Islands, Samoa, and Taiwan.  
The Indian subcontinent includes the countries of India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, 
Nepal, Sikkim, and Bhutan. 
 
B Black, not of Hispanic Origin -- a person having origin in any of the black racial groups 
of Africa. 
 
H Hispanic -- a person of Cuban, Central or South American, Mexican, Puerto Rican, or 
other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race.  Only those persons from Central and 
South American countries who are of Spanish origin, descent, or culture should be 
included in this category.  Persons from Brazil, Guyana, Surinam, or Trinidad, for 
example, would be classified according to their race and would not necessarily be 
included in the Hispanic category.  In addition, the category does not include persons 
from Portugal, who would be classified according to race. 
 
W White, not of Hispanic origin -- a person having origin in any of the original peoples of 
Europe, North America, or the Middle East. 
 
In addition: 
 
I International students -- all students who are not U. S. (or Canadian, for Canadian 
schools) citizens, permanent residents, or landed immigrants. 
 
NA Information not available.  Please use this category sparingly.  Where at all possible, 
report ethnicity. 
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Table II-4 
 Enrollment by Gender and Ethnic Origin 
 
 Male 
Program  AI AP B H W I NA TOTAL 
ALA-Accredited Master’s -- 
Library Science*         
ALA-Accredited Master’s -- 
Information Science*         
Other Master’s         
Post-Master’s         
Doctoral         
Other Graduate         
Bachelor’s         
Other Undergraduate         
TOTAL         
 
 Female 
Program  AI AP B H W I NA TOTAL 
ALA-Accredited Master’s -- 
Library Science*         
ALA-Accredited Master’s -- 
Information Science*         
Other Master’s         
Post-Master’s         
Doctoral         
Other Graduate         
Bachelor’s         
Other Undergraduate         
TOTAL         
 
Table II-4 collects enrollment data, as well as the distribution by gender and the ethnic origin or 
international student status of these students, for each program level. 
 
Please report data for students officially enrolled in Fall 2000.  U. S. schools should supply breakdowns by 
ethnic group; Canadian schools may supply breakdowns if these data are available.  All schools should 
supply totals.  Please note that international students should be reported only in the “I” column and not in 
any of the ethnic categories.  The ethnic category columns are limited to reporting of students who are US. 
(or Canadian, for Canadian schools) citizens, permanent residents, or landed immigrants.   
 
(continued on next page) 
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Use the five categories of ethic origin defined by the US Department of Labor given on p. 6.  
 
* Use the program levels defined on p. 3. 
 
Note:  Please check the totals for each program level in this table and the numbers reported for each gender 
against the numbers reported for the same levels in Table II-1.  If the totals do not agree, please explain 
below.  Please also check to ensure that the number of international students reported agrees with the 
number reported later in Table II-6 and Table II-7. 
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Table II-5 
Number of In-State/In-Province and Number of  
Out-of-State/Out-of-Province Students Enrolled 
 
Program In-State/ Province 
Out-of-State/ 
Province Not Available TOTAL 
ALA-Accredited Master’s -- 
Library Science*     
ALA-Accredited Master’s – 
Information Science*     
Other Master's     
Post-Master's     
Doctoral     
Other Graduate     
Bachelor's     
Other Undergraduate     
TOTAL     
 
Table II-5 collects data on the number of in-state/in-province and out-of-
state/out-of-province enrolled students for each program level. 
 
Please report data for students officially enrolled in Fall 2000.  Figures reported should include 
international students.   
 
* Use the program levels defined on p. 3. 
 
Note:  Please check the totals for each program level in this table against the totals for the same levels in 
reported in Table II-1 and Table II-4 and later in Table II-8.  If the totals do not agree, please explain 
below. 
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Table II-6 
International Students Enrolled by Program Level and Gender 
 
Program Male Female TOTAL 
ALA-Accredited Master’s -- 
Library Science*    
ALA-Accredited Master’s -- 
Information Science*    
Other Master’s    
Post-Master’s    
Doctoral    
Other Graduate    
Bachelor’s    
Other Undergraduate    
TOTAL    
 
Table II-6 collects data on the total number of international students enrolled, as well as their distribution 
by gender, for each program level. 
 
Please report data for international students officially enrolled in Fall 2000. 
 
*
 Use the program levels defined on p. 3. 
 
Note:  Please check the totals for each program level and the number reported for each gender in this table 
against the totals for the same levels in the “I”(International) column of Table II-4.  Please also check that 
the totals reported later in Table II-7 agrees with the totals reported here.  If the totals do not agree, please 
explain below. 
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Table II-7 
International Students Enrolled by Country of Origin and Program Level 
 
 
 
Table II-7 collects information on the countries of origin of international students for each program level. 
 
Please report data for students officially enrolled in Fall 2000. 
 
If the country of origin for any international students is unknown please create a row for “Unknown” and 
enter the number of students for whom country of origin is unknown for each program level. 
 
Use the program levels defined on p. 3.  Please do not abbreviate the country name. 
Program 
Country 
ALA- 
Accredited 
 Master’s 
–  
Library 
 Science* 
ALA- 
Accredited  
Master's –  
Information 
 Science 
Other 
 
Master's 
Post- 
Master's 
Doctoral 
Other  
Graduate 
Bachelor's 
Other 
Under-
graduate 
TOTAL 
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
  
 
       
TOTAL          
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Note:  Please check the totals for each program level in this table against the totals for the same levels in 
Table 6 and in the “I”(International) column of Table II-4.  If the totals do not agree, please explain on the 
back of this page. 
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Table II-8 
Students Enrolled by Age and Gender 
Male 
Program <20 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 >54 NA TOTAL 
ALA-
Accredited 
Master’s -- 
Library 
Science* 
 
          
ALA-
Accredited 
Master’s -- 
Information 
Science* 
 
          
Other 
Master’s            
Post-Master’s            
Doctoral            
Other 
Graduate            
Bachelor’s            
Other 
Undergraduat
e 
 
          
TOTAL            
 
Female 
Program <20 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 >54 NA TOTAL 
ALA-
Accredited 
Master’s -- 
Library 
Science* 
 
          
ALA-
Accredited 
Master’s -- 
Information 
Science* 
 
          
Other 
Master’s            
Post-
Master’s            
Doctoral            
Other            
 81
Graduate 
Bachelor’s            
Other 
Undergradu
ate 
 
          
TOTAL            
 
Table II-8 collects data on the age of enrolled students for each program level aggregated into age groups, 
as well as their distribution by gender, for each program level. 
 
Please report data for students officially enrolled in Fall 2000.  Supply ages as of January 1, 1999. 
(continued on next page) 
*. Use the program levels defined on p. 3. 
 
Note:  Please check the totals for each program level in this table against the totals for the same levels in 
Table II-1, Table II-4 and Table II-5.  If the totals do not agree, please explain on the back of this page. 
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Tables II-9 and II-10 are not currently in use. 
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Table II-11 
Scholarship and Fellowship Aid 
 
  
Male Female 
Program 
Number 
Awarded 
Total 
Value 
Number 
Awarded 
Total 
Value 
ALA-Accredited Master’s 
-- Library Science*     
ALA-Accredited Master’s 
-- Information Science*     
Other Master’s     
Post-Master’s     
Doctoral     
Other Graduate     
Bachelor’s     
Other Undergraduate     
TOTAL     
 
 Are scholarships and fellowships awarded to part-time students? Yes  No 
 
 
Table II-11 collects data on the number of scholarships and fellowships awarded and the total value of 
those awards, as well as their distribution by gender, for each program level. 
 
Please report data for students officially enrolled during the 1999-2000 academic year (Fall 1999 through 
Spring 2000 and the 2000 summer sessions).  Base responses on aid awarded and accepted by students 
for the most recently completed fiscal year.  The summer sessions for which information is recorded will 
depend on the starting date of your fiscal year.  Include such awards as those administered directly through 
the school of library and information science, federal funds, awards made through the parent institution’s 
funds, and awards made through the schools but from non-federal sources (such as the H. W. Wilson 
awards and tuition waivers).  Exclude awards made directly to students from outside sources, 
assistantships, and work/study awards.   
 
In the “Total Value” columns please report the total value of the awards reported in the “Number Awarded” 
cell to the left.  If you have students enrolled in a particular program but made no scholarship or fellowship 
awards to those students please report “0” rather than leaving the cell blank. 
 
* Use the program levels defined on p. 3. 
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Table II-12 
Assistantships 
 
 
Male Female 
Program 
Number 
Awarded 
Total 
Value 
Number 
Awarded 
Total 
Value 
ALA-Accredited Master’s 
-- Library Science     
ALA-Accredited Master’s 
-- Information Science     
Other Master’s     
Post-Master’s     
Doctoral     
Other Graduate     
Bachelor’s     
Other Undergraduate     
TOTAL     
 
 Are assistantships awarded to part-time students? Yes  No 
 
 
Table II-12 collects data on the number of assistantships awarded and the total value of these assistantships, 
as well as their distribution by gender, for each program level. 
 
Please report data for students officially enrolled in Fall 2000.  
 
In the “Total Value” columns please report the total value of the awards reported in the “Number Awarded” 
cell to the left.  If you have students enrolled in a particular program but made no assistantship awards to 
those students please report “0” rather than leaving the cell blank. 
 
* Use the program levels defined on p. 3. 
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Table II-13 
Tuition and Fees 
 
Full Degree One Credit 
Program 
In-State/ 
Province 
Out-of-State/ 
Province 
In-State/ 
Province 
Out-of-State/ 
Province 
ALA-Accredited Master’s 
-- Library Science*     
ALA-Accredited Master’s 
-- Information Science*     
Other Master’s     
Post-Master’s     
Doctoral     
Other Graduate     
Bachelor’s     
Other Undergraduate     
TOTAL     
 
Table II-13 collects data on the cost of obtaining a full degree and the cost for one credit for each of the 
program levels for both in-state/province and out-of-state/province students. 
 
Report the total cost of a degree obtained without transfer credit.  Figures should indicate tuition and fees in 
force as of Fall 2000.  Exclude any fees for particular courses (such as computer usage) and any lab fees.  
For doctoral programs, show tuition and fees to cover course work only (i.e., exclude dissertation costs). 
 
Tuition for one credit should reflect tuition only as of Fall 2000.  Exclude all fees and any other charges.  
Please report only the cost for one credit even though your school has a minimum credit hour requirement 
greater than one credit.  Please comment below about minimum credit requirements that exceed one credit. 
 
* Use the program levels defined on p. 3. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
ALISE CURRICULUM QUESTIONNAIRE 
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PART III: CURRICULUM 
 
 
 Report information based on 1999-2000 academic year (Fall 1999 through Summer 
2000)  [NOTE:  If there is no change in the response to a particular question from the response 
for last year, you may simply initial next to the question number and move on to the next 
question.] 
 
 Please remember to send 2 copies of your school’s current catalog or course listings with 
your completed questionnaires. 
 
 
1. What is the division of your academic year, and how many weeks are included in 
a regular term? 
 
a. _____semester_____quarter  _____trimester 
 
b. number of weeks _____ 
 
 
2. How many terms are there in your summer session, and how many weeks are 
there in each term? 
 
a. number of terms _____ 
 
b. number of weeks per term _____ 
 
 
3. How many hours per week must a student be in class to earn one hour of 
academic credit? 
 
a. regular term _____ hrs. 
 
b. summer session _____ hrs. 
 
 
4. How many credit hours or courses (please specify) are required for each of the 
following programs?  If you offer more than one master’s degree, please 
include the title and number of hours/courses for each. 
a. undergraduate library science/services:  major _____      minor _____ 
 
b. undergraduate information science/systems:  major _____  minor _____ 
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c. master’s degree(s):  (hereafter designate master’s degree (1) and 
master’s degree (2), etc.)1 
 
(1) Title:  _______________________________   
No. of Hours: ________ 
 
(2) Title:  _______________________________   
   No. of Hours: ________ 
 
1  If your school offers more than 2 master’s degree, indicate the title and 
number of hours for master's degree(3), (4) … on the reverse of this sheet. 
 
d. joint master’s degree(s)2: 
 
(1) Title:  _______________________________   
No. of Hours: ________ 
 
(2) Title:  _______________________________   
No. of Hours: ________ 
 
2  If your school offers more than 2 joint master's degree, indicate the title and 
number of hours for joint master's degree(3), (4) … on the reverse of this sheet. 
 
e. post master’s degree: __________ 
 
  f.  doctoral: __________ 
 
 
5. Please indicate if you offer certificate programs and whether or not they 
are degree-related (i.e., certificate not awarded without degree being awarded at 
the same time). 
 
 Name/Area of 
 Certificate  Degree Related If yes, please state name of degree 
 
 ____________ ____yes ____no     ______________________ 
 
 ____________ ____yes ____no     ______________________ 
 
 ____________ ____yes ____no     ______________________ 
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6. If you offer joint degree programs, please indicate below (1) the academic 
unit with whom you cooperate, (2) the number of hours students must take in that 
unit, and (3) the number of hours in your program. 
 
 Other unit  Hours in other unit  Hours in your program 
 
 ______________ _______________    _______________ 
 
 ______________ _______________    _______________ 
 
7. Does your school accept students on a part-time basis in any of the following 
programs? 
 
a.  undergraduate  _____yes _____no 
 
b. master’s3  
 (1) _____yes _____no 
 (2) _____yes _____no 
 
  
3  If your school offers more than 2 master’s programs, report the information as (3), (4), 
… 
  in the space below or on the reverse side of this sheet. 
 
c. post-master’s  _____yes _____no 
 
d.  doctoral  _____yes _____no 
 
 
8. Does your school require a residency on your home campus in the following 
programs  and, if so, how many hours? 
 
a.  undergraduate  _____yes _____no _____hrs. 
 
b. master’s4  
(1) _____yes _____no _____hrs. 
(2) _____yes _____no _____hrs. 
 
4  If your school offers more than 2 master’s programs, report the information as (3), (4), 
… 
  in the space below or on the reverse side of this sheet. 
 
c. post-master’s  _____yes _____no _____hrs. 
 
d.  doctoral  _____yes _____no _____hrs. 
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9. What are the minimum (in months) and maximum (in years) times possible for 
the completion of your degree program(s)? 
 
      Minimum  Maximum 
 
a. master’s5 
(1) _____months  _____years 
(2) _____months  _____years 
 
5  If your school offers more than 2 master’s programs, report the information as (3), (4), 
… 
  in the space below or on the reverse side of this sheet. 
 
b.  post-master’s  _____months  _____years 
 
c.  doctoral  _____months  _____years 
 
10. Question no. 10 used in previous questionnaires has been deleted. 
 
11. How many hours of required course work must be taken by all students, 
regardless of  declared or eventual specialization, in each of your programs? 
 
a. master’s6  
(1) _____required hours 
(2) _____required hours 
 
6  If your school offers more than 2 master’s programs, report the information as (3), (4), 
… 
  in the space below or on the reverse side of this sheet. 
 
b.  post-master’s  _____required hours 
 
c.  doctoral  _____required hours 
 
 
12. A.  Are students permitted to exempt any required courses? 
 
a. master’s7  
(1) _____yes _____number of hours _____no 
(2) _____yes _____number of hours _____no 
 
7  If your school offers more than 2 master’s programs, report the information as (3), (4), 
… 
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  in the space below or on the reverse side of this sheet. 
 
b.  post-master’s_____yes _____number of hours _____no 
 
c.  doctoral _____yes _____number of hours _____no 
 
B. If you permit exemptions, please indicate the basis on which an exemption 
is granted.  Please check all that apply. 
 
a. written exam    _____ 
 
b. transcript from another school _____ 
 
c. approval of advisor/instructor  _____ 
 
d. other (please specify)   _____ 
 
C.  If you permit exemptions, does the student receive credit for them? (i.e., 
number of hours required for the degree reduced in proportion) 
 
a.  master’s _____yes _____no 
 
b.  post-master’s _____yes _____no 
 
c.  doctoral _____yes _____no 
 
 
13. A.  What is the maximum number of hours that a student may transfer 
from another program into your program.  Exclude exemptions. 
 
a. undergraduate major _____hours 
 
b. master’s8  
(1)  _____hours 
(2)  _____hours 
 
8  If your school offers more than 2 master’s programs, report the information as (3), (4), 
… 
  in the space below or on the reverse side of this sheet. 
 
c. post-master’s  _____hours 
 
d. doctoral  _____hours 
 
  
B. Do you permit transfer credit from library/information science education 
programs that are not ALA accredited? _____yes _____no 
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  If yes, are there any special circumstances or requirements? 
 
 
 
 
14. Is a thesis (paper, study) required or an option in your program(s)?  How many 
credit  hours may be earned for the thesis? 
 
a. master’s9  
 (1) ___none ___required  ___optional ___hours 
 (2) ___none ___required ___optional ___hours 
 
9  If your school offers more than 2 master’s programs, report the information as (3), (4), 
… 
  in the space below or on the reverse side of this sheet. 
 
b. post-master’s ___none ___required ___optional ___hours 
 
c. doctoral       ___none ___required ___optional ___hours 
 
 
15. Do you offer field work (i.e., supervised work experience for academic credit) as 
a part of your program(s)?  If yes, please indicate the number of hours which may 
be earned.  
 
a. master’s10  
 (1) ___none ___required ___optional ___hours 
 (2) ___none ___required ___optional ___hours 
 
  
10  If your school offers more than 2 master’s programs, report the information as (3), (4), 
… 
  in the space below or on the reverse side of this sheet. 
 
b. post-master’s ___none ___required ___optional ___hours 
 
c. doctoral ___none ___required ___optional ___hours 
 
If variable credits are an option, please explain the circumstances: _________ 
 
 
 __________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
16. Please indicate other special requirements for graduation. 
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Comp Exam    Language     Other12 
 
a. master’s11  
 (1) ___yes  ___no     ___yes  ___no     ___yes  ___no 
 (2) ___yes  ___no     ___yes  ___no     ___yes  ___no 
 
11  If your school offers more than 2 master’s programs, report the information as (3), (4), 
…in the space below or on the reverse side of this sheet. 
 
b.  post-master’s  ___yes  ___no     __yes   ___no      ___yes  ___no 
 
c.  doctoral     ___yes  ___no    ___yes   ___no     ___yes  ___no 
 
12  If you have checked yes for an "other" requirement, please specify below what that 
requirement is and to which degree(s) it pertains. 
 
 
 __________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 __________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 (A dissertation is assumed to be required for all doctoral programs.  If this is not 
true for  your program, please indicate that and what other requirement is put in its 
place.) 
 
 __________________________________________________________________
____ 
 
 
17. Do you have prerequisites for entering your master's program(s)?  (Please check 
all that apply) 
 
Prerequisite        Master’s(1) Master’s(2)13 
 
Library or information-related work experience         ______              ______ 
 
Undergraduate work in library or information science______              ______ 
 
Foreign language                                                          ______              ______ 
 
GRE or MAT or TOEFL  (Circle which apply)           ______              ______ 
 
Grade point average (GPA)                                          ______              ______ 
 
Personal interview                                                        ______              ______ 
 
Other (please specify)                                                   ______              ______ 
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13  If your school offers more than 2 master’s programs, report the information as (3), (4), 
… 
by adding additional columns in the margin. 
 
 
18. Do you offer courses away from your main/home campus? 
 
  ___no (please go to 19) ___yes (please complete the chart below) 
 
 
 A. For the period between Fall 1999 through Summer 2000, please list each 
course    title and section number offered off-campus or via mail or 
telecommunications    delivery. 
 
Course Title & Section 
Number 
Req’d for 
Degree? 
If yes, 
which 
degree? 
Media/Service 
Delivery 
Mechanism4 
Offered by 
Regular 
Faculty? 
Offered by 
Adjunct? 
      
      
      
(Table continues on next page) 
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Course Title & Section 
Number 
Req’d for 
Degree? 
If yes, 
which 
degree? 
Media/Service 
Delivery 
Mechanism14 
Offered by 
Regular 
Faculty? 
Offered by 
Adjunct? 
      
      
      
      
      
 
 
14  Please use the following category list for the media or service delivery mechanism.  In cases where 
more than one mechanism is used, use the category that is used most frequently. 
 
Off-Campus Regular or adjunct faculty-offered course at a location off campus 
Internet  Includes computer conferencing, computer tutorial, electronic mail, WebCT or 
other  
authoring system, and the like. 
Mailed Media Media Material (audio or video cassette or CD/Rom) mailed to student 
Multimedia Combination of two or more media 
TV Delivery Course delivered via television (broadcast, cable, or satellite) 
Other  Please specify 
 
 
 B. How were regular faculty compensated for teaching these courses? 
 
a.  within the regular teaching load  _______ 
 
b.  as an overload     _______ 
 
c.  other compensation (please specify)  _______ 
 
 
19. Do you expect to change any aspects of your distance 
education efforts within the next report period? 
 
    ______yes ______no 
 
 If yes, please indicate what the change is expected to be. 
 
 __________________________________________________________________
_ 
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20. What is the regular teaching load of full-time faculty teaching graduate courses in 
your department?  Indicate  courses in semester, trimester, or quarter credit 
hours. Circle the appropriate unit. 
 
a.  _____credit hours teaching per academic year (except summer) 
 
b.  _____credit hours in summer session 
 
_____required to teach     _____optional to teach 
 
c. _____maximum credit hours a faculty person may teach as an 
overload.  If no overload permitted, please indicate 0. 
 
d. Is the regular teaching load for full-time faculty teaching 
undergraduate courses in your department any different? 
 
______yes ______no If yes, how does it differ? 
 
 
 
 
21. A. How many courses were listed in your catalog during the last report 
period?  _____ 
 
B.  What percent of those courses were taught at least once during the last 
report  period?    _____% 
 
 
22. How many of the required and elective courses taught on your home campus were 
taught by regular faculty and how many of them were taught by adjunct faculty? 
 
         Required    Elective 
         Courses    Courses 
 
a.  regular full-time faculty _________ _________ 
 
b.  adjunct faculty _________ _________ 
 
c.  other (please specify) _________ _________ 
 
 
23. Question no. 23 used in previous questionnaires has been deleted 
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24.  A.  To what extent are courses in your catalog cross-listed with other 
departments with the major teaching responsibility carried out by your department? 
 
Course(s) by Title Other Departments 
 
________________________ ________________________ 
 
________________________ ________________________ 
 
________________________ ________________________ 
 
 B. To what extent are courses in other departments cross-listed with your 
catalog with the major teaching responsibility carried out by the other department(s)?  
 
Course(s) by Title Other Departments 
 
________________________ ________________________ 
 
________________________ ________________________ 
 
________________________ ________________________ 
 
 
25.  Please indicate curriculum changes made within your program during the period 
from the Fall of 1998 through the Summer of 1999. 
 
a. new courses added (Indicate titles below and reason for adding) 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
 
b. courses dropped (Indicate titles below and reason for dropping) 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
 
c. new program(s) added (indicate the title(s) and degree below) 
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______________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
 
d. Did you do total curriculum review of any program(s) (Indicate 
name of program) 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
 
e. Did you do a total curriculum revision of any degree(s) (Indicate 
name of degree) 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
 
f.  Were there specific areas within the curriculum reviewed? (specify 
below) 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
 
g.  Were there specific areas within the curriculum revised? (specify 
below) 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
 
h.  Were there any courses taught on an experimental or trial basis? 
(specify below) 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________ 
 
 
i.  Were there other changes?  (specify below) 
 
____________________________________________________ 
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26.  Do you have a standing curriculum committee within your school? 
 
  _____yes (please complete A and B)         _____no (please go to B) 
 
 A. Please indicate the composition of your committee (check all that apply) 
 
  faculty _____  staff (specify)_____  students_____ 
  
  alumni _____  practitioners_____  other (specify)_____ 
 
 
B.  Was anyone given released time or other compensation for curriculum 
committee or curriculum revision activities during the last report period? 
 
  _____yes rank or position of person ______________________ 
 
    % of time or compensation _____________________ 
  _____no 
 
 
27. Are there curriculum changes under serious/active consideration? 
 
 _____no   _____yes (please specify and comment briefly on the change) 
 
_____a.  changes in core/required courses (specify) 
 
  _______________________________________ 
 
_____b.  adding a sixth-year or post-master’s program 
 
_____c.  adding a doctoral program 
 
_____d.  changing the length of a master’s program (specify)  
  
 
  _______________________________________ 
 
_____e.  adding a second (or third) master's program 
(specify) 
 
  _____________________________________ 
 
_____f. joint master’s program (specify area/department) 
_____g.   other changes (specify) 
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PART I:  FACULTY 
 
1. INDICATE THE TYPE OF ACADEMIC CALENDAR IN USE IN YOUR 
 INSTITUTION IN 1999-2000. 
 
 Semester_____  Quarter_____ 
 
 Trimester____   Other______ 
 
2. Full-Time Faculty, 1999-2000:  In the following computation, include:   
1) Full-time members of the school’s faculty, including administrative persons 
holding academic rank (or equivalent), whose salaries were at least in part in 
the school’s 1999-2000 budget;   
2) instructional staff who gave full-time to the school, but whose salaries 
were paid from outside the school’s budget (e.g., full-time faculty paid from 
the president’s discretionary fund); and  
3) faculty on leave if at least partial salaries were paid during the leave.  
“Visiting faculty,” should be included here if they were full-time during the 
term specified.  Persons who devoted only a portion of their time to 
instruction (including research and service), even though they held academic 
titles (e.g., a library science librarian who taught one course) should not be 
included here but among part-time faculty in question number three.  Do not 
include unfilled positions. 
 
                                     No. of full-time faculty 
 
 Fall term  (quarter, semester, etc.) 1999_____ 
 
 Winter term  (quarter, semester, etc.) 1999_____ 
 
 Spring term  (quarter, semester, etc.) 2000_____ 
 
 Summer term  (quarter, semester, etc.) 2000_____ 
 
 
3. Part-time Faculty, 1999-2000:  In the following computation, part-time faculty 
should include individuals who have had the major share of the teaching 
responsibility for at least one credit course in the school.  If a doctoral student was 
engaged by the school to assume the major share of the teaching of a credit 
course, that person should also be considered part-time faculty for the purpose of 
this survey.  A faculty member with a joint appointment in the school should also 
be included here.  “Adjunct faculty” are often practicing librarians (including 
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retired persons) who teach an occasional course for the school - they should also 
be counted here. 
 
 The following should not be included as part-time faculty:  1) students who assist 
a  regular faculty in the teaching of a course; 2) a technician in charge of a 
laboratory  session for such courses as cataloging or media production; 3) a librarian 
who instructs  students in the use of the library; and 4) a librarian who provides 
internships for library  and information science students. 
 
 In computing the full time equivalent (FTE) of part-time faculty, the institutional 
formula  for this purpose should be followed: 
                No. of Part-time 
Faculty 
             No. of Faculty       FTE 
 
 Fall term  (quarter, semester, etc.) 1999  _____  ___ 
 
 Winter term  (quarter, semester, etc.)  1999  _____  ___ 
 
 Spring term  (quarter, semester, etc.)  2000  _____  ___ 
 
 Summer term  (quarter, semester, etc.)  2000  _____  ___ 
 
 Please provide the formula used to calculate FTE for part-time faculty: 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
4. What was the average percentage of salary improvement for your school’s full-
time  faculty in 1999-2000? __________________  
 
5. On what basis were the salaries of your school’s full-time faculty increased in 
1999-2000? 
    (check all appropriate blanks) 
 
 UNION CONTRACT  ___  COST-OF-LIVING  ___ 
 
 MERIT   ___  SENIORITY   ___ 
 
 ACROSS THE BOARD   TO ACHIEVE EQUITY ___ 
 (Without regard to merit) ___   
       OTHER (Specify)  ___ 
       ______________________  
 
6. How many full-time faculty replacements (resulting from resignations, 
retirements, etc.) were made in your schools in 1999-2000?_______________ 
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Please indicate below the rank of the individual/s who was/were replaced and the rank 
 of the replacements, (e.g., “2 professors replaced by 1 associate and 1 assistant 
 professor.”) 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
 
7. Please indicate the number of unfilled, full-time faculty positions, for which 
funding was available, in your school in 1999-2000._____ 
  
 For each position, please indicate rank and the reason why the position was 
not filled.  If the funding for these positions was used by choice or default to hire part-
time faculty, still count them as unfilled, full-time faculty positions. 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
 
8. Were any full-time faculty positions lost in your school in 1999-2000, because of 
reduction of funding for such salaries?  (That is, were there faculty who retired, 
resigned, etc., before or during 1999-2000 who could not be replaced because 
funding for those positions was not available in 1999-2000?__________________   
If the answer is yes, please indicate the number and rank of each position lost? 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
 __________________________________________________________ 
 
9. Were additional (new) faculty positions with new or reallocated funding created 
in your school in 1999-2000?  (Note that this question pertains to added positions 
not to replacements) __________   If the answer is yes, please indicate number 
and rank. _ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
10. What was the percentage value of faculty salary fringe benefits for 1999-2000? 
(i.e., the financial worth of the institution’s contribution to retirement, health insurance, 
etc.) (This percentage figure is usually required in grant applications where faculty 
salaries are  to be covered).____________________ 
 
11. How many specific individuals on your school’s faculty, including the dean or 
director received travel funds in 1999-2000?___________ 
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12. What was the total amount of funding for professional travel provided to and 
used by your faculty, including the dean or director, in 1999-2000?  (Funding, whether 
or not part of your school’s budget, that was provided through your institution for this 
purpose should be included when calculating the answer.)  DO NOT include here travel 
to teach in extension, distance learning, workshops, etc.________________________ 
 
 What was the average amount received in 1999-2000 per faculty member who 
received professional travel assistance?_______________________ 
 
 
13. How many faculty at your school received sabbatical leave, or its equivalent, 
during  1999-2000?__________________________ 
 
 Check here if no such leaves are granted at your institution.___ 
 
 Please indicate the time and percentage of salary received by each faculty member 
on sabbatical leave during 1999-2000.  (e.g., one semester at 100%; a year at 50%). 
 
  Length of time:_______________ % of Salary:__________ 
 
  Length of time:_______________ % of Salary:__________ 
 
  Length of time:_______________ % of Salary:__________ 
 
 
14. Support Staff.  Definitions for the following computations:  By (a) 
Administrative support is meant secretarial and other assistance provided to the dean, 
assistant dean, etc., in the administration of the school.  By (b) Instructional support is 
meant clerical  and other assistance provided to faculty in their course preparation and 
teaching.  By (c) Research assistance is meant secretarial and other support provided to 
the faculty in their research activity.  By (d) Media Services is meant assistance provided 
by media  technicians, graphic artists, and others in the production and use of non-
print media.  By (e) Library Personnel is meant librarians and library assistants who 
serve in the library  and information science library, whether their salaries are paid 
from the school’s budget or from that of the central library.  Under (f) Other identify any 
support staff beyond those listed above. 
 
 An individual working full-time who has also enrolled in a course or two should 
be listed in A, not in B below. 
 
 If a full-time person divides his/her time between two or more of the above 
categories, list that person only in appropriate part-time FTE categories.  (FTE should be 
computed by equating hours worked by part-time employees to the hours worked by full-
time   
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employees, e.g., four part-time assistants each working 10 hours per week would 
be equivalent to one full-time employee working 40 or 37.5 hours per week, 
hence one FTE). 
 
A.  Support staff provided to the school in its budget or by the central 
administration in 1999-2000 (exclusive of part-time student assistance) 
 
 (a) Administrative support:  Full-time staff__________ 
        FTE of part-time staff____ 
 
 (b) Instructional staff:   Full-time staff__________ 
        FTE of part-time staff____ 
 
 (c) Research assistance:   Full-time staff__________ 
        FTE of part-time staff____ 
 
 (d) Media services:   Full-time staff__________ 
        FTE of part-time staff____ 
 
 (e) Library personnel   Full-time staff__________ 
        FTE of part-time staff____ 
 
 (f) Computer lab support:  Full-time staff__________ 
        FTE of part-time staff____ 
 
 (g) Other:     Full-time staff__________ 
       (Specify)__________   FTE of part-time staff____ 
 
 
B.  Support staff provided in 1999-2000 through the use of student/graduate 
assistants  who worked less than full-time. 
 
 (a) Administrative support: ___________ FTE 
 
 (b) Instructional support:  ___________ FTE 
 
 (c) Research support:  ___________ FTE 
 
 (d) Media services:  ___________ FTE 
 
 (e) Library personnel:  ___________ FTE 
 
 (f) Computer lab support:             ___________ FTE 
 
 (g) Other:( Specify)_______________  ___________ FTE 
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PART IV:  INCOME & EXPENDITURE 
 
The questionnaire on Income & Expenditure includes three sections:   
 A.  Expenditures;  
 B.  Sources of Funds;   
C. Items Not Included in the LIS School Budget.   
 
For Sections A (Expenditures) and B (Sources of Funds), please include only figures for 
items that are part of the LIS school budget, over which the school has direct control.  
Both summer session and academic year budgets should be included.  Salaries, services, 
and materials provided without budget charge by the parent institution should be listed in 
Section C.  Please review all categories of information requested before answering. 
 
Reporting Period.  (Please use and indicate the 12-month period which includes the 
1999-2000 academic year): 
  _______________  _______ through _______________  _______ 
           (Month)            (Year)                        (Month)             (Year) 
 
A. EXPENDITURES 
 
1. Salaries and Wages 
Please record in column (01) the total amount spent for each category of personnel.  Then 
indicate how much of the amount spent for each category is allocated (actual or estimated 
in dollars) to each of the six activities designated in the right-hand columns [(02) - (07)]. 
 
Amount Allocated (Actual or Estimated) to Each Activity 
PERSONNEL 
TOTAL 
SPENT 
(01) Instruction (02) 
Administration 
(03) 
Library 
(04) 
Computer 
Lab 
(05) 
Research 
(06) 
Other* 
(07) 
a. 
Faculty*        
b. 
Specialist*        
c. 
Clerical        
d. 
Students        
e. 
Fringe 
Benefits** 
       
COLUMN 
TOTALS 
       
 
 The total in Column 1 should equal the sum of the totals in Columns 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7: 
  (01) = (02) + (03) + (04) + (05) + (06)+ (07) 
 
 * See top of page 2 of this section for definition of terms. 
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 ** Total of fringe benefits, if NOT already included in a-d above. 
 
**Definitions of Terms 
 
Faculty:   
 This category includes all individuals in the educational program who hold the 
title of lecturer, instructor, or professor (all levels), including those with titles 
preceded by the term “visiting”, “adjunct”, “clinical”, or any other designation.  
This category would normally include program deans or directors unless they do 
not hold professorial rank.  In allocating the funds spent for faculty, salaries, 
administrative or research activities that are considered to be a normal 
responsibility of teaching faculty (e.g., committee work, unfunded research) 
should not be prorated unless individuals have been given specific release time for 
such work; otherwise, faculty salaries should be listed entirely under 
“Instruction”.  Student teaching assistants and other graduate assistants funded by 
the library school SHOULD BE included here and NOT be included under 
Student Aid, A.2.d.ii. 
 
Specialists: 
 This includes all LIS school staff members who serve in support activities such as 
librarians, technology specialists, laboratory technicians, administrative assistants, 
publication program directors, editors, placement officers, admissions officers, 
and other personnel. 
 
Other Activities:   
 This includes specially funded workshops and institutes not part of the normal 
teaching efforts, separate from the library, computer lab(s), publication programs, 
and other services. 
 
 
2. Operating Expenses 
 
(A) Teaching and Administration (Report library and computer labs separately if 
funded  
by the School in Sections B and C below) 
 
i. Supplies __________(08) 
ii. Communications (including telephone, postage) __________(09) 
iii. Equipment (For faculty, staff, or classroom use only) 
 
(a) Purchase __________(10) 
(b) Rental __________(11) 
(c) Maintenance Contracts __________(12) 
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Total Equipment [(10)+(11)+(12)] __________(13) 
iv. Travel 
 
(a) Administration __________(14) 
(b) Faculty __________(15) 
(c) Other (Visitors, prospective faculty, 
 field trips) __________(16) 
 
Total Travel [(14)+(15)+(16)] __________(17) 
 
v. Duplicating/printing costs __________(18) 
vi. Dues, subscriptions, memberships __________(19) 
vii. Insurance __________(20) 
viii. Advertising __________(21) 
ix. Other (specify type and amount): 
 
_______________________ __________(22) 
 
 _______________________                            __________(23) 
     
_______________________ __________(24) 
 
_______________________ __________(25) 
 
Total Other Expenses [(22)+(23)+(24)+(25)] __________(26) 
 
TOTAL TEACHING AND ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES 
 [(08)+(09)+(13)+(17)+(18)+(19)+(20)+(21)+(26)] __________(27) 
 
 
(B) LIS School Library 
 
i. Collection __________(28) 
ii. Equipment  
(a) Purchase __________(29) 
(b) Rental __________(30) 
(c) Maintenance Contracts __________(31) 
 
Total Equipment [(29)+(30)+(31)] __________(32) 
 
iii. Other (Specify type/amount) 
(a) ________________________ __________(33) 
(b) _______________________ __________(34) 
 
Total other [(33)+(34)] __________(35) 
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TOTAL LIBRARY SCIENCE EXPENSES [(28)+(32)+(35)] __________(36) 
 
(C) LIS Computer Lab(s) 
 
i. Manuals, Software __________(37) 
ii. Equipment 
(a) Purchase __________(38) 
(b) Rental __________(39) 
(c) Maintenance Contracts __________(40) 
 
Total Equipment [(38)+(39)+(40)] __________(41) 
 
iii.  Other (Specify type/amount) 
(a)_______________________ __________(42) 
(b)_______________________ __________(43) 
 
Total other [(42) +(43)] __________(44) 
 
TOTAL COMPUTING LAB EXPENSES [(37)+(41)+(44)] __________(45) 
 
(D) Funded Research Total __________(46) 
 
(E) Student Aid (excluding teaching assistants and graduate assistants) 
i. Fellowships and Scholarships  __________(47) 
ii. Other (Specify type and amounts) 
(a) _________________________               __________(48) 
(b) _________________________ __________(49) 
 
Total Other [(48)+(49)] __________(50) 
 
TOTAL STUDENT AID [(47)+(50)] __________(51) 
 
(F) Continuing Education, Workshops, Institutes __________(52) 
 
(G) Other Expenses (Specify type and amount): 
(a) ____________________________ ___________(53) 
(b) ____________________________ ___________(54) 
(c) ____________________________ ___________(55) 
 
Total Other Expenses [(53)+(54)+(55)] ___________(56) 
 
 
3. Summary of Expenditures 
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(A) Salaries and Wages (Total from Column (01), page 1)
 __________(57) 
 
(B) Operating Expenses [(27)+(36)+(45)+(46)+(51)+(52)+(56)]
 __________(58) 
 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES [(57)+(58)]
 __________(59) 
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B. SOURCES OF FUNDS - INCOME 
 
1. Parent Institution __________(60) 
2. Federal Grants/Contracts __________(61) 
3. CE Activities __________(62) 
4. Endowment/Trust Funds __________(63) 
5. State/Provincial Grants/Contracts __________(64) 
6. Other (specify type and amount):  
a. ___________________________ __________(65) 
b. ___________________________ __________(66) 
c. ___________________________ __________(67) 
 
Total Other [(65)+(66)+(67)] __________(68) 
 
TOTAL SOURCES OF INCOME 
 [(60)+(61)+(62)+(63)+(64)+(68)] __________(69) 
 
 
Line (69) should be consistent with line (59).  If totals differ widely, please explain 
below: 
 
a. If expenditures are greater than income, how is overage covered? 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
b. If income is greater than expenditures, can funds be carried forward to next fiscal 
year? 
 
______ yes  ______  no 
 
Comment: 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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C. ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN THE LIS SCHOOL BUDGET 
 
If the parent institution (and/or its library or computer service organization) furnishes 
services and materials or provides benefits without budget charges, these items should be 
listed here.  DO NOT list general institutional services such as heating, ventilation, or 
other maintenance costs unless they are specifically credited to the school’s budget.  
Please specify item and amount: 
 
_________________________________ __________(70) 
 
_________________________________ __________(71) 
 
_________________________________ __________(72) 
 
_________________________________ __________(73) 
 
_________________________________ __________(74) 
 
_________________________________ __________(75) 
 
_________________________________ __________(76) 
 
_________________________________ __________(77) 
 
_________________________________ __________(78) 
 
TOTAL __________(79) 
 
 
D. Funding from Parent Institution 
 
1. Is the funding to the LIS school from the parent institution directly dependent 
upon: 
 
FTE? _____yes ______no 
 
Head count? _____yes ______no 
 
# credit hours generated _____yes ______no 
 
Other? (please indicate) 
________________________________________________________ 
 
2. Did you receive an increase in funds from your parent institution in this 
reporting year? 
 
______yes ______no 
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3. If no, was your budget reduced or was it held at the same level as the previous 
year? 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. What is the budget outlook for your program for next year? 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
E. LIS Library 
 
1. Is there an LIS library that is in a separate location from the main university 
library or that is a discrete unit within the main university library? 
 _____yes
 _____no 
 
 If the answer to No. 1 is yes, please answer the following: 
 
2. Is the LIS library administratively a part of the main university library? 
 _____yes
 _____no 
 
3. Does the LIS school provide all or most of the support for the LIS library? 
 _____yes
 _____no 
 
4. Is the Librarian of the LIS library funded by the LIS school? 
 _____yes
 _____no 
 
F. LIS Computer Lab 
 
1. Is there an LIS computer lab that is in a separate location from the main 
university computer support facility? 
 _____yes
 _____no 
 
 If the answer to No. 1 is yes, please answer the following: 
 
2. Is the LIS computer lab administratively a part of the main computer support 
service? 
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 _____yes
 _____no 
 
3. Does the LIS school provide all or most of the support for the LIS computer 
lab? 
 _____yes
 _____no 
 
4. Is the Lab supervisor of the LIS computer lab funded by the LIS school? 
 _____yes _____no 
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PART V:  CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 
 
This section should include information on continuing education activities which are 
offered specifically for practicing information professionals during the 1999-2000 
academic year..   
 
Do not include activities or courses intended primarily for library/information science 
degree program students.  Report 6th year and other post-masters enrollments in regular 
masters and doctoral courses in Student Section.   
 
Please refer to definitions pages at the end of this section and read all definitions before 
answering the questions below. 
 
Please append announcements of continuing education activities. 
 
1.A Type, Number, Duration, Location, etc.  Please provide all information for each 
type of activity reported. 
 
A. 
 
Non-Credit 
Activity 
(Use 
 definitions 
provided) 
 
Col. 1 
 
Total  
Number  
Held 
Col. 2 
 
Total No. 
Contact 
Hours 
(for activities in 
Col. 1 Do not 
multiply by Col. 
3) 
Col. 3 
 
Total 
Attendance 
2 
 
Col. 4 
 
Number 
of 
program
s which 
offered 
CEUs 
 
Col. 5 
 
Number 
held on 
campus 
Col. 6 
 
Number 
held off 
campus 
Col. 7 
 
Number 
delivered 
by 
alternate 
methods 
(specify)3 
 
institute 
symposium 
conference 
forum 
       
workshop        
seminar        
colloquium/ 
lecture        
short course        
tutorial 
individual-
ized 
instruction 
       
other, 
please specify 
___________
__ 
___________
__ 
       
                                                 
2 Please exclude degree students. 
3 If the method was teleconference, indicate whether you produced it or received it. 
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TOTAL        
If CEUs were not awarded as a matter of policy, indicate so here:  
________ 
Col. 5 refers to courses-do not multiply by number of students. 
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1.B Did you offer CE courses specifically designed for practitioners who were not 
candidates for a degree (i.e., not enrolled in 6th year, masters, or doctoral degree 
programs) for which academic credits were granted? 
 
_______yes (if yes, complete the following)   ________no 
 
B. 
 
Credit 
Activity 
 
1.0 credit 
hour 
 
2.0 
credit 
hours 
 
3.0 
credit 
hours 
 
Total 
enrollment 
 
Number 
held on 
campus 
 
Number 
held off 
campus 
 
Number 
delivered 
by alternative 
methods 
(specify)4 
1-2 week short 
course 
       
3-4 week short 
course 
       
5-6 week 
course 
       
7+ week course        
evening        
weekend        
tutorial        
other: 
________ 
 
       
TOTAL        
 
 
1.C Please indicate the number of contact hours that equals one credit hour. 
 
__________ 
 
 
2. Primary geographical groups 
 From where did your attendees come? (see geographical definitions) 
 
Local _____% 
State/Province _____% 
Regional _____% 
National _____% 
 
                                                 
4 If the method was teleconference, indicate whether you produced it or received it. 
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3. Financial Support 
 
 From where did your continuing education support come:  for salaries for the CE 
 portion of administrators and support staff, for stipends or salaries of CE 
teaching  staff, for travel and other expenses associated by CE 
speakers/faculty, facility rental and other CE program related costs. (Exclude 
overhead for own facility space use, both as office and as CE event site.) 
 
Fees _____% 
Institutional _____% 
Contracts and grants _____% 
Federal _____% 
Other than federal _____% 
Others (specify) 
___________________ _____% 
___________________ _____% 
 
Total   100% 
 
 
4. Compensation for continuing education program faculty 
 
How was the fee or honorarium for presenters/instructors determined?  
Check all  that are applicable. 
 
Non-credit Activities Courses for Credit  
School’s Own 
Faculty 
Outside 
Instructors 
School’s Own 
Faculty 
Outside 
Instructors 
Negotiated     
Flat Fee     
Formula (please 
explain) 
_____________ 
_____________ 
_____________ 
 
    
Part of teaching 
load (no extra 
compensation) 
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5. Faculty/Staff 
 Indicate the extent to which you used your own faculty and other 
instructor/presenters. 
 
 
not at 
all    
to a 
great 
extent 
Own library/information science 
faculty 
1 2 3 4 5 
Visiting library/information science 
faculty 
1 2 3 4 5 
Non LIS faculty in own institution 1 2 3 4 5 
Non LIS faculty from other 
institution 
1 2 3 4 5 
Library/information science 
practitioners 
1 2 3 4 5 
Consultants 1 2 3 4 5 
Vendors 1 2 3 4 5 
Others (Specify) 
_____________________________
_ 
1 2 3 4 5 
_____________________________
_ 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
6. Administration and Coordination 
 Who administered (A) and/or coordinated (C) your continuing education 
program? 
 Indicate A and/or C for all that apply: 
 
 Total Program Individual Activities 
a. Library School coordinator 
(other than d, e, or f) 
  
b. University Office of CE or 
Extension 
  
c. Faculty Committee   
d. One faculty member as 
permanent administrator 
  
e. Faculty rotate   
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f. Dean or director   
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DEFINITIONS 
 
Colloquium – A series of lectures or seminars convened by a coordinator but featuring 
different 
 speakers or leaders. 
 
Conference – A general type of meeting, usually of one or more days’ duration, attended 
by a 
fairly large number of people.  The emphasis is on prepared presentations by 
authoritative speakers, although division into smaller group sessions for 
discussion purposes is often a related activity. 
 
Continuing Education Unit (CEU) – Ten contact hours of participation in an organized  
 continuing education experience under responsible sponsorship, capable direction 
and 
 qualified instruction. 
 
Individualized Method of Learning – A method of learning which leads the learner to 
control 
 the rate of his/her progress in learning.  The communication method is 
correspondence 
 (mail), computer, programmed text or teaching machine, independent learning on   
 campus. 
 
Institute – Similar to a conference but more tightly structured.  Emphasis on providing  
 instruction in principles and techniques.  Institute program may have certain 
continuity, 
 meeting on a yearly basis for example. 
 
Lecture – A carefully prepared oral presentation of a subject by an expert. 
 
Seminar – A small group of people with the primary emphasis on discussion under a 
leader or 
resource person or persons.  In continuing higher education, a seminar is more 
likely to  
 be a one-time offering, although it may continue for several days. 
 
Short course – A sequential offering, as a rule under a single instructor, meeting on a 
regular 
 basis for a stipulated number of class sessions over a short period of time (one to 
three 
 weeks, etc.).  The non-credit course may resemble the credit course in everything 
but the 
 awarding of credit.  It may also be more informal and more flexible in its 
approach in  
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 order to meet the needs of student. 
 
Symposium/Forum – Similar to conference / Institute.  Audience participation. 
 
Tutorial or Primer – A brief remedial exposition of a subject in order to provide a 
foundation 
 for more in-depth learning; generally delivered by an expert in the lecture mode. 
 
Workshop – Usually meets for a continuous period of time over a period of one or more 
days. 
 The distinguishing feature of the workshop is that it combines instruction with 
laboratory 
 or experiential activity for the participant.  The emphasis is more likely to be on 
skill 
 training than on general principles. 
 
GEOGRAPHICAL DEFINITIONS 
 
Local – Majority of attendees from within one hour travel time. 
 
Regional – At least some attendees come from outside the state or province. 
 
            National – At least some attendees come from beyond the region. 
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Tables Listing for Data Dictionary - ALISE Database 
 
CE_CREDIT_ACTIVITY 
CERTIFICATE 
CONT_ED 
COUNTRY_LIST 
COURSE_CHANGE 
CROSS_LIST_COURSE 
CURRIC_BY_PROGRAM 
CURRIC_PROGRAM_LIST 
CURRICULUM 
DEGREES_AWD 
DEGREE_LIST 
ENROLL_PROGRAM_LIST 
EXPENSE 
FAC_CONF 
FACULTY 
INCOME 
INTL_ENROLL 
JOINT_PROGRAM 
LOGIN 
NEW_PROGRAM 
NON_LIS_BUDGET 
OTHER_MASTERS 
PROGS_OFFERED 
SABBATICAL_SALARY 
SCHOOL_INFO 
SCHOOL_LIST 
SCHOOL_PROGRAM 
STAFF 
STUDENT_AID 
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* Denotes field derived from totals of other fields within table 
   All totals derivations shown in Appendix I    
 
TABLE: CE_CREDIT_ACTIVITY 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name  TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; 
School Name 
school_year   TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication 
year 
course_1_2_one_credit NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 1-2 weeks offering 
one credit 
course_3_4_one_credit NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 3-4 weeks offering 
one credit 
course_5_6_one_credit NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 5-6 weeks offering 
one credit 
course_7_plus_one_credit NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 7-plus weeks offering 
one credit 
course_eve_one_credit NUMBER - Number of CE evening 
courses offering one credit 
course_wkd_one_credit NUMBER - Number of CE weekend 
courses offering one credit 
course_tut_one_credit NUMBER - Number of CE tutorial 
courses offering one credit 
other_course_category MEMO - Write-in category for other 
credit activity 
course_other_one_credit NUMBER - Number of CE other activity 
offering one credit 
course_1_2_two_credit NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 1-2 weeks offering 
two credits 
course_3_4_two_credit NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 3-4 weeks offering 
two credits 
course_5_6_two_credit NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 5-6 weeks offering 
two credits 
course_7_plus_two_credit NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 7-plus weeks offering 
two credits 
course_eve_two_credit NUMBER - Number of CE evening 
courses offering two credits 
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course_wkd_two_credit NUMBER - Number CE weekend 
courses offering two credits 
course_tut_two_credit NUMBER - Number CE tutorial courses 
offering two credits 
course_other_two_credit NUMBER - Number CE other activity 
offering two credits 
course_1_2_three_credit NUMBER - Number CE courses lasting 
1-2 weeks offering three 
credits 
course_3_4_three_credit NUMBER - Number CE courses lasting 
3-4 weeks offering three 
credits 
course_5_6_three_credit NUMBER - Number CE courses lasting 
5-6 weeks offering three 
credits 
course_7_plus_three_ 
credit 
NUMBER - Number CE courses lasting 
7-plus weeks offering three 
credits 
course_eve_three_credit NUMBER - Number CE evening courses 
offering three credits 
course_wkd_three_credit NUMBER - Number CE weekend 
courses offering three 
credits 
course_tut_three_credit NUMBER - Number CE tutorial courses 
offering three credits 
course_other_three_credit NUMBER - Number CE other activity 
offering three credits 
course_1_2_enroll NUMBER - Total enrollment for CE 
courses lasting 1-2 weeks 
course_3_4_ enroll NUMBER - Total enrollment for CE 
courses lasting 3-4 weeks 
course_5_6_ enroll NUMBER - Total enrollment for CE 
courses lasting 5-6weeks 
course_7_plus_ enroll NUMBER - Total enrollment for CE 
courses lasting 7 plus weeks 
course_eve_ enroll NUMBER - Total enrollment for evening 
CE courses 
course_wkd_ enroll NUMBER - Total enrollment for 
weekend CE courses 
course_tut_ enroll NUMBER - Total enrollment for tutorial 
CE courses 
course_other_enroll NUMBER - Total enrollment for CE other 
activity 
course_1_2_on_campus NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 1-2 weeks held on 
campus 
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course_3_4_ on_campus NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 3-4 weeks held on 
campus 
course_5_6_ on_campus NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 5-6 weeks held on 
campus 
course_7_plus_ 
on_campus 
NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 7-plus weeks held on 
campus 
course_eve_ on_campus NUMBER - Number of CE evening 
courses held on campus 
course_wkd_ on_campus NUMBER - Number of CE weekend 
courses held on campus 
course_tut_ on_campus NUMBER - Number of CE tutorial 
courses held on campus 
course_other_ on_campus NUMBER - Number of CE other activity 
held on campus 
course_1_2_off_campus NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 1-2 weeks held off 
campus 
course_3_4_ off_campus 
 
NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 3-4 weeks held off 
campus 
course_5_6_ off_campus NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 5-6 weeks held off 
campus 
course_7_plus_ 
off_campus 
NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 7-plus weeks held off 
campus 
course_eve_ off_campus NUMBER - Number of CE evening 
courses held off campus 
course_wkd_ off_campus NUMBER - Number of CE weekend 
courses held off campus 
course_tut_ off_campus NUMBER - Number of CE tutorial 
courses held off campus 
course_other_ off_campus NUMBER - Number of other activity held 
off campus 
course_1_2_deliv_alt NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 1-2 weeks delivered 
by alternative methods 
course_3_4_deliv_alt NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 3-4 weeks delivered 
by alternative methods 
course_5_6_deliv_alt NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 5-6 weeks delivered 
by alternative methods 
course_7_plus_deliv_alt NUMBER - Number of CE courses 
lasting 7-plus weeks 
delivered by alternative 
methods 
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course_eve_deliv_alt NUMBER - Number of CE evening 
courses delivered by 
alternative methods 
course_wkd_deliv_alt NUMBER - Number of CE weekend 
courses delivered by 
alternative methods 
course_tut_deliv_alt NUMBER - Number of CE tutorial 
courses delivered by 
alternative methods 
course_other_deliv_alt NUMBER - Number of CE other activity 
delivered by alternative 
methods 
total_one_credit_course* NUMBER - Total number of all one 
credit CE courses 
total_two_credit_course* NUMBER - Total number of all two credit 
CE courses 
total_three_credit_course* NUMBER - Total number of all three 
credit CE courses 
total_ce enroll* NUMBER - Total enrollment for all types 
of credit CE courses 
total_ce_on_campus* NUMBER - Total number of on-campus 
CE courses 
total_ce_off_campus* NUMBER - Total number of off-campus 
CE courses 
total_ce_deliv_alt* NUMBER - Total number of CE courses 
delivered by alternative 
methods 
 
 
 
TABLE: CERTIFICATE 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
CURRICULUM table; School 
name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Foreign key to 
CURRICULUM table; 
Publication year 
cert_name TEXT 255 Primary key; Name of 
certificate program 
degree_related TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is certificate 
degree related? 
degree_name TEXT 255 Name of degree to which 
certificate is related 
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TABLE: CONT_ED 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; School 
name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication year 
num_held_nc_inst NUMBER - Number of non-credit 
activities held as institute, 
symposium, conference, 
forum 
num_held_nc_wkshp NUMBER - Number of non-credit 
activities held as workshop 
num_held_nc_sem NUMBER - Number of non-credit 
activities held as seminar 
num_held_nc_colloq NUMBER - Number of non-credit 
activities held as 
colloquium/lecture 
num_held_nc_short NUMBER - Number of non-credit 
activities held as short course 
num_held_nc_tut NUMBER - Number of non-credit 
activities held as tutorial, 
individualized instruction 
contact_hrs_inst NUMBER - Number of contact hours for 
non-credit activities held as 
institute, symposium, 
conference, forum 
contact_hrs_wkshp NUMBER - Number of contact hours for 
non-credit activities held as 
workshop 
contact_hrs_sem NUMBER - Number of contact hours for 
non-credit activities held as 
seminar 
contact_hrs_colloq NUMBER - Number of contact hours for 
non-credit activities held as 
colloquiuim/lecture 
contact_hrs_short NUMBER - Number of contact hours for 
non-credit activities held as 
short course 
contact_hrs_tut NUMBER - Number of contact hours for 
non-credit activities held as 
tutorial, individualized 
instruction 
attend_inst NUMBER - Total attendance of non-
credit activities held as 
institute, symposium, 
conference, forum 
attend_wkshp NUMBER - Total attendance of non-
credit activities held as wkshp 
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attend_sem NUMBER - Total attendance of non-
credit activities held as 
seminar 
attend_colloq NUMBER - Total attendance of non-
credit activities held as 
colloquium, lecture 
attend_short NUMBER - Total attendance of non-
credit activities held as short 
course 
attend_tut NUMBER - Total attendance of non-
credit activities held as 
tutorial, individualized 
instruction 
num_offer_ceu_inst NUMBER - Number of activities held as 
institute, symposium, 
conference, forum which 
offered CEUs 
num_offer_ceu_wkshp NUMBER - Number of activities held as 
workshop which offered 
CEUs 
num_offer_ceu_sem NUMBER - Number of activities held as 
seminar which offered CEUs 
num_offer_ceu_colloq NUMBER - Number of activities held as 
colloquium, lecture which 
offered CEUs 
num_offer_ceu_short NUMBER - Number of activities held as 
short course which offered 
CEUs 
num_offer_ceu_tut NUMBER - Number of activities held as 
tutorial, individualized 
instruction which offered 
CEUs 
num_on_camp_inst NUMBER - Number of activities (institute, 
symposium, conference, 
forum) held on campus  
num_on_camp_wkshp NUMBER - Number of activities 
(workshop) held on campus  
num_on_camp_sem NUMBER - Number of activities (seminar) 
held on campus  
num_on_camp_colloq NUMBER - Number of activities 
(colloquium, lecture) held on 
campus  
num_on_camp_short NUMBER - Number of activities (short 
course) held on campus  
num_on_camp_tut NUMBER - Number of activities (tutorial, 
individualized instruction) 
held on campus  
num_off_camp_inst NUMBER - Number of activities (institute, 
symposium, conference, 
forum) held off campus  
num_off_camp_wkshp NUMBER - Number of activities 
(workshop) held off campus  
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num_off_camp_sem NUMBER - Number of activities (seminar) 
held off campus  
num_off_camp_colloq NUMBER - Number of activities 
(colloquium, lecture) held off 
campus  
num_off_camp_short NUMBER - Number of activities (short 
course) held off campus  
num_off_camp_tut NUMBER - Number of activities (tutorial, 
individualized instruction) 
held off campus  
num_deliv_alt_inst NUMBER - Number of activities (institute, 
symposium, conference, 
forum) delivered by alternate 
methods 
num_deliv_alt_wkshp NUMBER - Number of activities 
(workshop) delivered by 
alternate methods 
num_deliv_alt_sem NUMBER - Number of activities (seminar) 
delivered by alternate 
methods 
num_deliv_alt_colloq NUMBER - Number of activities 
(colloquium, lecture) 
delivered by alternate 
methods 
num_deliv_alt_short NUMBER - Number of activities (short 
course) delivered by alternate 
methods 
num_deliv_alt_tut NUMBER - Number of activities (tutorial, 
individualized instruction) 
delivered by alternate 
methods 
other_non_credit MEMO - Write-in category for other 
non-credit activity 
num_held_nc_other NUMBER - Number of non-credit 
activities held as other activity 
contact_hrs_other NUMBER - Number of contact hours for 
non-credit other activity 
attend_other NUMBER - Total attendance of non-
credit other activity 
num_offer_ceu_other NUMBER - Number of other activity 
which offered CEUs 
num_on_camp_other NUMBER - Number of other activity held 
on campus 
num_off_camp_other NUMBER - Number of other activity held 
off campus 
num_deliv_alt_other NUMBER - Number of other activity 
delivered by alternate 
methods 
ceus_awd TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Are CEUs 
awarded? 
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ce_non_cand_credit TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Were CE 
courses offered for non-
degree candidates for which 
academic credits were 
granted? 
contact_hrs_credit NUMBER - Number of contact hours that 
equals one credit hour 
attend_local NUMBER - Percent of attendees from 
local area 
attend_state NUMBER - Percent of attendees from 
state, province 
attend_regional NUMBER - Percent of attendees from 
regional area 
attend_national NUMBER - Percent of attendees from 
national area 
comp_nc_neg_inside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For non-credit 
activity, was fee negotiated 
for instructors of school’s 
faculty? 
comp_nc_neg_outside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For non-credit 
activity, was fee negotiated 
for outside instructors? 
comp_nc_flat_inside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For non-credit 
activity, was there a flat fee 
for instructors of school’s 
faculty? 
comp_nc_flat_outside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For non-credit 
activity, was there a flat fee 
for outside instructors? 
comp_nc_form_inside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For non-credit 
activity, was fee figured by a 
formula for instructors of 
school’s faculty? 
comp_nc_form_outside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For non-credit 
activity, was fee figured by a 
formula for outside 
instructors? 
comp_formula TEXT 255 Formula used to figure 
compensation 
no_comp_nc_inside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For non-credit 
activity, was CE considered 
part of regular teaching load 
(no comp) for instructors of 
school’s faculty? 
no_comp_nc _outside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For non-credit 
activity, was CE considered 
part of regular teaching load 
(no comp) for outside 
instructors? 
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comp_cred_neg_inside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For credit 
activity, was fee negotiated 
for instructors of school’s 
faculty? 
comp_cred_neg_outside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For credit 
activity, was fee negotiated 
for outside instructors? 
comp_cred_flat_inside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For credit 
activity, was there a flat fee 
for instructors of school’s 
faculty? 
comp_cred_flat_outside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For credit 
activity, was there a flat fee 
for outside instructors? 
comp_cred_form_inside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For credit 
activity, was fee figured by a 
formula for instructors of 
school’s faculty? 
comp_cred_form_outside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For credit 
activity, was fee figured by a 
formula for outside 
instructors? 
no_comp_cred_inside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For credit 
activity, was CE considered 
part of regular teaching load 
(no comp) for instructors of 
school’s faculty? 
no_comp_cred _outside TEXT 1 Yes/No field; For credit 
activity, was CE considered 
part of regular teaching load 
(no comp) for outside 
instructors? 
staff_faculty NUMBER - Extent to which school’s LIS 
faculty were used to teach CE 
(Scale of 1-5, ‘not at all’ to ‘to 
a great extent’) 
staff_visit_faculty NUMBER - Extent to which visiting LIS 
faculty were used to teach CE 
(Scale of 1-5, ‘not at all’ to ‘to 
a great extent’) 
staff_non_LIS_inst NUMBER - Extent to which school’s non-
LIS faculty were used to 
teach CE (Scale of 1-5, ‘not 
at all’ to ‘to a great extent’) 
staff_non_LIS_other NUMBER - Extent to which  non-LIS 
faculty from other schools 
were used to teach CE (Scale 
of 1-5, ‘not at all’ to ‘to a great 
extent’) 
staff_LIS_pract NUMBER - Extent to which LIS 
practitioners were used to 
teach CE (Scale of 1-5, ‘not 
at all’ to ‘to a great extent’) 
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staff_consult NUMBER - Extent to which consultants 
were used to teach CE (Scale 
of 1-5, ‘not at all’ to ‘to a great 
extent’) 
staff_vendor NUMBER - Extent to which vendors were 
used to teach CE (Scale of 1-
5, ‘not at all’ to ‘to a great 
extent’) 
staff_other_category MEMO - Write-in category for other 
type of faculty/staff 
staff_other    NUMBER - Extent to which other staff 
was were used to teach CE 
(Scale of 1-5, ‘not at all’ to ‘to 
a great extent’) 
prog_LIS_coord_admin TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did LIS school 
coordinator administer CE 
program? 
prog_LIS_coord_coord TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did LIS school 
coordinator coordinate CE 
program? 
ind_LIS_coord_admin TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did LIS school 
coordinator administer 
individual CE activities? 
ind_LIS_coord_coord TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did LIS school 
coordinator coordinate 
individual CE activities? 
prog_ce_office_admin TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did University 
CE office/Extension 
administer CE program? 
prog_ce_office_coord TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did university 
CE office/Extension 
coordinate CE program? 
ind_ce_office_admin TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did university 
CE office/Extension 
administer individual CE 
activities? 
ind_ce_office_coord TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did university 
CE office/Extension   
coordinate individual CE 
activities? 
prog_fac_com_admin TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did faculty 
committee administer CE 
program? 
prog_fac_com_coord TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did faculty 
committee coordinate CE 
program? 
ind_fac_com_admin TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did faculty 
committee administer 
individual CE activities? 
ind_fac_com_coord TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did faculty 
committee coordinate 
individual CE activities? 
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prog_one_fac_admin TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did one faculty 
member administer CE 
program as permanent 
administrator? 
prog_one_fac_coord TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did one faculty 
member coordinate CE 
program as permanent 
administrator? 
ind_one_fac_admin TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did one faculty 
member administer individual 
CE activities as permanent 
administrator? 
ind_one_fac_coord TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did one faculty 
member coordinate individual 
CE activities as permanent 
administrator? 
prog_rotate_admin TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did faculty 
rotate to administer CE 
program? 
prog_rotate_coord TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did faculty 
rotate to coordinate CE 
program? 
ind_rotate_admin TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did faculty 
rotate to administer individual 
CE activities? 
ind_rotate_coord TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did faculty 
rotate to coordinate individual 
CE activities? 
prog_dean_admin TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did LIS dean or 
director administer CE 
program? 
prog_dean_coord TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did LIS dean or 
director coordinate CE 
program? 
ind_dean_admin TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did LIS dean or 
director administer individual 
CE activities? 
ind_dean_coord TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did LIS dean or 
director coordinate individual 
CE activities? 
nc_total_held* NUMBER - Total non-credit CE activities 
held 
nc_total_contact _hours* NUMBER - Total non-credit CE contact 
hours 
nc_total_attend* NUMBER - Total non-credit CE 
attendance (excluding degree 
students) 
nc_total_offer_ceus* NUMBER - Total non-credit CE activities 
offering CEUs 
nc_total_on_camp* NUMBER - Total non-credit CE activities 
held on -campus 
nc_total_off_camp* NUMBER - Total non-credit CE activities 
held off-campus 
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nc_total_deliv_alt* NUMBER - Total non-credit CE activities 
delivered by alternate 
methods 
 
 
 
TABLE: COUNTRY_LIST 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
country TEXT 100 Primary key; Country name 
continent  TEXT 100 Continent on which country 
is located 
 
 
TABLE: COURSE_CHANGE 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
CURRICULUM table; School 
name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Foreign key to 
CURRICULUM table; 
Publication year 
course_name TEXT 255 Primary key; Name of course 
added, dropped, or taught on 
an experimental basis 
add_drop_exp TEXT 25 Was course added, dropped, 
or taught on experimental 
basis? – list of choices 
(added, dropped, 
experimental) 
reason_change MEMO - Reason for change or trial 
 
 
TABLE: CROSS_LIST_COURSE 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
CURRICULUM table; School 
name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Foreign key to 
CURRICULUM table;  
Publication year 
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course_name TEXT 255 Primary key; Name of course 
cross-listed with other 
department 
other_dept TEXT 255 Other department with which 
course is cross-listed 
major_resp TEXT 25 Major teaching responsibility 
carried out by your LIS 
department or the other 
department – list of choices 
(LIS, Other Dept) 
 
 
 
 
TABLE: CURRIC_BY_PROGRAM 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL _LIST table; 
School name 
school_year   TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication 
year 
curric_prog  TEXT 100 Primary key; Foreign key to 
CURRIC_PROGRAM_LIST; 
Program ID 
prog_type TEXT 100 Program type  
(i.e., ’Post-Master’s’) 
accept_pt TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Are part-time 
students accepted into 
program? 
resid_req TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Does school 
require residency on home 
campus for program? 
res_hrs_req NUMBER - Number of hours required to 
meet residency requirement 
hrs_req NUMBER - Number of credit hours 
required for program 
min_months_complete NUMBER - Minimum number of months 
possible for program 
completion 
max_years_complete NUMBER - Maximum number of years 
possible for program 
completion 
hrs_req_course NUMBER - Number of hours of required 
course work (must be taken 
by all students) 
permit_exempt_req TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Are students 
permitted to exempt any req. 
courses? 
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num_exempt_hrs NUMBER - Number of hours permitted 
to exempt for req. courses 
exempt_credit TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Does student 
receive course credit for 
exemptions? 
max_transfer NUMBER - Maximum number of  hours 
student may transfer from 
another program 
thesis_req TEXT 25 Thesis requirement – list of 
choices (none, required, 
optional) 
thesis_hrs NUMBER - Credit hours that can be 
earned for thesis 
field_exp TEXT 25 Field experience offering – 
list of choices (none, 
required, optional) 
field_hrs NUMBER - Credit hours that can be 
earned for field experience 
field_comment MEMO - Comment field; Explanation 
of circumstances for variable 
field exp credit 
comp_exam TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Comp exam 
required for graduation? 
other_req_category TEXT 255 Write-in other graduation 
requirement, and to which 
degree it pertains  
other_req TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Other 
requirement for graduation? 
lang_req TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Language 
requirement for graduation? 
 
 
 
TABLE: CURRIC_PROGRAM_LIST 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
curric_prog_id AUTONUMBER - Primary key; Program ID as 
related to curriculum data 
curric_prog_type TEXT 255 Program type as related to 
curriculum data 
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TABLE: CURRICULUM 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; 
School name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication 
year 
acad_cal TEXT 50 Division of academic 
year/calendar. Choices 
(semester, quarter, 
trimester, other) 
weeks_in_term NUMBER - Number of weeks in regular 
term 
num_term_sum NUMBER - Number of terms in summer 
weeks_in_sumterm NUMBER - Number of weeks in summer 
term 
hrs_per_credit_reg NUMBER - Hours per week of class time 
to earn one credit (regular 
term) 
hrs_per_credit_sum NUMBER - Hours per week of class time 
to earn one credit (summer 
term) 
dist_course TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Offer courses 
away from main campus? 
chg_dist_effort TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Expect to 
change distance ed efforts 
within next report period? 
chg_dist_effort_comment MEMO - Explain how you plan to 
change distance ed efforts. 
curric_review_prog TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did you do a 
curriculum review of any 
programs? 
curric_review_prog_ 
comment 
MEMO - Name of program that 
underwent curriculum review 
curric_revision_prog TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did you do a 
curriculum revision of any 
programs? 
curric_revision_prog_com
ment 
MEMO - Name of program(s) that 
underwent curriculum 
revision 
areas_reviewed TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Were specific 
areas within curriculum 
reviewed? 
areas_reviewed_comment MEMO - Specific areas of the 
curriculum that were 
reviewed 
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areas_revised TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Were specific 
areas within curriculum 
revised? 
areas_revised_comment MEMO - Specific areas of the 
curriculum that were revised 
num_course_cat NUMBER - Number of courses listed in 
catalog during last report 
period 
percent_taught NUMBER - Percent of courses listed in 
catalog that were taught. 
req_course_by_full NUMBER - Number of required courses 
taught by regular full-time 
faculty? 
req_course_by_adj NUMBER - Number of required courses 
taught by adjunct faculty 
req_course_by_other NUMBER - Number of required courses 
taught by other faculty? 
elec_course_by_full NUMBER - Number of elective courses 
taught by regular full-time 
faculty? 
elec_course_by_adj NUMBER - Number of elective courses 
taught by adjunct faculty? 
elec_course_by_other NUMBER - Number of elective courses 
taught by other faculty? 
other_curric_chgs MEMO - Other curriculum changes 
curric_com TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Do you have a 
curriculum committee? 
curric_com_fac TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Do faculty 
serve on curriculum 
committee? 
curric_com_alumni TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Do alumni 
serve on curriculum 
committee? 
curric_com_staff TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Do staff serve 
on curriculum committee? 
curric_com_pract TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Do 
practitioners serve on 
curriculum committee? 
curric_com_stu TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Do students 
serve on curriculum 
committee? 
curric_com_other TEXT 255 Others who serve on 
curriculum committee not 
covered in above categories 
curric_com_release TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Was anyone 
given released time or other 
compensation for curriculum 
committee activities? 
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curric_com_release_ 
comment 
MEMO - Rank or position of person(s) 
and percent of time or 
compensation given 
curric_chg_consid TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Are there 
curriculum changes under 
active consideration? 
chg_core_course TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Are changes in 
core/required courses under 
consideration? 
chg_core_course_ 
comment 
MEMO - Comment field for changes 
in core/required courses 
chg_add_post_master TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is adding a 
sixth year or post-master’s 
program under 
consideration? 
chg_add_doctoral TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is adding a 
doctoral program under 
consideration? 
chg_length_masters TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is changing the 
length of a master’s program 
under consideration? 
chg_length_masters_ 
 
MEMO - Comment field for changes 
in length of master’s 
program(s) 
chg_add_masters TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is adding a 
second (or third, etc.) 
master’s program under 
consideration? 
chg_add_masters_ 
comment 
MEMO - Comment field for adding 
master’s program(s) 
chg_joint_masters TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is adding a 
joint master’s program under 
consideration? 
chg_joint_masters_ 
comment 
MEMO - Comment field for adding 
joint master’s program(s) 
chg_other TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is another 
change under 
consideration? 
chg_other_category MEMO - Write-in category for other 
changes 
num_courses_1_5 NUMBER - Number of courses with 1-5 
students enrolled 
num_courses_6_10 NUMBER - Number of courses with 6-10 
students enrolled 
num_courses_11_15 
 
NUMBER - Number of courses with 11-
15 students enrolled 
num_courses_16_20 NUMBER - Number of courses with 16-
20 students enrolled 
num_courses_21_25 NUMBER - Number of courses with 21-
25 students enrolled 
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num_courses_26_30 NUMBER - Number of courses with 26-
30 students enrolled 
num_courses_31_35 NUMBER - Number of courses with 31-
35 students enrolled 
num_courses_36_40 NUMBER - Number of courses with 36-
40 students enrolled 
num_courses_41_45 NUMBER - Number of courses with 41-
45 students enrolled 
num_courses_46_50 NUMBER - Number of courses with 46-
50 students enrolled 
num_courses_51_plus NUMBER - Number of courses with 
more than 50 students 
enrolled 
over_50 comment TEXT 255 Comment field on enrollment 
over 50 
replace_dissert MEMO - If dissertation not required 
for doctoral program, what 
replaces it?  
prereq_work_exp TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is LIS-related 
work experience an entrance 
prerequisite for Master’s 
program? 
prereq_undergrad TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is 
undergraduate work in LIS 
an entrance prerequisite for 
Master’s program? 
prereq_foreign_lang TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is foreign 
language an entrance 
prerequisite for Master’s 
program? 
prereq_gre TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is GRE an 
entrance prerequisite for 
Master’s program? 
prereq_mat TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is MAT an 
entrance prerequisite for 
Master’s program? 
prereq_toefl TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is TOEFL an 
entrance prerequisite for 
Master’s program? 
prereq_gpa TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is GPA an 
entrance prerequisite for 
Master’s program? 
prereq_interview TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is personal 
interview an entrance 
prerequisite for Master’s 
program? 
prereq_other MEMO - Describe any other Master’s 
prerequisites. 
prereq_diff MEMO - Describe any difference in 
the prerequisites for different 
Master’s programs. 
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exempt_basis_exam TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is exemption 
granted on the basis of an 
exam? 
exempt_basis _transcript TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is exemption 
granted on basis of 
transcript from another 
school? 
exempt_basis _app TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is exemption 
granted on basis of approval 
of advisor/instructor? 
exempt_basis_other TEXT 1 Other reason exemption is 
granted 
permit_non_ala_credit TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Do you permit 
transfer credit from non-
accredited LIS programs? 
spec_circ_transfer MEMO - Special 
circumstances/requirements 
for transfer credit from non-
accredited LIS programs. 
num_enroll_indep NUMBER - Number of students enrolled 
in independent study 
num_distance_courses NUMBER - Number of courses offered 
off-campus or via mail or 
telecommunications 
num_dist_req_degree NUMBER - Number of distance courses 
that were required for 
degree(s) 
num_dist_elective NUMBER - Number of distance courses 
that were electives 
dist_req_degree_comment MEMO - List of degrees that required 
a distance course(s) 
deliv_off TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Were distance 
courses delivered by regular 
or adjunct faculty at an off-
campus location? 
deliv_internet TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Were distance 
courses delivered via the 
Internet (including email)? 
deliv_mail TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Were distance 
courses delivered via mailed 
media material (cassette, 
CD, etc.)? 
deliv_multi TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Were distance 
courses delivered via a 
combination of two or more 
media? 
deliv_tv TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Were distance 
courses delivered via 
television? 
deliv_other MEMO - Write-in for other means by 
which distance courses were 
delivered  
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req_dist_reg_fac NUMBER  Number of required distance 
courses offered by regular 
faculty 
req_dist_adjunct_fac NUMBER - Number of required distance 
courses offered by adjunct 
faculty 
elect_dist_reg_fac NUMBER - Number of elective distance 
courses offered by regular 
faculty 
elect_dist_adjunct_fac NUMBER - Number of elective                   
distance courses offered by 
adjunct faculty 
 
 
 
TABLE: DEGREES_AWD 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; School 
name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication year 
degree_id  NUMBER - Program ID Number; Foreign 
key to DEGREE_LIST 
mnum_awd_ai NUMBER - Number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to male 
American Indian or Alaskan 
native students in program 
mnum_awd_ap NUMBER - Number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to male 
Asian or Pacific Islander 
students in program 
mnum_awd_b NUMBER - Number of 
degrees/certificates awarded 
to male Black students in 
program 
mnum_awd_h NUMBER - Number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to male 
Hispanic students in program 
mnum_awd_w NUMBER - Number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to male 
white students 
mnum_awd_i NUMBER - Number of cegrees/ 
certificates awarded to male 
international students in 
program 
mnum_awd_ethnic_na NUMBER - Number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to male 
students for which no ethnic 
data is available in program 
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total_male_awd* NUMBER - Total number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to male 
students  in program  
fnum_awd_ai NUMBER - Number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to female 
American Indian or Alaskan 
native students in program 
fnum_awd_ap NUMBER - Number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to female 
Asian or Pacific Islander 
students in program 
fnum_awd_b NUMBER - Number of 
degrees/certificates awarded 
to female Black students 
fnum_awd_h NUMBER - Number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to female 
Hispanic students in program 
fnum_awd_w NUMBER - Number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to female 
white students in program 
fnum_awd_i NUMBER - Number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to female 
international students in 
program 
fnum_awd_ethnic_na NUMBER - Number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to female 
students in program for which  
no ethnic data is available 
total_female_awd* NUMBER - Total number of degrees/ 
certificates awarded to female 
students in program   
total_deg_awd* NUMBER - Total number of degrees and 
certificates awarded in 
program 
 
 
 
 
TABLE: DEGREE_LIST 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
degree_id NUMBER - Primary key; Degree ID 
degree_name  TEXT 50 Name of degree 
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TABLE: ENROLL_PROGRAM_LIST 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
prog_id AUTONUMBER - Primary key; Autonumber; 
Program ID number as 
related to enrollment data 
program_type  TEXT 255 Program Type as related to 
enrollment data 
 
 
 
TABLE: EXPENSE 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; School 
name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication year 
rep_period_begin_month TEXT 25 Month of start of reporting 
period  
rep_period_begin_year TEXT 4 Year of start of reporting 
period 
rep_period_end_month TEXT 25 Month of end of reporting 
period  
rep_period_end_year TEXT 4 Year of end of reporting 
period 
fac_instruct NUMBER - Amount allocated to 
instruction by faculty 
fac_admin NUMBER - Amount allocated to 
administration by faculty 
fac_lib NUMBER - Amount allocated to library 
activity by faculty 
fac_complab NUMBER - Amount allocated to computer 
lab activity by faculty 
fac_research NUMBER - Amount allocated to research 
by faculty 
fac_other NUMBER - Amount allocated to other 
activity by faculty 
fac_total* NUMBER - Total spent for faculty 
spec_instruct NUMBER - Amount allocated to 
instruction by specialists 
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spec_admin NUMBER - Amount allocated to 
administration by specialists 
spec_lib NUMBER - Amount allocated to library 
activity by specialists 
spec_complab NUMBER - Amount allocated to computer 
lab activity by specialists 
spec_research NUMBER - Amount allocated to research 
by specialists 
spec_other NUMBER - Amount allocated to other 
activity by specialists 
spec_total* NUMBER - Total spent for specialists 
cler_instruct NUMBER - Amount allocated to 
instruction by clerical staff 
cler_admin NUMBER - Amount allocated to 
administration by clerical staff 
cler_lib NUMBER - Amount allocated to library 
activity by clerical staff 
cler_complab NUMBER - Amount allocated to computer 
lab activity by clerical staff 
cler_research 
 
NUMBER - Amount allocated to research 
by clerical staff 
cler_other NUMBER - Amount allocated to other 
activity by clerical staff 
cler_total* NUMBER - Total spent for clerical staff 
stu_instruct NUMBER - Amount allocated to 
instruction by student staff 
stu_admin NUMBER - Amount allocated to 
administration by student staff 
stu_lib NUMBER - Amount allocated to library 
activity by student staff 
stu_complab 
 
NUMBER - Amount allocated to computer 
lab activity by student staff 
stu_research NUMBER - Amount allocated to research 
by student staff 
stu_other NUMBER - Amount allocated to other 
activity by student staff 
stu_total* NUMBER - Total spent for students 
fringe_instruct NUMBER - Amount allocated to 
instruction by fringe benefits 
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fringe _admin NUMBER - Amount allocated to 
administration by fringe 
benefits 
fringe _lib NUMBER - Amount allocated to library 
activity by fringe benefits 
fringe _complab NUMBER - Amount allocated to computer 
lab activity by fringe benefits 
fringe _research NUMBER - Amount allocated to research 
by fringe benefits 
fringe _other NUMBER - Amount allocated to other 
activity by fringe benefits 
fringe_wages_total* NUMBER - Total spent for fringe benefits 
wages 
inst_wages_total* NUMBER - Total spent for instruction 
wages 
admin_wages_total* NUMBER - Total spent for administration 
wages 
lib_wages_total* NUMBER - Total spent for library wages 
complab_wages_total* NUMBER - Total spent for computer lab 
wages 
res_wages_total* NUMBER - Total spent for research 
wages 
other_wages_total* NUMBER - Total spent for other activity 
wages 
total_wages* NUMBER - Total spent for wages in all 
categories 
teach_ad_supplies NUMBER - Expense for teaching and 
administration supplies 
teach_ad_com NUMBER - Expense for teaching and 
administration communication 
teach_ad_equip_purch NUMBER - Expense for teaching and 
administration equipment 
purchase 
teach_ad_equip_rent NUMBER - Expense for teaching and 
administration equipment 
rental 
teach_ad_equip_contract NUMBER - Expense for teaching and 
administration equipment 
maintenance contracts 
teach_ad_total_equip* NUMBER - Total expense for equipment 
teach_ad_travel_admin NUMBER - Expense for administration 
travel 
teach_ad_travel_fac NUMBER - Expense for faculty travel 
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teach_ad_travel_other NUMBER - Expense for other travel 
teach_ad_travel_total* NUMBER - Total expense for teaching 
and administration travel 
teach_ad_print NUMBER - Expense for teaching and 
administration 
duplicating/printing 
teach_ad_dues NUMBER - Expense for teaching and 
administration dues, 
subscriptions, memberships 
teach_ad_ins NUMBER - Expense for teaching and 
administration insurance 
teach_ad_adv NUMBER - Expense for teaching and 
administration advertising 
teach_ad_other_cat MEMO  - Write-in category for teaching 
and administration expense 
teach_ad_other NUMBER - Other expense for teaching 
and administration  
teach_ad_total* NUMBER - Total expense for teaching 
and administration 
lib_collection NUMBER - Expense for library collection 
lib_equip_purch NUMBER - Expense for library equipment 
purchase 
lib_equip_rental NUMBER - Expense for library equipment 
rental 
lib_equip_contracts NUMBER - Expense for library equipment 
maintenance contracts 
lib_equip_total* NUMBER - Total expense for library 
equipment 
lib_other_category MEMO - Write-in category for library 
expense 
lib_other NUMBER - Other library expense 
lib_total* NUMBER - Total library expense 
lab_soft NUMBER - Expense for lab manuals and 
software 
lab_equip_purch NUMBER - Expense for lab equipment 
purchase 
lab_equip_rent NUMBER - Expense for lab equipment 
rental 
lab_equip_contracts NUMBER - Expense for lab equipment 
maintenance contracts 
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lab_equip_total* NUMBER - Total expense for lab 
equipment 
lab_other_category MEMO - Write-in category for other lab 
expense 
lab_other NUMBER - Other lab expense 
lab_total* NUMBER - Total lab expense 
funded_research NUMBER - Expense for funded research 
aid_fell_schol NUMBER - Expense for fellowships and 
scholarships 
aid_other_category MEMO - Write-in category for other 
student aid expense 
aid_other NUMBER - Other student aid expense 
aid_total* NUMBER - Total student aid expense 
ce_workshops NUMBER - Expense for continuing 
education, workshops, etc. 
other_expenses_category MEMO - Write-in category for other 
expenses 
other_expenses NUMBER - Other expenses 
sal_wage_total* NUMBER - Total salary and wage 
expenses 
oe_total* NUMBER - Total operating expenses 
total_expense* NUMBER - Total overall expenses 
 
 
 
TABLE: FAC_CONF 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
faculty_id NUMBER - Primary key; Autonumber 
field; Unique identifier for 
faculty data entry 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; Name 
of school 
school_year   TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication year 
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title_rank TEXT 100 Title and/or academic rank of 
faculty member 
fac_salary NUMBER - Salary of faculty member 
appt_period TEXT 2 Is appointment period in 
terms of fiscal or academic 
year? Choices (AY, FY) 
tenure_status TEXT 2 Tenure status Choices 
(T, NT) 
fac_sex TEXT 1 Sex 
Choices (M, F) 
hi_degree TEXT 100 Highest degree earned 
disc_hi_degree TEXT 100 Discipline of highest degree 
ethnic_origin TEXT 50 Ethnic origin 
fac_age NUMBER - Age of faculty member as of 
Jan. 1 of current year 
year_appt_full TEXT 4 Year of appointment to full-
time faculty 
year_appt_rank TEXT 4 Year of appointment to 
present ran 
 
 
 
TABLE: FACULTY 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; 
School name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication 
year 
num_full_fall NUMBER - Number of full-time faculty 
for Fall 
num_full_win NUMBER - Number of full-time faculty 
for Winter 
num_full_spr NUMBER - Number of full-time faculty 
for Spring 
num_full_sum NUMBER - Number of full-time faculty 
for Summer 
num_part_fall NUMBER - Number of part-time faculty 
for Fall 
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num_part_win NUMBER - Number of part-time faculty 
for Winter 
num_part_spr NUMBER - Number of part-time faculty 
for Spring 
num_part_sum NUMBER - Number of part-time faculty 
for Summer 
fte_fac_fall NUMBER - FTE of part-time faculty for 
Fall 
fte_fac_win NUMBER - FTE of part-time faculty for 
Winter 
fte_fac_spr NUMBER - FTE of part-time faculty for 
Spring 
fte_fac_sum NUMBER - FTE of part-time faculty for 
Summer 
fte_fac_formula TEXT 100 Formula used to calculate 
faculty FTE 
avg_increase_full NUMBER - Average percent salary 
increase, full-time faculty 
inc_basis_merit TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Was salary 
increased based on merit? 
inc_basis_union TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Was salary 
increased based on union 
contract? 
inc_basis_atb TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Was salary 
increased based on an 
across the board increase? 
inc_basis_col TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Was salary 
increased based on cost of 
living? 
inc_basis_sen TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Was salary 
increased based on 
seniority? 
inc_basis_eq TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Was salary 
increased based on 
achieving equity? 
other_inc_basis TEXT 255 Other basis for salary 
increase 
num_full_rep 
 
NUMBER - Number of full-time faculty 
replacements 
rank_rep MEMO - Ranks of individuals 
replaced and the 
replacements 
num_unfill_full NUMBER - Number of unfilled, full-time 
faculty positions for which 
funding was available 
rank_reason_unfill MEMO - For each unfilled position, 
rank and reason why 
position was not filled 
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full_pos_lost TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Were any 
faculty positions lost due to 
funding reduction? 
num_rank_pos_lost MEMO - Number and rank of each 
position lost 
new_pos_created TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Were any new 
faculty positions created 
w/new or reallocated 
funding? 
num_rank_pos_created MEMO - Number and rank of new 
faculty positions created 
percent_fac_fringe NUMBER  Percentage of faculty salary 
fringe benefits 
num_rec_travel NUMBER  Number of faculty that 
received travel funds 
total_trav_funding NUMBER  Total amount of funding for 
professional travel, provided 
to and used by faculty, dean, 
director 
avg_travel_amt NUMBER  Average amount travel 
assistance received per 
faculty member who did 
receive it 
num_fac_sab NUMBER  Number of faculty that 
received sabbatical leave or 
equivalent 
grant_sab TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is sabbatical 
leave granted at your 
institution? 
fac_comp_dist_reg TEXT 1 Yes/No; Were regular faculty 
compensated for distance ed 
within regular teaching load? 
fac_comp_dist_over TEXT 1 Yes/No; Were regular faculty 
compensated for distance ed 
as an overload? 
fac_comp_dist_other TEXT 1 Other compensation to 
faculty for distance ed 
reg_teach_load NUMBER  Normal load of credit hours 
taught per academic year for 
full-time faculty. 
sum_teach_load NUMBER - Normal load of credit hours 
taught in summer session for 
full-time faculty. 
sum_teach TEXT 15 Are full-time faculty required 
to teach in summer? 
Choices (Required, 
Optional) 
max_overload NUMBER - Maximum credit hours 
faculty may teach as 
overload 
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load_diff TEXT 1 Yes/No; Is the regular 
teaching load for faculty 
teaching undergraduate 
courses any different? 
load_diff_comment MEMO - How does the regular 
teaching load differ for 
faculty teaching graduate 
and undergraduate courses? 
 
 
 
TABLE: INCOME 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; 
School name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication 
year 
parent_inst_income NUMBER - Amount of income from 
parent institution 
parent_dep_fte TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is funding from 
parent institution directly 
dependent upon FTE? 
parent_dep_headct TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is funding from 
parent institution directly 
dependent upon head 
count? 
parent_dep_credit_hrs TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Is funding from 
parent institution directly 
dependent upon number of 
credit hours generated? 
parent_dep_other TEXT 200 Yes/No field; Is funding from 
parent institution directly 
dependent upon another 
factor? 
parent_increase TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Did you 
receive increase in funds 
from your parent institution? 
budget_red_held TEXT 25 If no increase in parent 
funds, was your budget 
reduced or held at same 
level as previous year? 
Choices (held, reduced) 
budget_outlook MEMO - Comment field; What is your 
budget outlook for next 
year? 
fed_grant_income NUMBER - Amount of income from 
federal grants/contracts 
ce_act_income NUMBER - Amount of income from ce 
activities 
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endow_trust_income NUMBER - Amount of income from 
endowment/trust funds 
state_grant_income NUMBER - Amount of income from 
state/provincial grants/ 
contracts 
other_income_type MEMO - Write-in category, other 
types of income 
other_income_amt NUMBER - Amount of other income 
total_income* NUMBER - Total income 
reason_discrep MEMO - Explanation if expenditures 
are greater than income, 
and how overage is covered. 
carryover TEXT 1 Yes/No field; If income is 
greater than expenditures, 
can funds be carried forward 
to next fiscal year? 
carryover_comment MEMO - Comment on carryover of 
funds 
discrete_LIS_lib TEXT 1 Yes/No Field; Is there an LIS 
library that is discrete/ 
separate from main 
university library? 
lib_admin_main TEXT 1 Yes/No Field; Is LIS library 
administratively part of main 
library? 
lib_LIS_support TEXT 1 Yes/No Field; Does LIS 
school provide most of the 
support for LIS library? 
librarian_fund_LIS TEXT 1 Yes/No Field; Is LIS             Lib
librarian funded by LIS  
School? 
discrete_LIS_lab TEXT 1 Yes/No Field; Is there an LIS 
lab that is discrete/ separate 
from main university 
computer support service? 
lab_admin_main TEXT 1 Yes/No Field; Is LIS lab 
administratively part of main 
computer support? 
lab_LIS_support TEXT 1 Yes/No Field; Does LIS 
school provide most of the 
support for LIS lab? 
lab_sup_fund_LIS TEXT 1 Yes/No Field; Is LIS Lab 
Supervisor funded by              
LIS School? 
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TABLE: INTL_ENROLL 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; 
School name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication 
year 
prog_id NUMBER - Primary key; Foreign key to 
PROGS_OFFERED table; 
Program ID Number 
country TEXT 100 Primary key; Foreign key to 
COUNTRY_LIST; Country 
of students 
num_country NUMBER - Number students enrolled 
from country 
 
 
 
 
TABLE: JOINT_PROGRAM 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
CURRICULUM table; 
School name 
school_year   TEXT 4 Primary key; Foreign key to 
CURRICULUM table; 
Publication year 
other_unit TEXT 255 Primary key; Name of 
academic unit or 
department with which the 
degree is offered jointly 
hours_other NUMBER - Number of credit hours 
student must take in the 
other unit or department 
hours_lis NUMBER - Number of credit hours 
student must take within 
LIS department 
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TABLE: LOGIN 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; 
School name 
username TEXT 8 Primary key; Username for 
school to login to web site 
password TEXT 8 Primary key; Password for 
school to login to web site 
 
 
 
TABLE: NEW_PROGRAM 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
CURRICULUM table; Name 
of school 
school_year   TEXT 4 Primary key; Foreign key to 
CURRICULUM table; 
Publication year 
prog_name TEXT 255 Primary key; Name of 
program added 
degree_name TEXT 255 Name of degree associated 
with new program 
 
 
 
TABLE: NON_LIS_BUDGET 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
INCOME table; School 
name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Foreign key to 
INCOME table; Publication 
year 
non_budget_item TEXT 100 Primary key; 
Name/description of 
service, material, benefit 
provided without budget 
charges 
item_amount NUMBER - Amount of non-LIS budget 
item 
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TABLE: OTHER_MASTERS 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_PROGRAM table; 
School name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_PROGRAM table;  
Publication year 
other_masters_name TEXT 100 Primary key; Name of other 
master’s program 
 
 
 
TABLE: PROGS_OFFERED 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
prog_id NUMBER - Primary key; Program ID 
school_name  TEXT 255 Primary key; Name of 
school 
school_year TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication 
year 
accredited TEXT 3 Yes/No field; Is program 
ALA-accredited? 
 
 
 
TABLE: SABBATICAL _SALARY 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
sab_id AUTONUMBER - Primary key; Unique 
identifier for entry 
school_name TEXT 50 Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST  table; 
School name 
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school_year   TEXT 4 Publication year 
length_time TEXT 100 Length of time of sabbatical 
leave granted 
sal_percent NUMBER - Percentage of salary 
received for sabbatical 
leave 
 
 
 
TABLE: SCHOOL_INFO 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; 
School name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication 
year 
fte_formula TEXT 255 FTE formula used for part-
time student equivalency 
acad_cal TEXT 50 Academic calendar used by 
school  
Choices (Semester, 
Trimester, Quarter, Other) 
pt_aid_schol TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Are 
scholarships and 
fellowships awarded to part-
time students? 
pt_time_aid_asst TEXT 1 Yes/No field; Are 
assistantships awarded to 
part-time students? 
 
 
 
TABLE: SCHOOL_LIST 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name  TEXT 50 Primary key; Short name of 
school 
sch_fullname TEXT 100 Full name of school 
country TEXT 100 Country in which school is 
located 
priv_pub TEXT 10 Is the institution public or 
private? List of choices 
(public, private) 
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TABLE: SCHOOL_PROGRAM 
 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; 
School name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication 
year 
prog_id  NUMBER - Primary key; Foreign key to 
PROGS_OFFERED table; 
Program ID Number 
cost_instate NUMBER - Cost of obtaining full-degree 
for in-state students 
cost_outstate NUMBER - Cost of obtaining full-degree 
for out-of-state students 
cost_credit_instate NUMBER - Cost of one credit for in-
state students 
cost_credit_outstate NUMBER - Cost of one credit out-of- 
state students 
num_instate NUMBER - Number in-state students 
enrolled 
num_outstate NUMBER - Number of out-of-state 
students enrolled 
num_resid_na NUMBER - Number students enrolled, 
residency info NA 
total_prog_enroll  NUMBER - Total enrolled in program 
num_ft_male NUMBER - Number full-time males 
enrolled 
num_pt_male NUMBER - Number part-time males 
enrolled 
pt_male_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time males 
total_male_prog_enroll* NUMBER - Total males enrolled  
num_male_ai NUMBER - Number of American 
Indian/Alaskan native males 
enrolled 
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num_male_ap NUMBER - Number of Asian/Pacific 
Islander males enrolled 
num_male_b NUMBER - Number of black males 
enrolled 
num_male_h NUMBER - Number of hispanic males 
enrolled 
num_male_w NUMBER - Number of white males 
enrolled 
num_male_i NUMBER - Number of international 
male students enrolled 
num_male_ethnic_na NUMBER - Number males enrolled for 
which no ethnic data is 
available 
mnum_age1 NUMBER - Number of males in age 
group 1 
mnum_age2 NUMBER - Number of males in age 
group 2 
mnum_age3 NUMBER - Number of males in age 
group 3 
mnum_age4 NUMBER - Number of males in age 
group 4 
mnum_age5 NUMBER - Number of males in age 
group 5 
mnum_age6 NUMBER - Number of males in age 
group 6 
mnum_age7 NUMBER - Number of males in age 
group 7 
mnum_age8 NUMBER - Number of males in age 
group 8 
mnum_age9 NUMBER - Number of males in age 
group 9 
mnum_age_na NUMBER - Number of males with no 
age data 
num_ft_female NUMBER - Number full-time females 
enrolled 
num_pt_female NUMBER - Number part-time females 
enrolled 
pt_female_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time females 
total_female_prog_enroll* NUMBER - Total females enrolled  
fte_off NUMBER - FTE of off-campus students 
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num_female_ai NUMBER - Number of American 
Indian/Alaskan native 
females enrolled 
num_female_ap NUMBER - Number of Asian/Pacific 
Islander females enrolled 
num_female_b NUMBER - Number of black females 
enrolled 
num_female_h NUMBER - Number of hispanic females 
enrolled 
num_female_w NUMBER - Number of white females 
enrolled 
num_female_i NUMBER - Number of international 
female students enrolled 
num_female_ethnic_na NUMBER - Number females enrolled 
for which no ethnic data is 
available 
fnum_age1 NUMBER - Number of females in age 
group 1 
fnum_age2 NUMBER - Number of females in age 
group 2 
fnum_age3 NUMBER - Number of females in age 
group 3 
fnum_age4 NUMBER - Number of females in age 
group 4 
fnum_age5 NUMBER - Number of females in age 
group 5 
fnum_age6 NUMBER - Number of females in age 
group 6 
fnum_age7 NUMBER - Number of females in age 
group 7 
fnum_age8 NUMBER - Number of females in age 
group 8 
fnum_age9 NUMBER - Number of females in age 
group 9 
fnum_age_na NUMBER - Number of females with no 
age data 
total_ft_prog_enroll* NUMBER - Total full-time students 
enrolled in program 
total_pt_prog_enroll* NUMBER - Total number of students 
enrolled in program part-
time 
total_pt_prog_fte* NUMBER - Total FTE of part-time-
students in program 
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TABLE: STAFF 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name  TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; 
School name 
school_year  TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication 
year 
admin_full NUMBER - Number of full-time 
administrative support staff 
admin_pt_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time 
administrative support staff 
instruct_full NUMBER - Number of full-time 
instructional support staff 
instruct_pt_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time 
instructional support staff 
res_full NUMBER - Number of full-time research 
assistance staff 
res_pt_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time research 
assistance staff 
media_full NUMBER - Number of full-time media 
services support staff 
media_pt_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time media 
services support staff 
lib_full NUMBER - Number of full-time library 
personnel support staff 
lib_pt_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time library 
personnel staff 
complab_full NUMBER - Number of full-time 
computer lab support staff 
complab_pt_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time computer 
lab support staff 
other_staff_support TEXT 255 Write-in category of other 
full-time support staff 
other_staff_full NUMBER - NUMBER of other full-time 
support staff 
other_staff_fte NUMBER - FTE of other part-time staff 
admin_stu_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time 
student/graduate assistant 
administrative support staff 
instruct_stu_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time 
student/graduate assistant 
instructional support staff 
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res_stu_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time 
student/graduate assistant 
research support staff 
media_stu_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time 
student/graduate assistant 
media services support staff 
lib_stu_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time 
student/graduate assistant 
library personnel support 
staff 
complab_stu_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time 
student/graduate assistant 
computer lab support staff 
other_stu_fte NUMBER - FTE of part-time 
student/graduate assistant 
other support staff 
other_stu_sup TEXT 255 Write-in category for other 
part-time student support 
staff 
 
 
 
TABLE: STUDENT_AID 
 
FIELD NAME DATA TYPE FIELD SIZE FIELD DESCRIPTION 
school_name TEXT 50 Primary key; Foreign key to 
SCHOOL_LIST table; School 
name 
school_year  
 
TEXT 4 Primary key; Publication year 
prog_id  NUMBER - Primary key; Foreign key to 
PROGS_OFFERED table; 
Program ID Number 
num_male_aid_awd NUMBER - Number of scholarships and 
fellowships awarded to male 
students in program 
num_female_aid_awd NUMBER - Number of scholarships and 
fellowships awarded to 
female students in program 
num_aid_awd_gen_na NUMBER - Number of scholarships and 
fellowships awarded to 
students in program for 
which no gender information 
is available. 
male_aid_awd NUMBER - Amount/value of 
scholarships and fellowships 
awarded to male students in 
program 
female_aid_awd NUMBER - Amount/value of 
scholarships and fellowships 
awarded to female students 
in program 
aid_awd_gen_na NUMBER - Amount/value of 
scholarships and fellowships 
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awarded to students in 
program for which no gender 
information is available. 
num_male_asst_awd NUMBER - Number assistantships 
awarded to male students in 
program 
num_female_asst_awd NUMBER - Number assistantships 
awarded to female students 
in program 
num_asst_awd_gen_na NUMBER - Number assistantships 
awarded to students in 
program for which no gender 
information is available. 
male_asst_awd NUMBER - Amount/value of 
assistantships awarded to 
male students in program 
female_asst_awd NUMBER - Amount/value of 
assistantships awarded to 
male students in program 
asst_awd_gen_na NUMBER - Amount/value of 
assistantships awarded to 
students in program for 
which no gender information 
is available. 
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APPENDIX H 
 
EXCERPT FROM ALISE STATISTICAL REPORT -CURRICULUM CHAPTER 
COURSES TAUGHT ADDED, DROPPED, AND TAUGHT ON EXPERIMENTAL 
BASIS 
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APPENDIX I 
 
 
DERIVED TOTALS 
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Derived Totals Fields 
The tables below show how the values for certain fields are calculated from data that has 
been input by the user. These totals fields reside within the same tables as do those from 
which they are derived. The derivation and storage of these totals will facilitate the query 
process for generating tables.  Rather than calculate these totals (using ASP) each time an 
aggregate table for all schools is generated by using individual fields, the pre-calculated 
totals can be used to lessen the load on the system. Totals fields should be calculated and 
stored at a later date after the user has submitted data and the questionnaire submission 
period has ended.  This will ensure that the data will not be changed, thereby eliminating 
the possible need to recalculate the totals fields. 
 These totals fields are not to be confused with totals against which certain data 
input needs to be validated, for example, num_instate,  num_outstate, and num_resid_na, 
which need to total up to what the user has entered for total_prog_enroll. The fields 
below are added to the tables for ease of querying, as described above. 
 
TABLE: CE_CREDIT_ACTIVITY 
Derived field Calculation from which field is derived 
total_one_credit_course  course_1_2_one_credit + 
course_3_4_one_credit + 
course_5_6_one_credit + 
course_7_plus_one_credit + 
course_eve_one_credit + 
course_wkd_one_credit + 
course_tut_one_credit + 
course_other_one_credit  
total_two_credit_course   course_1_2_two_credit + 
course_3_4_two_credit + 
course_5_6_two_credit + 
course_7_plus_two_credit + 
course_eve_two_credit + 
course_wkd_two_credit + 
course_tut_two_credit + 
course_other_two_credit 
total_three_credit_course course_1_2_three_credit + 
course_3_4_three_credit + 
course_5_6_three_credit + 
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course_7_plus_three_credit + 
course_eve_three_credit + 
course_wkd_three_credit + 
course_tut_three_credit + 
course_other_three_credit 
total_ce_enroll course_1_2_enroll + 
course_3_4_enroll + 
course_5_6_enroll + 
course_7_plus_enroll + 
course_eve_enroll + 
course_wkd_enroll + 
course_tut_enroll + 
course_other_enroll 
total_ce_on_campus   course_1_2_on_campus + 
course_3_4_on_campus + 
course_5_6_on_campus + 
course_7_plus_on_campus + 
course_eve_on_campus + 
course_wkd_on_campus + 
course_tut_on_campus + 
course_other_on_campus 
total_ce_off_campus  course_1_2_off_campus + 
course_3_4_off_campus + 
course_5_6_off_campus + 
course_7_plus_off_campus + 
course_eve_off_campus + 
course_wkd_off_campus + 
course_tut_off_campus + 
course_other_off_campus 
total_ce_deliv_alt  course_1_2_deliv_alt +  
course_3_4_deliv_alt + 
course_5_6_deliv_alt + 
course_7_plus_deliv_alt + 
course_eve_deliv_alt + 
course_wkd_deliv_alt + 
course_tut_deliv_alt +  
course_other_deliv_alt 
 
 
 
TABLE: CONT_ED 
Derived field Calculation from which field is derived 
nc_total_held  num_held_nc_inst + 
num_held_nc_wkshp + 
num_held_nc_sem + 
num_held_nc_colloq + 
num_held_nc_short + 
num_held_nc_other 
 
nc_total_contact _hours  attend_inst + 
attend_wkshp + 
attend_sem + 
attend_colloq + 
attend_short + 
attend_tut +  
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attend_other 
 
nc_total_attend  attend_inst +  
attend_wkshp + 
attend_sem + 
attend_colloq + 
attend_short + 
attend_tut + 
attend_other 
 
nc_total_offer_ceus   num_offer_ceu_inst + 
num_offer_ceu_wkshp + 
num_offer_ceu_sem + 
num_offer_ceu_colloq + 
num_offer_ceu_short + 
num_offer_ceu_tut + 
num_offer_ceu_other 
 
nc_total_on_camp   num_on_camp_inst + 
num_on_camp_wkshp + 
num_on_camp_sem +  
num_on_camp_colloq + 
num_on_camp_short + 
num_on_camp_tut + 
num_on_camp_other 
 
nc_total_off_camp   num_off_camp_inst + 
num_off_camp_wkshp + 
num_off_camp_sem + 
num_off_camp_colloq + 
num_off_camp_short + 
num_off_camp_tut + 
num_off_camp_other 
 
nc_total_deliv_alt   num_deliv_alt_inst + 
num_deliv_alt_wkshp + 
num_deliv_alt_sem + 
num_deliv_alt_colloq + 
num_deliv_alt_short + 
num_deliv_alt_tut + 
num_deliv_alt_other 
 
 
 
TABLE: DEGREES_AWD 
Derived field Calculation from which field is derived 
total_male_awd   mnum_awd_ai + 
mnum_awd_ap + 
mnum_awd_b + 
mnum_awd_h + 
mnum_awd_w + 
mnum_awd_i + 
mnum_awd_ethnic_na 
total_female_awd   fnum_awd_ai + 
fnum_awd_ap + 
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fnum_awd_b +  
fnum_awd_h + 
fnum_awd_w + 
fnum_awd_i + 
fnum_awd_ethnic_na 
total_deg_awd   total_male_awd + 
total_female_awd 
 
 
 
TABLE: EXPENSE 
Derived field Calculation from which field is derived 
fac_total fac_instruct + 
fac_admin + 
fac_lib + 
fac_complab + 
fac_research + 
fac_other 
spec_total spec_instruct + 
spec_admin + 
spec_lib + 
spec_complab + 
spec_research + 
spec_other 
cler_total cler_instruct + 
cler_admin + 
cler_lib + 
cler_complab + 
cler_research + 
cler_other 
stu_total stu_instruct + 
stu_admin +  
stu_lib + 
stu_complab + 
stu_research +  
stu_other 
fringe_wages_total fringe_instruct + 
fringe_admin + 
fringe_lib + 
fringe_complab + 
fringe_research + 
fringe_other 
inst_wages_total fac_instruct +  
spec_instruct +  
cler_instruct + 
stu_instruct +  
fringe_instruct 
admin_wages_total fac_admin +  
spec_admin +  
cler_admin + 
stu_admin +  
fringe_admin 
lib_wages_total fac_lib +  
spec_lib +  
cler_lib +  
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stu_lib + 
fringe_lib 
complab_wages_total fac_complab +  
spec_complab + 
cler_complab + 
stu_complab +  
fringe_complab 
res_wages_total fac_research +  
spec_research +  
cler_research + 
stu_research + 
fringe_research 
other_wages_total fac_other +  
spec_other +  
cler_other + 
stu_other +  
fringe_other 
total_wages fac_total +  
spec_total +  
cler_total + 
stu_total +  
fringe_wages_total 
 
teach_ad_equip_total teach_ad_equip_purch + 
teach_ad_equip_rent + 
teach_ad_equip_contract 
 
teach_ad_travel_total teach_ad_travel_admin + 
teach_ad_travel_fac + 
teach_ad_travel_other 
teach_ad_total teach_ad_supplies +  
teach_ad_com + 
teach_ad_equip_total +  
teach_ad_travel_total + 
teach_ad_print +  
teach_ad_dues + 
teach_ad_ins +  
teach_ad_adv +  
teach_ad_other 
lib_equip_total lib_equip_purch + 
lib_equip_rental + 
lib_equip_contracts 
lib_total lib_collection +  
lib_equip_total +  
lib_other 
lab_equip_total lab_equip_purch + 
lab_equip_rental + 
lab_equip_contracts 
lab_total lab_soft +  
lab_equip_total +  
lab_other 
aid_total aid_fell_school +  
aid_other 
oe_total teach_ad_total +  
lib_total +  
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lab_total + 
funded_research +  
aid_total + 
ce_workshops +  
other_expenses 
total_expense oe_total +  
total_wages 
 
 
 
 
TABLE: INCOME 
Derived field Calculation from which field is derived 
total_income   parent_inst_income +  
fed_grant_income + 
ce_act_income +  
endow_trust_income + 
state_grant_income +  
other_income_amt 
 
 
 
TABLE: SCHOOL_PROGRAM 
Derived field Calculation from which field is derived 
total_male_prog_enroll num_pt_male  +  
num_ft_male  
total_female_prog_enroll num_pt_female  + 
num_ft_female  
total_ft_prog_enroll num_ft_male +  
num_ft_female 
total_pt_prog_enroll num_pt_male  +  
num_pt_ 
total_pt_prog_fte pt_male_fte +  
pt_female_fte 
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APPENDIX J 
 
 
ENTITY-RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM 
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Entity-Relationship Diagram – Part I 
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Entity-Relationship Diagram – Part II 
(SCHOOL_LIST table is common to Parts I and II) 
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APPENDIX K 
 
 
SCREEN SHOT OF SCHOOL_PROGRAM TABLE IN ACCESS DESIGN VIEW 
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Screen Shot of SCHOOL_PROGRAM table in Access Design View 
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APPENDIX L  
 
 
PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAMS – USER PERSPECTIVE 
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Login Page 
(login.asp)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
User enters login 
information 
Are username 
and password 
valid? 
YES 
NO Return same again 
with error message 
Display Program 
Choice page 
(choose_prog.asp) 
Are both text 
fields filled in? 
YES 
NO User can’t submit 
form. Dialog box 
with relevant error 
message displayed 
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Program Choice Page 
(choose_prog.asp) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
User checks each 
program offered 
Is at least 
one program 
YES 
NO 
Display Program 
Choice page again 
with an error 
message 
Display First Page Student 
Enrollment Questionnaire 
(prog11_p1.asp) 
 for one of the programs 
checked by the user. 
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First Page of Questionnaire 
(prog11_p1.asp) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
User enters total program 
enrollment and breakdowns 
by residency status 
Has user entered 
values for all 
fields? 
NO 
YES 
User cannot submit 
form. Dialog box with a 
relevant error message 
is displayed. 
Has user entered 
NUMERIC values 
for all fields? 
YES 
NO 
Do the values the user 
entered for residency 
breakdowns add up to the 
value the user entered for 
total program enrollment? 
Return same page 
 to user with error 
message 
Return second page of questionnaire 
(prog11_p2.asp) 
 to user. 
YES 
NO 
Has user entered a 
non-zero value for 
total program 
enrollment? 
NO 
YES 
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Second Page of Questionnaire 
prog11_p2.asp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
User enters enrollment 
breakdowns by full- and part-
time status 
Has user entered 
values for all 
fields? 
NO 
YES 
User cannot submit 
form. Dialog box 
with relevant error 
message is 
displayed.  
Has user entered 
NUMERIC values 
for all fields? 
NO 
Do the breakdowns the user 
entered for full-and part-time 
status add up to the value the 
user entered for Total Program 
Enrollment? 
Return confirmation page telling user 
s/he has completed the questionnaires  
on student enrollment. 
YES 
Return first page 
of questionnaire 
(prog11_p1.asp) 
 to user to enter 
information for 
next program. 
NO 
YES 
Has user entered data for 
all chosen programs? 
YES 
Return same page 
 to user with error 
message. 
NO 
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APPENDIX M  
 
 
SOURCE FILE: LOGIN.ASP 
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login.asp 
 
<% @LANGUAGE = VBScript %> 
<% 
Option Explicit 
Dim auth 
Session("residError")="no" 
Session("totalProgramEnroll")="" 
%> 
<!--#include file="set_year.inc"--> 
<html>  
<head> 
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript"> 
function validateForm() { 
   var rc = true 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Users need to include all values or form will not be submitted 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
   if (!document.loginForm.user.value ||  
        !document.loginForm.pwd.value )  { 
       alert("You must provide a username and password") 
       rc = false 
   }        
 
if (rc) { 
       // Then the form variables are valid        
   } 
   return rc 
} 
</script>  
<title>ALISE Questionnaire Login</title>  
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"> 
</head> 
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF"> 
<table width="100%" border="0"> 
  <tr>  
    <td width="20%">  
      <p><img src="Images/top_logo.gif" width="175" height="65"><br> 
      </p> 
      <table width="100%" border="0" bgcolor="#CCCCCC"> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" color="#333366">Log  
            In (questionnaire)</font></td> 
        </tr> 
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        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" 
color="#333366">Students</font></td> 
        </tr> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" 
color="#333366">Faculty</font></td> 
        </tr> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" 
color="#333366">Curriculum</font></td> 
        </tr> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" color="#333366">Income  
            &amp; Expense</font></td> 
        </tr> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" 
color="#333366">Continuing  
            Education</font></td> 
        </tr> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" color="#333366">List of  
            ALISE members</font></td> 
        </tr> 
      </table> 
      <p>&nbsp; </p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
    </td> 
    <td width="80%" valign="top">  
      <img src="Images/topbar.gif" width="562" height="37"> 
       
    <br> 
      <table width="100%" border="0"> 
        <tr>  
          <td width="95%">  
            <p align="center"><b><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif"><br> 
              ALISE Login Page</font></b> 
<%       
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if (Session("auth") = "no") then 
%>  
            <p><font color="red"><b> 
<font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2">You have either entered an 
invalid username and password or have not logged into the site. Please provide a 
valid username and password. If you have lost your login information please 
contact ALISE.  
</font></b></font>                
<%  
else  
end if  
%>        <p><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2">To access our  
              online questionnaires for the 2001 ALISE report, please provide  
              your username and password that was mailed to you:</font></p> 
 
<form name= "loginForm" method="post" action="choose_prog.asp" 
           onSubmit="return validateForm();"> 
              <table width="50%" border="0"> 
                <tr>  
                  <td width="30%">Username:</td> 
                  <td width="70%">  
                    <input type="text" name="user"> 
                  </td> 
                </tr> 
                <tr>  
                  <td width="30%">Password:</td> 
                  <td width="70%">  
                    <input type="password" name="pwd"> 
                  </td> 
                </tr> 
              </table> 
              <br> 
              <input type="submit" name="Submit" value="Submit"> 
            </form> 
            <p>&nbsp;</p> 
            <p>&nbsp;</p> 
          </td> 
        </tr> 
      </table> 
     <p>&nbsp;</p> 
    </td> 
  </tr> 
</table> 
</body> 
</html> 
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choose_prog.asp 
 
<% @LANGUAGE = VBScript %> 
<% 
Option Explicit 
Dim connection, query, auth_user, user, pwd, auth 
%> 
 
<% 
’ Check if user has already logged in 
’ If not, check if their pwd info is in database 
if Session("auth") <> "yes" then 
 
 user = Request.form("user") 
 pwd = Request.form("pwd") 
  
 ’ query to get the record matching the submitted username and password 
query = "SELECT school_name, username, password from login where  
query = query & “username='" 
 query = query & user & "'and password ='" & pwd & "'" 
  
  
 'Create database connection 
 set connection = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
  
 'Open connection 
 connection.open "alise" 
 'Send query, store results in "auth_user" 
 set auth_user = connection.execute(query) 
 
 If auth_user.BOF and auth_user.EOF then 
         ' Recordset is Empty 
         Session("auth") = "no"            
  Response.Redirect("login.asp") 
 Else            
                       
             
  ' User is now authorized, so set this session var 
  Session("auth") = "yes"  
  ' We'll need the school name for all inserts and updates 
  ' in subsequent pages for this program, so set a session var 
  Session("schoolName") = auth_user("school_name")               
                   
 
 end if 
else 
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end if 
 
’ We need this variable to let next page of the app "progRed.asp" know it  
’ is the first time we are visiting it 
Session("recordPrograms") = "yes"  
%> 
 
<html>  
<head>  
<title>ALISE Questionnaire Program Choice Page</title>  
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"> 
</head> 
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF"> 
<table width="100%" border="0"> 
  <tr>  
    <td width="20%">  
      <p><img src="Images/top_logo.gif" width="175" height="65"><br> 
      </p> 
      <table width="100%" border="0" bgcolor="#CCCCCC"> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" color="#333366">Log  
            In (questionnaire)</font></td> 
        </tr> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" 
color="#333366">Students</font></td> 
        </tr> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" 
color="#333366">Faculty</font></td> 
        </tr> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" 
color="#333366">Curriculum</font></td> 
        </tr> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" color="#333366">Income  
            &amp; Expense</font></td> 
        </tr> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2" 
color="#333366">Continuing  
            Education</font></td> 
        </tr> 
        <tr>  
          <td><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" color="#333366">List of  
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            ALISE members</font></td> 
        </tr> 
      </table> 
      <p>&nbsp; </p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
    </td> 
    <td width="80%" valign="top">  
      <img src="Images/topbar.gif" width="562" height="37">       
    <br> 
<% 
’Check if error message needs to display 
’ This would be case if not program was checked 
’ Session variable below would be set to yes on the page’libsci_1.asp’ 
if (Session("displayError") = "yes") then 
 ’ We don’t need this session var set to yes anymore 
 Session("displayError") = "" 
%> 
<br><br><font color="red"><b>You must enter at least one program offered by your 
school. Please try again 
</b></font> 
<% 
else 
end if 
%>  
      <table width="100%" border="0"> 
        <tr>  
          <td width="95%" height="351"> 
             
            <form method="post" action="progRed.asp"> 
              <table width="550" border="0" cellpadding="3"> 
                <tr>  
                  <td height="20" colspan="2">  
                    <div align="center"><b><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif">Program  
                      Choice Page<br><br> 
                      </font></b></div> 
                  </td> 
                </tr> 
                <tr>  
                  <td colspan="2"><font face="Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif" size="2">Please  
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                    mark each program that was offered by your school in 
<%=Session("schoolYear")%><br> 
                    </font></td> 
                </tr> 
                <tr>  
                  <td width="49%">  
                    <input type="checkbox" name="ala_ls" value="11"> 
                    ALA-Accredited Master’s<br> 
                    &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; in Library Science</td> 
                  <td width="51%">  
                    <input type="checkbox" name="ala_is" value="12"> 
                    ALA-Accredited Master’s<br> 
                    &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;in Information Science</td> 
                </tr> 
                <tr>  
                  <td width="49%">  
                    <input type="checkbox" name="other_masters" value="2"> 
                    Other Master’s </td> 
                  <td width="51%">  
                    <input type="checkbox" name="other_grad" value="5"> 
                    Other Graduate </td> 
                </tr> 
                <tr>  
                  <td width="49%">  
                    <input type="checkbox" name="post_masters" value="3"> 
                    Post-Master’s </td> 
                  <td width="51%">  
                    <input type="checkbox" name="doct" value="4"> 
                    Doctoral </td> 
                </tr> 
                <tr>  
                  <td width="49%">  
                    <div align="left">  
                      <input type="checkbox" name="bach" value="6"> 
                      Bachelor’s</div> 
                  </td> 
                  <td width="51%">  
                    <input type="checkbox" name="other_under" value="7"> 
                    Other Undergraduate </td> 
                </tr> 
              </table> 
              <p>            
                    <input type="submit" name="Continue" value="Continue"> 
              </p> 
            </form> 
            <p>&nbsp;</p> 
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            <p>&nbsp; </p> 
          </td> 
        </tr> 
      </table> 
      <p>&nbsp;</p> 
    </td> 
  </tr> 
</table> 
<% 
connection.close 
Set connection = Nothing 
%> 
</body> 
</html> 
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progRed.asp 
<% @LANGUAGE = VBScript %> 
<% Option Explicit %> 
<% 
Dim numProgs, sname, syear, connection, insertProg, currentProg, a, pgName, item 
Dim progSession, prog, x, getProgName, progType, progName 
 
’ If the previous page is ’choose_prog.asp’ 
’ This session var will be set to yes 
’ We have to execute this code to store the programs checked by the user 
if (Session("recordPrograms") = "yes") then 
 ’set it to nothing so we don’t execute this code again during session 
 Session("recordPrograms") = "" 
   
 ’ Get number of programs by looping through form elements 
 ’ Don’t count the form value for the button, ’Continue’  
 numProgs = 0   
 For Each item In Request.Form 
  if (Request.form(item) <> "Continue") then    
   numProgs = numProgs + 1 
  end if   
 Next    
  
 ’ If no programs were checked, send back to ’choose_prog.asp’ 
 if numProgs = 0 then 
  ’ Set a session variable so the page knows to display error 
  ’ On program choice page    
  Session("displayError") = "yes"      
  Response.redirect("choose_prog.asp") 
 else   
  ’ set shorter  names for Session variables 
  sname = Session("SchoolName") 
  syear = Session("SchoolYear") 
   
  ’ Open connection  
  set connection = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
  
  connection.open "alise" 
   
  ’ For each program checked by user 
  ’ Enter a record into the database containing the 
  ’ school name, pub year, and program id    
  For Each item In Request.Form 
   ’ The button returns a form value (Continue), so discount that value 
   if (Request.form(item) <> "Continue") then   
insertProg = "INSERT into PROGS_OFFERED (school_name,school_year,prog_id)" 
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insertProg = insertProg & " values (’" & sname & "’,’" & syear  
insertProg = insertProg & "’," & Request.form(item) & ")"  
 
connection.execute insertProg 
currentProg = Request.form(item) 
currentProg = "prog" & currentProg 
     
’ for each checked program, we’ll set a session variable to yes 
’ Session("progX"), where X is the program id 
’ Each of these session variables will need to be set to ""  
’ when they are no longer needed (see ** below) 
     
 Session(currentProg) = "yes" 
     
     
 ’ Get name of this chosen program so we can display it in questionnaire 
 getProgName = "" 
 getProgName = "SELECT program_type from ENROLL_PROGRAM_LIST" 
 getProgName = getProgName & " where prog_id="  
 getProgName = getProgName & Request.form(item)     
 set progName = connection.execute(getProgName) 
 progType = "progName" & Request.form(item) 
’ The session variable for each program name checked will  be in the format 
 ’ Session("progNameX"), where X = the program ID 
 Session(progType) = progName("program_type") 
 else     
 end if   
 Next    
 end if 
else 
end if  
 ’ For all checked programs, a session variable 
 ’ Session("progx") was set to "yes" in a loop above 
 ’ Check for programs 11 then 12 first, since it makes logical sense to send users 
 ’ to these questionnaires for these programs before the others  
 Session("totalProgEnroll") = "" 
  
 if (Session("prog11") = "yes") then 
  Session("currentProgID") = 11 
   
  ’** Set session variable for prog to "" 
  ’ So we do not redirect the user to that program’s  
  ’ questionnaire again 
  Session("prog11") = "" 
  Response.redirect("prog11_p1.asp") 
 elseif (Session("prog12") = "yes") then 
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  Session("currentProgID") = 12   
  ’** Set session variable for prog to "" 
  ’ So we do not redirect the user to that program’s  
  ’ questionnaire again 
  Session("prog12") = "" 
  Response.redirect("prog11_p1.asp") 
 else 
  ’ We can loop thru other program numbers 1-7 
  ’ To get another one that was checked   
  for a=1 to 7 
   progSession = "prog" & a 
   if (Session(progSession) = "yes") then 
    ’ for testing 
    x = "hello" 
    ’ Set the current Program to the same one 
    ’ We will be sending them to 
     Session("currentProgID") = a 
    ’ First page of a questionnaire for a program will 
    ’ be in the format "progX_p1.asp", where 
    ’ X is the program ID  
     
    ’** Set session variable for prog to "" 
    ’ So we do not redirect the user to that program’s  
    ’ questionnaire again 
    Session(progSession) = "" 
    Response.redirect("prog11_p1.asp") 
   end if    
  Next  
’ If the user was not redirected to any program questionnaires, then they ‘have '  
'finished 
 ' completing them for all the programs they originally checked 
 ' Send them to a page telling them they're done with this section 
 Response.redirect("stuComp.asp") 
 end if 
%> 
<html> 
<body> 
Testing 
<br> 
<%=Session("recordPrograms") 
connection.close 
Set connection = Nothing 
%> 
</body> 
</html> 
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prog11_p1.asp 
<% @LANGUAGE = VBScript %> 
<% Option Explicit %> 
<% 
Dim sname, syear, sprog, progEnroll, numIn, numOut,residNa, connection, query, 
RecordToInsert 
Dim result, senroll, current_program,item,insertProg, numProgs, currentProg, p, 
var_name 
Dim myProgName 
 
 ’Check if the user has logged in 
 ’if so the Session("auth") variable should be set to yes 
if (Session("auth") <> "yes") then 
  Response.Redirect("login.asp") 
else 
%> 
<!--#include file="set_year.inc"--> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>ALISE- Students Questionnaire</title> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"> 
 
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript"> 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Script taken and modified from JavaScript for Dummies 
//   by Emily A. Vander Veer 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
function isANumber(inputValue){ 
 
    // Assume everything is okay 
    var result = true    
 
    // If parseFloat() returns false, a non-numeric character 
    // was detected in the first position 
     if (!parseFloat(inputValue)) {             
         result = false              
     }    
 
    // Otherwise, we still have to check the rest of the digits, 
    // so step through the inputValue one character at 
    // a time and set result = false if any non-numeric 
    // digits are encountered. 
    else { 
        for (var i=0; i<inputValue.length; i++) { 
           if (inputValue.charAt(i) != " ") { 
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               if (!parseFloat(inputValue.charAt(i)) && (inputValue.charAt(i) != 0)) { 
                   result = false                    
                   break 
                 } 
             } 
        } 
    }   
 
    // Return true (inputValue is a valid number) or 
    // false (it’s invalid). 
    return result 
} 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Performs cross-field checks that can’t be performed 
// until all of the data has been entered. 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
function validateForm() { 
 
   var rc = true 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Visitors need to include total program enrollment, in-state enrollment 
//  out-of-state enrollment, and enrollment for which residency info is 
//  not available 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
   if (!document.resForm.totalProgEnroll.value ||  
       !document.resForm.numInState.value ||  
       !document.resForm.numOutState.value || 
       !document.resForm.numResidNa.value) { 
       alert("You must provide a value for all questions.If you have no data for a question, 
please enter zero.") 
       rc = false 
   }     
    
    
   if (    
        
         ((!isANumber(document.resForm.totalProgEnroll.value)) && 
                    (document.resForm.totalProgEnroll.value != 0))||        
         ((!isANumber(document.resForm.numInState.value)) && 
                    (document.resForm.numInState.value != 0)) ||        
         ((!isANumber(document.resForm.numOutState.value)) && 
                   (document.resForm.numOutState.value != 0)) || 
         ((!isANumber(document.resForm.numResidNa.value)) && 
                   (document.resForm.numResidNa.value != 0)) 
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        ) 
       { 
          
       alert("You must enter a NUMBER value for all questions on this form. Please try 
again.") 
       rc = false 
   }    
if (rc) { 
       // form data ok        
   } 
   return rc 
} 
</SCRIPT> 
</head> 
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF"> 
 
<div align="center"><img src="Images/questBanner.gif" width="643" height="47">  
</div> 
<br> 
<center> 
<h3>Students Questionnaire</h3> 
<% 
myProgName = "progName" & Session("currentProgID") 
%> 
<b><font color="blue"><%=Session(myProgName)%></font></b><br> 
 for <font color="green"><b><%=Session("SchoolName")%></b></font> 
</center> 
<br> 
 
The current program id is: <%=Session("currentProgID")%> 
 
<% 
’ If the form has been submitted before with an error caught by ’prog11_p2’ 
’ this var should be set 
if Session("displayError") = "yes" then 
 Session("displayError") = ""   
 sprog = Session("currentProgID") 
 senroll = Session("totalProgramEnroll") 
%> 
<br><font color="red">Your values for number of in-state students enrolled,  
 number of out-of-state students enrolled, and number of students enrolled for 
which residency 
 information is not available does not add up to your reported total program 
enrollment of 
 <b><%=senroll%></b></font><br> 
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<% 
else 
end if 
%>  
<br><b>Program Enrollment and Residency Status</b><br>  
<form action="prog11_p2.asp" METHOD="POST" name="resForm" onSubmit="return 
validateForm();"> 
  <table width="700" border="0"> 
    <tr>  
      <td width="98%">  
        <table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="5"> 
          <tr>  
            <td width="74%">1. Enter the total number of students that were enrolled  
              in your ALA-Accredited Master’s&nbsp;Library Science program in  
              2000: <br> 
              <font color="#0000FF">Note: The value you enter for total enrollment  
              for this program will be enforced &nbsp;throughout the rest of this  
              questionnaire.</font> <br> 
              <br> 
            </td> 
            <td valign="middle" align="left" width="26%">  
              <input type="text" name="totalProgEnroll" value="0"> 
            </td> 
          </tr> 
          <tr>  
            <td width="74%">2. Enter the number of in-state students enrolled  
              in this program:<br> 
              <br> 
            </td> 
            <td valign="middle" align="left" width="26%">  
              <input type="text" name="numInState" value="0"> 
            </td> 
          </tr> 
          <tr>  
            <td width="74%">3. Please enter the number of out-of-state students  
              enrolled in this program: &nbsp;&nbsp;<br> 
              <br> 
            </td> 
            <td valign="middle" align="left" width="26%">  
              <input type="text" name="numOutState" value="0"> 
            </td> 
          </tr> 
          <tr>  
            <td width="74%">3. Please enter the number of students enrolled in  
              this program for which residency status is not available: </td> 
            <td valign="middle" align="left" width="26%"> 
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              <input type="text" name="numResidNa" value="0"> 
            </td> 
          </tr> 
        </table> 
        <p>  
          <input type="submit" name="Submit" > 
          &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp; <br> 
        </p> 
        </td> 
    </tr> 
  </table> 
</form> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
</body> 
</html> 
<% 
end if 
%> 
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prog11_p2.asp 
<% @LANGUAGE = VBScript %> 
<% Option Explicit %> 
<% 
Dim sname, syear, sprog, progEnroll, numIn, numOut,residNa, connection, query, 
RecordToInsert 
Dim result, senroll, current_program,item,insertProg, numProgs, currentProg, p, 
var_name 
Dim numInState, numOutState, numResidNa, myProgName  
 
 ’Check if the user has logged in 
 ’if not send to login page 
if (Session("auth") <> "yes") then 
 Response.Redirect("login.asp") 
else  
 ’ if it is the user’s first visit to this page (they have not submitted erroneous values) 
 ’ then Session("displayError") should be null, since this value is set in the file 
 ’ This also means the user is coming to this page from prog11_p1.asp 
 
 if (Session("displayError") <> "yes") then 
 ’ Set the Session variable for total program enrollment to what user entered in 
 ’ form (prog11_p1.asp)  
  Session("totalProgramEnroll") = Request.Form("totalProgEnroll") 
   
  ’ Place other form values in variables 
  progEnroll = Request.form("totalProgEnroll") 
  numInState = Request.form("numInState")  
  numOutState = Request.form("numOutState")  
  numResidNa = Request.form("numResidNa") 
   
  ’ Convert values to be inserted to integers 
  progEnroll = CInt(progEnroll) 
  numInState = CInt(numInState) 
  numOutState = CInt(numOutState) 
  numResidNa = CInt(numResidNa) 
   
  ’ Place session variables in variables with shorter names 
  sname = Session("schoolName")  
  syear = Session("schoolYear")  
  sprog = Session("currentProgID")  
    
   
  ’ If the values for the residency breakdowns posted from ’prog11_p1.asp’ 
  ’ do not add up to the total program enrollment, return to that page 
  if (numInState + numOutState + numResidNa <> progEnroll) then 
   Session("displayError") = "yes"    
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   Response.redirect("prog11_p1.asp")   
    
  else 
   ’ Otherwise, open connection and insert values into db 
   set connection = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
    
   connection.open "alise" 
   
  
query = "INSERT INTO SCHOOL_PROGRAM (school_name,school_year,prog_id," 
query = query & "total_prog_enroll,num_instate, num_outstate, num_resid_na)" 
query = query & "values (’" 
query = query & sname & "’,’" & syear & "’," & sprog & "," & progEnroll 
query = query & "," & numInState & "," & numOutState & "," & numResidNa & ")"    
 
connection.execute query     
end if 
else 
end if 
%> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>ALISE- Students Questionnaire</title> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1"> 
 
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript"> 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Script taken and modified from JavaScript for Dummies 
//   by Emily A. Vander Veer 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
function isANumber(inputValue){ 
 
    // Assume everything is okay 
    var result = true    
    
    // If parseFloat() returns false, a non-numeric character 
    // was detected in the first position 
     if (!parseFloat(inputValue)) {         
            result = false    
     }      
     
    // Otherwise, we still have to check the rest of the digits, 
    // so step through the inputValue one character at 
    // a time and set result = false if any non-numeric 
    // digits are encountered. 
    else { 
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        for (var i=0; i<inputValue.length; i++) { 
           if (inputValue.charAt(i) != " ") { 
               if (!parseFloat(inputValue.charAt(i)) && (inputValue.charAt(i) != 0)) { 
                   result = false                    
                   break 
                 } 
             } 
        } 
    }  
    
    // Return true (inputValue is a valid number) or 
    // false (it’s invalid). 
    return result 
} 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Performs cross-field checks that can’t be performed 
// until all of the data has been entered. 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
function validateForm() { 
   var rc = true 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Visitors need to include all values 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
   if (!document.statusForm.numFullMale.value ||  
        !document.statusForm.numFullFemale.value ||  
        !document.statusForm.numPartMale.value || 
        !document.statusForm.numPartFemale.value || 
 !document.statusForm.maleFTE.value || 
 !document.statusForm.femaleFTE.value || 
 !document.statusForm.fteOff.value)  { 
       alert("You must provide a value for all questions.If you have no data for a question, 
please enter zero.") 
       rc = false 
   }     
   if (    
        
         ((!isANumber(document.statusForm.numFullMale.value)) && 
                    (document.statusForm.numFullMale.value != 0))||        
         ((!isANumber(document.statusForm.numFullFemale.value)) && 
                    (document.statusForm.numFullFemale.value != 0)) ||        
         ((!isANumber(document.statusForm.numPartMale.value)) && 
                   (document.statusForm.numPartMale.value != 0)) || 
         ((!isANumber(document.statusForm.numPartFemale.value)) && 
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                   (document.statusForm.numPartFemale.value != 0))|| 
         ((!isANumber(document.statusForm.maleFTE.value)) && 
                   (document.statusForm.maleFTE.value != 0))|| 
         ((!isANumber(document.statusForm.femaleFTE.value)) && 
                   (document.statusForm.femaleFTE.value != 0))|| 
         ((!isANumber(document.statusForm.fteOff.value)) && 
                   (document.statusForm.fteOff.value != 0))                    
        ) 
       {          
       alert("You must enter a NUMBER value for all questions on this form. Please try 
again.") 
       rc = false 
   }        
if (rc) { 
       // Then the form variables are vaid 
        
   } 
   return rc  
} 
</SCRIPT> 
</head> 
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF"> 
<div align="center"><img src="Images/questBanner.gif" width="643" height="47">  
</div> 
<br> 
<center> 
<% 
myProgName = "progName" & Session("currentProgID") 
%> 
<h3>Students Questionnaire</h3> 
<b><font color="blue"><%=Session(myProgName)%></font></b><br> 
 for <font color="green"><b><%=Session("schoolName")%></b></font> 
</center> 
<br><br><br> 
<b>Full and Part-time Enrollment</b><br><br> 
<% if (Session("displayError") = "yes") then 
 ’ We don’t need this session var anymore 
 Session("displayError") = "" 
%> 
 <font color="red">Note: The values you entered for full-time male, full-time 
female, part-time male 
  and part-time female 
      <br> do not add up to your previously reported total enrollment of 
  <b><%=Session("totalProgramEnroll")%></b> for this program</font> 
  <br>The enroll you submitted is :<%=Session("test")%><br><br> 
<%  
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   else 
   end if 
%> 
<font color="blue">Note: Values you enter for Questions 1, 2, 3, and 5 below <br>must 
add up to  
<b><%= progEnroll%></b>, your previously reported total enrollment for this 
program.</font> 
<form action="progComp.asp" METHOD="POST" name="statusForm" 
onSubmit="return validateForm();"> 
  <table width="700" border="0"> 
    <tr>  
      <td width="98%">  
        <table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="5"> 
          <tr>  
            <td width="74%" valign="middle">1. Enter the number of <b>full-time  
              male</b> students that were enrolled in this program: <br> 
              <br> 
            </td> 
            <td valign="middle" align="left" width="26%">  
              <input type="text" name="numFullMale" value="0"> 
            </td> 
          </tr> 
          <tr>  
            <td width="74%" valign="middle">2. Enter the number of <b>full-time  
              female</b> students that were enrolled in this program: <br> 
              <br> 
            </td> 
            <td valign="middle" align="left" width="26%">  
              <input type="text" name="numFullFemale" value="0"> 
            </td> 
          </tr> 
          <tr>  
            <td width="74%" valign="middle">3. Enter the number of <b>part-time  
              male</b> students that were enrolled in this program:<br> 
              <br> 
            </td> 
            <td valign="middle" align="left" width="26%">  
              <input type="text" name="numPartMale" value="0"> 
            </td> 
          </tr> 
          <tr>  
            <td width="74%" valign="middle">4. Enter the <b>FTE</b> of all <b>part-time  
              male</b> students that were enrolled in this program:</td> 
            <td valign="middle" align="left" width="26%">  
              <input type="text" name="maleFTE" value="0"> 
            </td> 
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          </tr> 
          <tr>  
            <td width="74%" valign="middle">5. Enter the number of <b>part-time  
              female</b> students that were enrolled in this program:</td> 
            <td valign="middle" align="left" width="26%"> 
              <input type="text" name="numPartFemale" value="0"> 
            </td> 
          </tr> 
          <tr> 
            <td width="74%" valign="middle">6. Enter the <b>FTE</b> of all <b>part-time  
              female</b> students that were enrolled in this program:</td> 
            <td valign="middle" align="left" width="26%"> 
              <input type="text" name="femaleFTE" value="0"> 
            </td> 
          </tr> 
          <tr> 
            <td width="74%" valign="middle">7. Enter the number of FTE students that  
            live off campus:</td> 
            <td valign="middle" align="left" width="26%"> 
              <input type="text" name="fteOff" value="0"> 
            </td> 
          </tr>                    
        </table> 
        <p>  
          <input type="submit" name="Submit" > 
          &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp; <br> 
        </p> 
        </td> 
    </tr> 
  </table> 
</form> 
</body> 
</html> 
<% 
connection.close 
Set connection = Nothing 
end if 
%> 
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progComp.asp 
<% @LANGUAGE = VBScript %> 
<% Option Explicit %> 
<% 
Dim sname, syear, sprog, progEnroll, connection, query 
Dim maleFull, femFull, malePart, femPart, maleFTE, femFTE 
Dim totalMaleProgEnroll , totalFemProgEnroll ,totalFullProgEnroll,totalPartProgEnroll  
Dim totalProgFTE , myEnroll, curProg 
 
 ’Check if the user has logged in 
 ’if not send to login page 
if (Session("auth") <> "yes") then 
 Response.Redirect("login.asp") 
else  
  
 ’ Set the Session variable for total program enrollment  
 progEnroll = Session("totalProgramEnroll")  
 progEnroll = CInt(progEnroll) 
   
 ’ Place form values in variables 
 maleFull = Request.form("numFullMale") 
 femFull= Request.form("numFullFemale") 
 malePart = Request.form("numPartMale")  
 femPart = Request.form("numPartFemale")   
 maleFTE = Request.form("maleFTE") 
 femFTE = Request.form("femaleFTE") 
   
 ’ Convert values to be inserted to integers 
 maleFull = CInt(maleFull) 
 femFull = CInt(femFull) 
 malePart = CInt(malePart) 
 femPart = CInt(femPart) 
   
   
 ’ Place session variables in variables with shorter names 
 sname = Session("schoolName")  
 syear = Session("schoolYear")  
 sprog = Session("currentProgID")  
   
 myEnroll = maleFull + femFull + malePart + femPart 
 myEnroll = CInt(myEnroll) 
  
 ’ If the values for the residency breakdowns posted from ’prog11_p1.asp’ 
 ’ do not add up to the total program enrollment, return to that page 
 if (myEnroll <> progEnroll) then 
  Session("displayError") = "yes"  
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  Session("test") = myEnroll 
  Response.redirect("prog11_p2.asp")     
 else 
  totalMaleProgEnroll = maleFull + malePart 
  totalFemProgEnroll = femFull + femPart 
  totalFullProgEnroll = maleFull + femFull 
  totalPartProgEnroll = malePart + femPart 
  totalProgFTE = maleFTE + femFTE 
   
  ’ Otherwise, open connection and insert values into db 
  set connection = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
   
  connection.open "alise"   
  query = "UPDATE school_program set num_ft_male=" & maleFull & "," 
  query = query & "num_ft_female=" & femFull & "," 
  query = query & "num_pt_male=" & malePart & "," 
  query = query & "num_pt_female=" & femPart & "," 
  query = query & "pt_male_fte=" & maleFTE & "," 
  query = query & "pt_female_fte=" & femFTE & "," 
query = query & "total_female_prog_enroll=" & totalFemProgEnroll & 
                        "," 
query = query & "total_male_prog_enroll=" & totalMaleProgEnroll & "," 
query = query & "total_ft_prog_enroll=" & totalFullProgEnroll & "," 
  query = query & "total_pt_prog_enroll=" & totalPartProgEnroll & "," 
  query = query & "total_pt_prog_fte=" & totalProgFTE 
query = query & " where school_name=’" & sname & "’ and 
                         school_year=’" 
  query = query & syear & "’ and prog_id=" & sprog       
      
  connection.execute query  
   
  curProg = "prog" & sprog 
  Session(curProg) = ""   
 
‘ Close connection to free up system resources 
connection.close 
set connection = Nothing      
  Response.redirect("progRed.asp") 
 end if  
end if 
%> 
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